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Qaboos bin Said, the Sultan of

Oman, who came to power in

1970, found himself at the head of

an inward-looking state deprived of

the benefits of modernisation.

During the first decade of his rule,

the young leader succeeded in

turning the country around.

Today, Oman is a prosperous

nation. Remarkably, during the

lifetime of one generation, a

progressive society with a high

standard of living has emerged.

Painting a portrait of Sultan

Qaboos against the rich historical

backdrop of this intriguing country

and of the ruling dynasty that has

governed Oman for more than 250

years, Sergey I'lekhanov unveils the

advantages of political institutions

that are based on cultural and

religious traditions and their

capacity to answer the challenges

of the twenty-first century.

But this is not merely an historical

and political treatment. Sultan

Qaboos' multi-faceted personality,

ranging from experienced politician

and benevolent leader to

music-lover, is also explored.
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Preface

HIS BOOK ABOin His MAJESTY Sultan Qaboos bin Said Al Said is in

part the fruit of the author's many years of thought on the

fundamental phenomena of the modern world. Over the past

century the peoples of all continents have experienced social and

military upheavals which have, little by little, overturned the high ideals

of the nineteenth century. Revolutionary theories of all kinds bloomed

and withered, leaving disappointment and emptiness in their place.

Giant empires of unprecedented economic and military might collapsed,

leaving no spiritual legacy. In the smoking ruins that littered the

twentieth century, many people began to re-explore the past for models

of fair and stable systems of private and communal life.

In coming to understand modern Oman and its structures of power,

I was inspired not only by my own political inclinations, but also by my
admiration for the beauty of Oman's use of its own past. Key to any

understanding of the central value of the modern Sultanate - its vitality

and flexibility - is a recognition of the continuing utility of its age-old

institutions of power and its cultural traditions. Oman is one of those

rare societies to have accomplished modernisation and innovation

while maintaining a firm grip on traditional values, built up over an

immense period of time. The devotion of the Sultan and the Omani

people to their ancient dynasty and religion has ensured triumph over

all attempts to overthrow it.

My meetings with the political figures of modem Oman, its intellectuals

and its ordinary citizens, have provided me with a comprehensive

picture of the country and its leader; it is clear from all that I have
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learned that the current transformation of this ancient land has largely

been made possible through the efforts of its Sultan.

I would like to thank all those oiganisations and individuals, inside

and outside Oman, who have so graciously contributed their time and

expertise, and made this account of a great man's life possible.

I am thankful to several individuals in Oman for their time and support

in many ways. I am especially grateful to the support offered to me by

H. E. Abdul Aziz bin Mohammed Al Rowas, Adviser to His Majesty the

Sultan for Cultural Affairs and the staff of his office; in particular, 1 would

like to thank his assistant, Mr Salim bin Mohammed Almahruqi, Adviser

for Cultural Relations. 1 would also like to thank the Embassy of the

Sultanate of Oman in Moscow for its continued assistance toward the

realisation of the project.

Set^gey Plekhatwv

Moscow and Muscat

April 2004
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A Restless Autumn

\ I \ FOR THOSE WITH LONG MEMORIES, the southem seashorc of

the Arabian Peninsula had never seemed so empty as in

the last months of 1940. The small town of Salalah, situated

on a narrow strip between the waters of the Arabian Sea and the green

slopes of the Dhofar Mountains, rarely saw a ship of any size, even at the

busiest of times; in late 1940, the naval war between Britain and its

enemies ensured that the sea was deserted, but for the occasional

Arabian dhow sailing from the northern Gulf and neighbouring

countries and local fishing boats gliding past the old, palm-

shadowed al-Husn Fortress.

Salalah had long been a favourite place for the Sultans of Oman.

The local climate is quite different from that of the rest of Arabia.

In summer, a monsoon from the ocean brings low, moisture-laden clouds

ashore; and as they reach the slopes of the Dhofar Mountains, they

release their rain onto the coast. The clouds also stop the Arabian sun

from scorching the monsoon-moistened soil. This balmy period, known

as khareef, lasts three months.

As a result, this Arabian land is covered with rich vegetation.

Trees commonly seen in India or Africa abound: papaya, banana and

coconut palms. Ten miles inland, on the other side of the mountain

range, stretches the severe terrain of the Dhofar Plateau, relieved only by

rare, gnarled little trees covered with tiny, scaly leaves. These are the

source of frankincense, once a provider of wealth for the area. But the era

when frankincense was the basis of prosperity ended long before

imperial Rome had turned to ruins.
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Sultan Said bin lainuir came tt) the throne in when his father

abdicated and departed for British India. As in the years of Suhan lainiur

bin Faisal, the sinister shadow of a world war once again darkened the

horizon of liistory. The new Sultan must often have wondered what

would be Oman's fate in such a rapidly changing international

landscape. When his father Taimur had assumed the throne, the

Ottoman Empire was Oman's closest neighbour: Several hundred miles

from the Gulf, In Persia's Isfahan, there were Cossack units under Russian

command, and it seemed that there was no force capable of stopping

their ap{)r()ach to its sliores. A few years later onlv small fragments of

boUi ot these huge empires remained; their lands broken up by foreign

powers and riven with internal discord.

On 18 November 1940, the Sultan's lieioved wife Miyzun bint Ahmed

Alma'ashani gave birth to a son. The boy was called Qaboos, a rare name

in the Arab worlds and the title of Sayyid (His Highness) indicated his

unique destiny as a future ruler of his people.

A belief in the sacred mission of kings is innate in all cultures and

probably originated because the alternative - that an incomprehensibly

capricious game ol historical fate had raised a mortal to the summit of

earthly power - was unthinkable. 1 he same importance was ascribed by

the people of those remote ages to the Unk between the name of a person

and their fate. Still more importance was attributed to naming those of

royal blood. Even today, names are considered magical - in naming a

descendant after a great prophet, apostle, caliph, sultan or king, it is

hoped that some of that force and talent which glorified previous bearers

of this name will be passed on to the baby.

We can never be sure whv Said bin laimur chose the rare name of

Qaboos for his son. It Is unlikely that he himself was aware of all the

factors that influenced his decision. We can only conjecture as to his

mood when he welcomed iiis firsttx>rn on the threshold of life. But the

prospects for Oman were so uncertain that it would not be an

exaggeration to suppose that he was looking for support from the

historic past. The name Qaboos goes back to the pre-Islamic era - to the

Lakhmids, the first Arab state to emerge. Shortly before the revelation of

the Qur'an to the Prophet Mohammed, King al-Munzir ni was ruler of

• Tlie birth to^k place in Salalah while Said bin Taitmir vv.is in Muscat.

It was to be a year before the father saw his son for the first time.

Copyrighted matBria!
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the Lakhmids. His son C^aboos coniiiiaiided the army, fighting against

the Ghassanid rebels. An ancient poet praised the courageous L^imid

wairior with these woids:

He throws himself fiercely into battle,

His hauberk is strong, it is iron, resilient,

His sharpest white sword strikes ruthlessly.

The story of the sovereign's upbringing is related in the classical text

Quhoos-niunn ( The Qaboos Memoir). I he main character in Qal^oos-nania

(which translates as 'the kings' mirror') is a wise monarch ot the Bani

Ziad dynasty who ruled a small state in the north of ban at the end of

the tenth centuiy. Wkitten hi Persia in the eleventh century, it was widely

disseminated throughout the Middle East. Oman and Iran have long

been linked throng alternating periods of cooperation and antagonism.

¥tom time to time large pieces of the territory have fallen to one or other

neighbour, leading to an intermingling of the cultures and historical

destinies of both peo[)les.

A highly educated man, Said bin Taimur was well acc]uaiiited with the

Uterature of East and West and it is quite prot>able that he would have

read QfdHfos-nama, He may well have been attempting to bestow the

wisdom and courage of this distant monarch on his new son who had

been bom at such an uncertain period in world history.

Said bin Tdmur had seen the world. Not long before the Second Worid

War he visited America and met President Roosevelt, then went to Tokyo,

London, I^aris and Rome. An obser\ ant man, he could not fail to see that

the Old and New Worlds had different ideas of history and geography.

On the one hand, Europe accepted the idea of the interconnection of

different civilisations and of their continuity; America, on the other

hand, w^ notable for its self-sufficiency, as reflected in one of the major

symbols of emfrire for the West - the geographical map. From the

begiiming of the worldwide expansion of Western civilisation, empires

struggling for supremacy saw maps as a sort of banner of their

greatness. A map hung in the office of every British official at even the

furthest outposts of the British Empire - and tlie sight of those maps

on which most of the lands that had belonged to them now bore the

colours of the European empires must have aioused in most Arabs a

sense of injustice.

Copyrighted matBrial
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The final weeks of 1940 marked a rare historical moment vviien the

map o\ the world ceased to be a mere political symbol and became a

working document for monaichs, presidents and politicians of all ranks.

£ach day they attempted to guess the way in which the moving of small

flags, representing the displacement of front lines, would affect the

future of the world's political boundaries. Sultan Said bin l^imur must

have spent much time observing the unprecedented struggle as tfie battle

lines reshaped whole continents, and lands that had been the focus of

ci\ ilisation touiul themselves on the margins of history. The destiny of

the world was lieing shaped in the battlefields ot the far approaches to

the Indian Ocean. Great Britain, which not long before had been in the

ascendant in these volatile regions, was struggling for its very life with a

powerful and fortunate enemy who vras the secret hope of all those

subjugated by the British. The military and political ^te of baq, Iran,

Hirkey, Palestine and Egypt impatiently devoured news of the 'Battle of

Britain' being fought under the grey skies of distant Europe.

German planes were not only landing at Iraqi airports but were flying

on to bomb British militars bases in Bahrain; Italian boats j)alrolled the

Red Sea, ready to attack British troop transport going towards Suez;

ja|)an, allied with the Germans, had pushed the Britain aside in the

Far East and south-east Asia and had occupied Indonesia, ending the

colonial power of the Dutch. Throughout the rest of the world the two

sides bitterly contested every yard of territory. History had never known

such a struggle for the repartition of the world. If the Germans could

avenge their defeat in the Vint World War . . . but no one quite dared to

Imagine the consequences of a thousand-year Reich.

One of the few countries of the Arab world that had preserved its

independence during the long age of foreign invasions, the land of Said

bin Taimur, therefore found itself near a major theatre of the Second

World War. Its situation was made worse by the depletion of the treasury

and other problems, taiside the country and on its borders, which were

growing more and more acute. Hence, vrhen reflecting on the destiny of

his newborn son who would succeed him, Sultan Said bin Tdmur could

not but be anxious. Instead of following the Eastern kite's tradition of

studying English and the cultural and political institutions of the West,

it looked quite possible that liis son might iiave to ciioose anotlier route

to knowledge of the West.
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Early Impressions

HE STUDY OF IHE WEST could Wait - thc Sayyid had first to learn

about his immediate, but ever so mysterious, surroundings.

As soon as he could walk, he began to make his first

discoveries in the rooms of the ancient palace: rooms crammed with

intriguing and enigmatic objects; ancient chests and decorated guns;

long, gently-curved swords and small leather shields; Persian and

Kashmir rugs; mirrors with gold-plated frames and carved bookshelves

filled with fine books.

The air was always so delightfully scented; here and there he would

come across brightly-coloured clay incense burners with scented smoke

rising in the still air. In Dhofar each residence, from that of the monarch

to the nomad's palm-Icaf hut, was perfumed with frankincense.

With his first independent steps outside the palace came new,

staggering discoveries: huge coconut-palm trunks reaching up to the sky;

a strip of coconut palms beyond the wall forming a copse which

separates the palace from the town; the smooth sandy seashore sloping

gradually down to the ocean; and the ocean itself - a vast, glittering

expanse merging imperceptibly with the distant sky. Sometimes the sea

lay calm. More often its surface heaved, and foam-topped waves chased

each other to the shore, spending themselves at the boy's feet with a

muffled hiss. And the receding tide left so many treasures behind for

Qaboos to examine: shells, starfish and tiny crabs convulsively

burrowing into the sand.

When Qaboos was three years old, life around him changed abruptly.

Not far from Salalah a British staging post was established and became
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one ot ihv strategic points along the air routes from Kurope to the

Middle East and India. After the Allied victory o\'er the Germans in

North Africa, the Empire resumed battle against the Japanese in fiuima.

Heavy American aircraft transporting ammunition through Iran to the

Far East and Russia started to land regulady in Salalah.

The Sayyid enjoyed watching fitom his window the dark grey frei^ters,

large and ominous against the sunlight, which landed and took off with

such surprising precision, and the fighter planes, swift and accurate as

falcons, flashing aho\e the wicker roofs of peasant huts.

The British military linse was fenced with barbed wire; Qaboos would

liave seen guards with machine guns on the towers and many different

types of soldiers - Africans, Indians, Gurkhas, white-skinned men in

kilts, all of them ready to greet the Saj^d. Such a mixture of nationalities

was not unusual in Oman, long a place of congregation for merchants

and seamen from many parts of the world.

These were only his first contacts with the mysterious world of adults.

The time to understand adult complexities would come later, when,

with the war over, Oman found itself at the centre of a new battlefield.

Sultan (.)aboos, like his father, was brought up in the spiritual

environment formed many centuries ago in Arabia and which continued

almost unchanged until the middle of the twentieth century. Although

the future Sultan's education would give liim a thorough understanding

of Western culture as seen through the prism ofAnglo-Saxon civilisation,

his personalityma forged by the country in which he grew up. We can,

therefore, gain a better understanding of the man by looking at the world

that nurtured him.

One of the first questions to arouse the curiosity of the young Sayyid

was why his country was named Oman. It was a question of more

significance to Qaboos tlian to other children of his age, for to the heir

the name of his country was not an abstract idea. In due course he would

have to bear a title that would become an integral part of his own name
- Qaboos bin Said, the Sultan of Oman. He learned that the origins of his

country's name were obscure. It was known only that some centuries

before the Qur'an was revealed, Roman historians and geographers knew

of the name Oman. Arab writers at the beginning of the Islamic era tried

to explain it in different ways: soiiu- maintained it was the name of a

tribe, others believed that it was the name of a valley in Yemen, once
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inhabited by the powerful Azd who at the time occupied the soutii-vvest

of Arabia. Some held the opinion that it was named after someone who

had built a town there. This latter explanation was the most attractive:

a small boy could well imagine a taimed, muscular leader giving orders

to erect sentry walls in a barbarous, unsettled country and his fellow

tribesmen repulsing the attacks of wild lions and belligerent foreigners.

Incense burners situated around the palace were probably taken for

granted, hut strange to think that all over the ancient world translucent

resin, har\'ested from the bark of local trees and emitting a heady

fragrance as it was heated over glowing embers, was considered a great

treasure and was used in many religious ceremonies. A major trade in

Oman's frankincense was well-established by the time of the historian

Herodotus, and a map by the geographer Ptolemy I identifies the Salalah

plain as a source for the sought after commodity; it is safe to assume that

incense extracted irom the Dhofar Plateau was being burned in temples

throughout the known world by that time. The hardened resin from a

small tree growing in sun-baked gullies was one of the most precious

goods in the ancient world. Classical writers called the south-west region

of Arabia that supplied frankincense to markets from China to Rome

'Arabia Felix', meaning 'happy' or 'favoured' Arabia. However, the onset of

difficutt times for this land was probably linked to the dedine of the Roman

Empire. As its gods were abandoned in favour of Christianity, the market for

incense, such an essential feature ot Roman pagan worship, disappeared.

Because of limited cultivable land Oman has never been densely

populated. Only the foothills of the Jel)el al-Akhdar Mountains and the

area stretching along the northern shore of the Gulf of Oman liave been

favourable to the development of agriculture. Although the southern

part ofOman around Dhofar is the sole area to benefit from the summer

monsoons, rainfall is considerable (somewhere between 250 and 400

centimetres per aimum) in the Jebel al-Akhdar Mountains, providing

fresh water for irrigation of the coastal plain as well as for the numerous

fruit crops that have been grown in the hills for centuries - fruits such as

pomegranates, dates, walnuts and almonds. The sea, too, has always

been a rich source of economic well-being for Omanis, from the oyster

pearl beds that lay in the shallows close to the shore to the productive

fishing grounds, easily accessed by those for wliom the ocean was a

second home; of particular importance has been Oman's strategic

wuj^y lighted material
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location on a key ocean transport route for merchants journeying both

east and west, making the coastal ports of Oman significant international

trading centres. But some IS kilometres beyond the ridge summit the

desert begins. The route from tiie Jebel al-Akhdar Mountains to the

narrow strip of land on which Salalah lies is a waterless plain stretching

for almost 1000 kilometres, virtually without vegetation. Soutii-west of

this road, in the direction of the holy city of Mecca, a vast desert lies

- the Rub' al-Khali, (the Empty Quarter) - location of Wilfred Thcsiger's

gruelling travels during the second half of the 194()s. It is one of the

world's largest sand deserts, with little water and, to the uninitiated,

seemingly devoid of life. For centuries it has been an insuperable barrier

to those wishing to invade Oman by land.

Many kinds of Arab vessel ply the ocean. The young Sayyid soon

learned to distinguish between tomas, ghanfahs, ba^Uats, falbuts,

sambuqs and other types of boat, discovering that local fishermen prefer

badam, and that those in search of a trustworthy new fishing boat go

north, to Sur. Ihere, the Sayyid was told, live craftsmen capable of

making any kind of seagoing vessel. The Sayyid dreamt of the day when

he would be old enough to go to Sur to see with his own eyes the old

dockyard on the Gulf of Oman, long a major centre of the shipbuilding

industry and once particularly noted for the construction of al-^iar^ah

(built for ocean passages) and al-sambuq (traditionally used for pearling).

He could envisage dense piles of teak tree trunks - the skeletons of ships -

brought from India and when he closed his eyes he could smell the fireshly

cut timber as the renovvnetl craftsmen of this leading seaport worked

together skilfully, silently, to build the different sections of some new vessel.

The evocative sound of axes, saws and chisels as they bite into reddish-

brown wood fills the air like a unique form of music, it is a strange music

which carries in its notes the future \ovaneys of those vessels which have

yet to undergo their maiden voyages. Powerful waves will test the fragile-

looking structure presentiy under construction. Its frame whidi now
looks like the skeleton of a fish will, when clad with planks, resist

destruction for many decades.

The dockyard's [larrovv harbour is thick with quarrelling seagulls.

The round towers of forts rise above the hills. The red banners of the

Sultanate flap in a siiarp wind. A sea voyage of 100 kilometres or so due

north into the open sea, leaving Sur astern, brought the dreaming boy to
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the shore on which the hordcr hetween han and British India meets the

sea. Not tar from there lay Ciawadar bay, belon>;in^ to Oman, but

sunounded on all sides by British territory. He knew it as the last overseas

tetiitcny of a once gieat empire, but iaige vessels seldom headed north.

Bourns and dhows sailed along the shore, some southward to Africa,

others westward, returning to the ports of the Gulf- while those bearing

a red standard were normally bound for Muscat or Sohar.

Regions ofOman differ in their handicrafts and in the character of their

inhabitants. F.ven clothing and language are distinctive. Qaboos's respected

great-great-grandtather, Sayyid Said bin Sultan spent the last few years of

liis long reign over Oman away from Muscat. He particularly liked the

flavour of Sur, influenced as it was by cultural exchanges with Zanzibar

and East Afidca. Like many towns in Oman, it had its own unique

character and there were frequent weddings and feasts among his

foUowers that proved to be marvellously distinctive celebrations of the

region's rich diversity.

It was true that a slave trade had existed, but despite the undoubted

injustices and hardships connected with the slave trade in general, there

were differences in the treatment meted out to slaves depending upon in

which country they found themselves held captive. Europeans were

shocked by the fact tliat Arabs kept slaves; they failed to draw any

distinction between the territ)le hardship of black AMcans in the North

American plantations and the treatment meted out to those kept l>y

Arabs, taking no account of the patriarchal interdependence that existed

in many Muslim conunimities where slaves often became like family

members. Applying European notions to life in the East can be counter-

productive, creating misunderstandings and enmities wliich still nourish

arrogance in the West and fundamentalism in the l ast.

Compared to the West Africans who were sold into tiie American slave

markets, immigrants from Africa probably felt considerably more at

home in the town of Sur, where the local music resembled that of the

coast fitom Somalia to Mozambique. Arab culture had long since merged

with the cultures of the black tribes there, creating a strange world which

spoke Swahill and danced to torrid equatorial rhythms. Was it from Africa

that the famous time of Sur sailors, shubani, came? Or did it come from

Sur, an exotic African flavour having been added by the accompanunent

of drums and nmmn, a six-cord harp-shell brought there earlier.
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The child listened to the stories of the adults around him, and tried to

imagine the rest of the country. He asked endless questions about the

life of the people in different parts of Oman so that he could picture

himself in these places, among tribes unknown to film. He adored

exploring the geography of his own country and one of his chief

pleasures was to study books and maps of Oman, travelling in his

imagination from town to town.

If Sur evokes thoughts of unknown lands and ocean voyages, the

settlements over the mountains, on the edge of the desert, bring to

mind quite different images. Ancient Nizwa, nestled in a semicircle of

mountains, is almost completely shrouded in palm trees. Only the

outhne of forts rise above the sea of green. This lush vegetation,

suddenly appearing after the long journey through the desert, seems

like paradise, overwhelming the traveller with trance-like thoughts of

rest, peace and eternity. Such a place can steal the will to leave horn

those who reach its sanctuary.

Towering over Nizwa is the Jebel al-Akhdar. Reaching the summit of the

highest mountain, the bare peak of Jebel Shams becomes visible. It is so

high that sometimes in winter the hillsides are, acctirding to the locals,

white as if sprinkled with salt. 1 he cold at these heights means that there

are almost no villages. Only the occasional shepherd and his flock make

the ascent in search of grazing. Those near the mountains seem more

tranquil and less talkative than those from the south. Even their songs

are different: one can hear their sadness, their affinity with the high

panoramic view of the desert

Nizwa is famous for its beautiful gold and silver engravings, various

kinds of belts, scabbard dccoratii)ns made from silver braids, and above

all for its skilfully-crafted handles of wood, ivory and, previously, rhino

horn for Omanl kluinjars (daggers).

Every Bedouin brought camels and sheep once a year to sell at the local

market; then he could pay a skilled craftsman to decorate his rifle butt

with silver, or inscribe a verse fiom the Qpr'an on its iNunrel with inlaid

^ver. For his wives he would buy arm and ankle bracelets, and rings,

earrings and pendants. He might also buy exquisite dates. And for the

next 12 months he would recall with great satisfaction the sweet cool

water from the local fiihii. The yoimg C)alKK)s was told much about this

remarkable invention of the ancient Arabs, which works as well now as
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it did then (thcrt.' arc estimated to be atK)ut 1 1,000 afluj (Arabic plural of

falaj) in Oman, of which 4000 flow constantly). A falaj, similar to the

Persian qanat, is an underground channel dug from an aquifer on a

hillside down to the valley. Even on the hottest of days, the water arrives

at the settlements and the fields tasting fresh and sweet.

Nizwa was known for its scholars and some Islamic law schools

originated here. Students from all over Arabia studied in the local

nhitliiisiih. The town also boasted an impressive fortress and lari;e mosques.

The traveller who journeys from Nizwa along the mountain range in

the direction of the Trucial States (the United Arab Emirates since 1971)

encounters numerous small oases and old fortresses. Not fat from Nizwa

is Bahla, the oldest of the ancient citadels, built before the Islamic era.

Even today, the enormous crumbling ruins could shelter an entire army

for a long time.

A few kilometres further on lies the formidable Jibrin castle, a fortified

buani's palace, looking, from a distance, like a displaced battleship. It has

an austere courtyard, some ancient cannons on wooden carriages, and

giant, cracked jars in rows on the wall. Inside the palace a fahi'i flows,

freshening the hot dry air of the desert. The vaults are covered with

elegantly written quotations from the Qur'an; lying on a Persian carpet

one can read these passages from the saaed suras, with their treasured

revelations. From tiie roof, the view in one direction is of a range of low

rocky hills while, in the other, a plain stretches to the horizon. In the

mosque on the roof of the palace, its owner could pray to Allah five times

a day, but could also hide from danger. From the narrow embrasures in

the walls of the mosque a lookout for invaders could be kept. Here on the

border of two worlds, at the gates of a great desert, the Imam offered up

prayers for his people and here he listened to their needs.

In one of the guest rooms on the ground floor of the palace is the tomb
of Imam Bal'arab bin Sultan, who built Jibrin at the end of the

seventeenth century and used the fortified building to resist, for a

number of years, a siege by his brother Saif. Saif's mausoleum is 60

kilometres away, on the tar side of the Jebel al-Akhdhar massif, protected

by the Rustaq fortress.

To the west of Jibrin are many other watchtowers and forts, stretching

in a chain along the old trade route. The fortifications gave protection for

the oops and water supplies of the local settlements, and the caravans
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laden \vitli frankincense which once passed between them sought their

protection troni attack by desert raiders, hi a journey kisting no more than

a few days, fully-laden caravans following this road could reach the Buraimi

oases, some of the liveliest meeting places in Arabia. Travelling from

Nizwa along the load over the mountains and down to the Gulf ofOman,

one reaches the Batinah, which means underbelly, the name for the low

flatlands between the mountains and the coast. The Batinah varies in

width between 4 and 14 kilometres, and it follows the coast for some

330 kilometres. I here, where the mountains meet the sea, lies Muscat.

The very name of the city, from the Arabic word luiiscut (to fall), reflects the

nature of the site: here the mountains, as it were, tumble into the ocean.

From ancient times the Batinah tias been a major focus of settlement

in Arabia. Plentiful rain and subterranean reservoirs of water made this

fertile plain the sustaining core for all the adjacent regfons. Ancient

trading routes passed nearby, date palms, limes and cereals have long

flourished here and viewed from the sea the area appears like a vast,

luxuriant garden. Growing wealthy on agriculture, entrep6t trade and

boatbuilding, this was one of the richest regit>ns, prox iding a vital source

of revenue for the treasury. Indeed, the verv deslin\- of the country was

inextricably linked to control of this region. Hence, from earliest times,

fortresses were built all over Batinah to protect against incursions.

Moreover, the capitals of Oman were usually situated here: first Sohar,

then Rustaq, then Sohar again, and finally Muscat.

Sayyid Qaboos did not actually see these towns until much later, when

he made his first trip to the north. His father. Sultan Said, had an

aversion to heat and humidity, preferring a milder climate, and as a

result the main palace, al-Alam in Muscat, was usually unoccupied,

looking through the lancet windows of the carpeted chambers on the

occasion of his first visit, the Sayyid observed that although a finger of

the sea came right up to the walls of the residence, the rocks crowned

with powerful forts which clustered round the bay and the rocky island

opposite the palace concealed most of the open sea from the sight of

those within the palace.

Those qualities that provided Muscat with its excellent fortifications

and a strategic defensive location had the unfortunate effect of

endowing the place, sandwiched as it was between sheer sided cliffs and

deep sea, with a sense of physical confinement. Said bin laimur
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favoured locations that were more open, less eiaustrophohic. In lornier

times many loreigners sailing along the coast of this part of Arabia did

not even suspect the existence of Muscat's sheltered harbour secreted by

locky cliffs. Nor was it easy to approach the capital from the mainland,

since the narrow mountain passes that gave access to the bay were

defended by small forts.

Sohar, midway along the Batinah coast, is, by contrast, exposed to

wind trom e\ cry direction. I his town was the capital of Oman for almost

1000 years. If one stands on the wall ot the fort, which was built in the

eighteenth century when the al-Busaidi dynasty took power in Oman,

one can see both the distant horizon of the sea and the golden chain of

the Jebel al-Akhdhar Mountains. A particular pleasure is to hear, while

lingering on the sandy shore hi the cool evening air, the haunting

sounds of the oboe and to see local men in wliite dishdashas dandng

rhythmically, while singing the lewa. An added strand of the enjoyment

for the listener lies in the sense of African rhythm which is so prevalent

in both the dance and chants of this area.

The residents of Sohar had a reputation for being good navigators.

Many of tiie country's most respected captains of the dreaded black

ghmaifs came from here, it is also a place where traditions have flourished

right t]^ to the piesent time. One such tradition is the nuUid, and no

festival or wedding is complete until the inhabitants of Soliar have

united to sing their unique version of this chant of praise to the Prophet

Not far from Sohar, just within the foothills, lies Rustaq. As in Nizwa,

many c^f the traditional crafts of Oman, such as the forging of khaujars

and fine silver work, began here. I he best Oniani liiilwii and pressed dates

come from here and the local market attracts people both from the

Batinah and from the mountains. Rustaq was, for many years, the centre

of resistance to intermittent Persian occupation.

The first Imam of the al-Busaidi dynasty made this town his capital.

From a robust dtadel, surrounded by palm groves, one can see the

mausoleum of Saif bin Sultan I, a powerful Imam from the (oevious

Ya'ruba dynasty. When in the presence of the body of Saif bin Sultan, the

founder of the new dynasty probably meditated more than once on what

would happen to his own descendants. Saif bin Sultan 11, the grandson

of the country's great administrator, turned out to be a poor ruler, who

almost lost the country its independence.
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Stories about different parts of Oman enthralled Sayyid Qaboos as

much as his history lessons. He was naturally drawn to the ordinary

people. Whilst encounters with those in the royal entourage - courtiers

and seivants - were predictable and therefore lacking much interest, his

encounters with desert dwellers, fishermen and merchants were far more

rewarding. He was avid to learn about his people and the country and

quickly realised that these were the best teachers. His peers often

commented on the close attention the young Qaboos paid even at

chance meetings with his countrymen during his all too infrequent trips

outside the al-Husn palace.

Oman's position on the perimeter of Arabia has given it a great

diversity of tribes and peoples. The ancestors of the Arabs were the first

to inhabit this land. These dusky-skirmed people were strong and

bellicose. Modem scholars have recognised the people of the Dhofar

Plateau, which rises above Salalah, as the probable descendants of these

ancient Inhabitants.

At the base of the tribal structure of Oman were two mighty branches:

the Hinawi and the Cihafiri. I he former believed themselves to have

originated from Yemen and tiie latter traced their kin from the Nejd and

al-Hijaz Arabs. From time imniemoriai the ability to consider the

interests of the various tribes iias been the major tool of policy-making

among Arab leaders.

On the Arabian Peninsula the well-founded tribal structure of Arabia

which provided centuries of eidsrence free from tyiarmy and nurtured

an independent and proud people has survived, to a greater or lesser

extent. Throughout Kurope, Russia and the Far East, countries have

tended to build up central power by forcing the submission of

individual tribal leaders, thereby causing the gradual dissolution of

the tribal structure as a whole. Arabs, on the other hand, particularly

those in Arabia, have long looked upon the tribal segmentation of

society as an excellent basis for the formation of a state; tribal rule

once performed many of the social functions now reserved for the

state and constituted the basis of the military forces. The tribal

structures which evolved on the Arabian Peninsula resulted in a

system based upon debate and popular choice, marking the origins of

a unique style of democracy whose principles are well established in

the Arab psyche.
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In ancient times chiefs and kings entered the battlefield ahead of the

army, which is why iiistory contains so many accounts of the loss of

monaichs killed in tiattle. This necessity to piove one's nght to power

through acts of personal courage and hardiness died out long ago in the

West, but in Arabia the image of the warrior king remains a powerful

concept even now.

Sayyid Qaboos's father was a believer in education, having attended an

Ijiglish college in hidia - Mayo College, Ajnier - followed by a period at

a similar college in Baghdad. He was a striking figure, impeccably dressed

and courteous, but he also possessed a sternness and strength that belied

his appearance. A great shot, he often practised iiis aim by targeting lines

of tx>ttles arranged along the palace wall

Sultan Qaboos's early education took place within the al-Husn Palace,

under the tutelage of local teachers from the al-Madrasa al-Sayyldia

School, Salalah's only educational establishment; this was to provide an

excellent basis for his future studies in England.

For the young Sayyid, these early years in the palace were the most

carefree; but the carefree period ended sooner for him than for others of

his age. Royal offepring generally liave a shorter cluldhood, unavoidably

aware from an early age of their own significance and schooled from

birth to succeed to power: If history is an abstract to ordinary boys, to a

future ruler the study of history is an essential introduction to his own
future role as leadet

The fragmentary information al)out the past that Sultan Qaboos

acquired in his first years in school and during his meetings with people

of dilk rent nations and trilx's, gradually coalesced into an attractive but

incomplete picture of his country. He needed to look at the detail, at the

entire sweep of Oman's liistory and at the nation's place in the world.

So the heir began to study his country more thoroughly, supervised by

a talented tutor chosen by his father.
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Oman's
Ancient
Centrality

ERHAi'S Sayyio Qabcx)s, like his father and his grandfather, more

than once asivcd himself why nations that seemed to be at the

centre of the world shared the same colours on the map as

countries at the very edge of Europe; or why those who were not even

Muslims were playing the master on the shores of Arabia, the native land

of Islam. How had they achieved a position where they controlled the

riches of the world and held such incredible power? These were questions

the Sayyid's tutors preferred not to answer directly: instead, they sought

to motivate the boy to seek his own answers from the events of the past.

The sages have said that history is the educator of kings and 1 have tried to

imagine in what way the future ruler discovered how far back the history

of his country stretched. Local knowledge was not always reliable.

When passing by the many ruins around the palace and in the coastal

villages close to Salalah, the young prince never failed to ask the age of the

ancient buildings, but he was not always given accurate answers. He asked

for the names of natural boundaries and settlements, but often those

around him could only make helpless gestures with their hands. He would

therefore have had to turn to more scholarly sources of information.

For a boy as curious as the young Sayyid, the information being

uncovered about his country by archaeologists would have been a source

of particular interest. Archaeologists continue to uncover evidence of

ancient cultures at many fascinating archaeological sites in Oman,

though the record is by no means complete. The settlement at Wattayah

in the wilayat of Muscat, the oldest so far identified, dates back to the

Stone Age, while a burial ground at Ra's al-Hamra, a site with evidence
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dating to the fourth inillcnniuni BC, revealed 220 skeletons, buried in

foetal position, facing Uie sea. C.lasped in the hand of one of the

skeletons was a pearl, one of the earliest pearls to be discovered in the

region. Had they been discovered, the Sayyid might have longed to visit

the beehive tombs of Bat, a world heritage site which together with

neighbouring sites forms 'the most complete collection of settlements

and necropolises from the third millennium BC in the world'. Salalah

itself is situated in a region clcusc with archaeological interest - perhaps

the young Sayyid visited the tomb of the prophet Job (mentioned in the

scriptures of Muslim, Jew and Ciuistian) located only 40 kilometres from

Salalah at Jebel £iteen. Did he wonder atrout the lost city of Vim and

guess at its location?

Oman may seem isolated from the ancient centres of the world, yet the

history of this territory stretches back so far that already the first written

reports on Magan (the name the Sumerians used for the north-east of the

Arabian Peninsula) speak of an 'ancient' culture and copper artefacts

from Magan were found in the tombs of the first kings of llr.

For the founder of the first empire in the history of mankind, the

Alckadian ruler Sargon the Ancient (twenty-fourth century BC), Magan

was an important commercial partner, for it was a main supplier of

copper, a major component - with tin - of bronze, and thus a strategic

material in antiquity. On an important trade route, midway between the

Indus valley and Mesopotamia, where the first civilisations emerged,

Magan was a commercial crossroads in the true sense of the term. The

population grew rich on navigation and coninierce, making the country

a tempting prospect for ambitious conquerors. The successor of Sargon,

Naram-sin, was probably one of the first foreign rulers who tried to add

Magan to his dominions.

In an inscription found by archaeologists, a Mesopotamian king

mentions an expedition to Magan and the capture of its king, who bore

the Semitic name Manium. Thus, the remote ancestors of modem Arabs

ruled what they saw as the land of copper.

Over the centuries other peoples came from the depths of Asia and

settled on the shores ot the Ciulf. Some gods were forgotten, while others

triumphed. Periods of plenty alternated with centuries of po\ erty, when

commerce dwindled because of lengthy wars and the degradation of

andent realms, but throughout the inevitable fluctuations of economic.
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social and political fortune, cultures survived or were replaced. The

empires of Darius, Alexander the Great and Rome progressively extended

the known limits of the dvilised world to the edges of the giant continent

of Euiasia. Other new countries and pec^les weie becoming involved in

world trade, and the sea road from India to Mesopotamia remained the

major thoroughfare for the exchange of goods between East and West

Long before the beginning of the Christian era, just when the modem
territory of Oman was being settled by Arab tribes, an ocean route from

the Arabian ports to India was discovered. Prior to this time, sailing

vessels had rarely ventured tar from the coast for fear of piracy; the

establishment of the new route to India led to an immediate

improvement in the prospects for mercantile navigation. The discovery

of this route, as important as the discovery of a sea route from Europe to

the bidian Ocean 1000 years later, is accredited to Omani sailors.'

In those distant times sea trade was already the basis of life for the

coastal tribes. Despite the gradual depletion of copper deposits in the

spurs of the formidable mountain range later to be known as the Jebel al-

Akhdar (the Green Mountain), Magan continued to thrive, due mainly to

its increasingly substantial income from incense production. Ihe more

the south-east of Arabia became involved in international trade, the more

the welfare of its inhabitants came to depend on events taking place in

distant lands. Thus, the decline and fall of the great empires in Europe

and Asia leveiberated in Magan itself, by tiiat time known as Oman.

It was a gradual transition, however, with an almost imperceptible

decline in the incense trade and a reduction in size of the once great

camel trains. The decline of the incense trade attacked a vital source of

wealth ioT the tribal rulers, and it became increasingly difficult for them

to afford to maintain the elaborate irrigation systems tiiat provided the

means of survival for all their people. When the famous Ma'rib dam
started to break up (it was destroyed around 600 AD), a vast territory

T. Shumovsky, a Russian historian and the first to studv the arKitiit Arab sea routes, has
written: 'The monsoons of the Indian C^cean, as well as its rains and Lvtlones, are very
regular. Hie seamen have found out that every year there Is a southwesterly monsoon from
the end of March until the middle of July, i he cyclone season lasts from June to the middle
of October, and navigation ceased con)pletely during that period. In November, it is the
opposite - a north-east cyclone, which lasts till the middle of March, begins to blow.
Observant seamen from ancient times realised that ocean winds do not l>l(nv chaotiailly,

but follow a certain meteorological rule, the reasons for vvliicii they did not know. .After

having ascertained the existence and the peri( h! r . hanges of the south-west and north-east

monsoons, they used tliis discovery mainly tor long ocean crossings. Their confidence in
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turned into desert. The most populous area ot Arabia, once a de{)endable

source of food, suddenly became unable to support its own inhabitants -

who departed in mass emigrations. To escape hunger and want, the Arabs

invaded the lands of neighbouiing empties and c^tain Aiab tribes from

the Ma'rib region of Yemen settled in what is today known as Oman.

Whilst the legion was alieady governed by Arab kings, and had been

since the beginning of the Christian era, the inhabitants l)elonged to

several ethnic backgrounds, reflecting its proximity to a number of

culturally distinct groups. The arrival of this new wave of immigrants

from Yemen created a dominant Arab culture tor the first time in Oman.

By the seventh century, the Arab takeover of Oman had become

ineveisible and the region adopted the religion of Mohammed while the

Prophet was still alive. In addition to the Arab tribes fiK>m Yemen, which

provided the foundation of the population ofmodem Oman, significant

numbers of migrants also came from the central regions of Arabia (Nejd).

In the interior of the country, separated from the ocean by a rugged

mountain range, numerous tribes settled - forming a tribal union {ii/ii)

that spread its influence from the Hadramaut to what is now Ni/.wa.

Recollections of the proud Azd, which can be found in the Qui'an,

refer to one of these clans. The Azd built the 'multi-columned Iram',

which was destroyed in a disaster as punishment for their rejection of

the preaching of the prophet Hud, who called for the tribesmen to

renounce polytheism. The eleventh sura of the Qur'an is entitled

'Hud', and it speaks of the verdict that awaits everyone on Judgement

Day. Though Hud did not succeed in converting his tril)e to Allah, his

name is spoken with respect, and today many pilgrims still gather at

his tomb in Dhofar. The magnificent town of Iram, whose residents

did not acknowledge him, was long thought to have vanished without

trace, until archaeologists discovered its ruins in a now uninhabited

region of Dhofar.

the constancy of the weather and the inviolability of meteorological phtnonicna was so

Strong that their sliips, which went to sea oniy when the sky was clear, had no facilities to

protect tiiem against fain m stonns. The Arab seamen were the masters of the monsoons
of the Indian Ocean, a fact exhibited in thrir n,i\ ij^ational supremacy and the high level of

marine commerce which has long linked Arab ports to all the shores of the Indian Ocean.
An admiral of Alexander the Great Neardios, rediscovered tiie north-east monsoon and
used it durini: his campaign fro\^^ the Indus to the mouth of the F.uphrates; the character

of the monsoon is emphasised by the duration of the operation - 326/5 BC, indicating a

metecnolQglcal peilod from November to Maidi. T. Shum
the Sea) Moscow, Instttut Naidov AzU (1964) pp. 7-9.
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The ancient beliefs of the Arabs retreated rather peaceably in the face

oi the new religion, tliougii some cultural practices survived for many

years. Arab historians call the period preceding Islam Jahiliya (the time of

ignorance), wliich corresponds to the abrupt division in the West

between the pagan and Christian eras.^

Mazin bin Gadhuba al-lte, a native of Oman, became an apostle of the

doctrine of Mohammed in his own land. A witness of the events of the

first years of Islam, Abu Nairn, calls Mazin a custodian of the idol Bajir,

who was worshipped by the Azd in Sama'il. During a sacrifice Mazin

heard a voice ordering him to give up liis faith in the idol and listen to

the messenger of Allah. After a second visit to Medina, the Omani

underwent a transforming vision of the Prophet, an eicperience wliich

caused him to destroy the statue of Ba|ir and to devote the rest of his life

to the conversion of his fellow countrymen.

A letter from the Prophet of Islam to the Omani kings, the co-rulers

Jaifar and Abd, sons of al-Julandi, preserved over the centuries, reads:

In fhe name ofAllah, Uie Beneficent, the Merdfid . . . from Mohammed bbt

Abdullah to Jaifar and Abd, sons ofaUJtdanda, peace is upon Mm who

follows the way, now and thereafter , , ,lam calling both ofyou, in the

name ofIslam. You will be safe ifyou submit to Islam. I am the Messenger

of Allah to iill of the people. I briti^ news of Islam to all the people, and

will fisht the infidels. I hope you will accept Islam, but if you do not, then

you will lose your country, and my horsemen will invade your territory, and

my prophecy will overtake your country.*

The letter of the Prophet to the Omani kings was delivered by one of his

comrades in arms, Amr ibn al-A'as. Speaking to the rulers of the country,

Amr conducted himself as if he actually were a deputy of Mohammed.

On behalf of the messenger of Allah, Amr promised that they would stay

on the tiirone if they converted to Islam, and also called for a tax on the

rich to benefit the pooL

J.C. Wilkinson, a modem English scholar of the history and thcoiy of the Imamate In

Oman, maintains that: 'For a good Muslim, history has a different conceptual framework
from our own, tor it ha:* a moment of perfection: pre-Islamic history is liihiliyu' the time of

ignorance before the revelatkm; whilst post-Islamic history is precisely that, events that

have K'tl. more or less, to a divergence from the Islamic state which the Prophet created.'

J.C. W ilkinson, ///< Inuinuitc Ihitlitions of Oman. Camhridgo Cambridge University Press

(19K7) p. 7.

Oman in History, London, Immel Publishing Ltd (1995) p. 120.
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News of the death of Mohaniinetl arri\ ed when Amr was with the Oniani

rulers; the Prophet's associate liurried back to Medina. A rejiresentative

delegation of tribes, headed by Abd ai-Julanda, followed him. The Oiuanis

met with caliph Abu Bakr, who had inherited the mantle of Mohammed.

The caliph greeted his guests and declared that voluntary submission to

Islam would be seen as a credit to the people of Oman.

Fdr Sayyid Qaboos, as for any Arab, his first notions of writing were

connected with the history of Islam. The workaday alphabet had

recorded what the Almights had dictated. Fhe letters traced by the

schoolboy's insecure hand had once i)eeii chosen to inscribe the spiritual

code ot Muslim civilisation. That is why the view of calligraphy as a

supreme art permeates Arab history. Written in' an elaborate cursive

script, the 99 names of Allah decorate palaces and huts alike. On the

walls of mosques, bazaars and public buildhigs and on the doors of

homes, quotations from the Qur'an are skilfully carved or drawn. Even

nowadays AraMc calligraphy often takes the place of other types of

figurative art and for many centuries beauty has been embodied in these

written char.it ters. .A line of calligraphy can look like an agitated ocean

surface or like the contours of sand dunes. It can also look like a flock of

sheep stretched out along a path. Single letters can be recognised in the

silhouette of a seagull, in a fore^d-aft sail, in an isolated cloud, in a

crescent moon above the horizon. Was this the way Allah inspired the

first insaiber of Arab characters on the sand?

The library at the palace in Salalah holds a large collection of books,

some of great antiquity. The beauty of the calligraphy in those ancient,

leather-bound books is in itself an aid to contemplation, and it would

have been natural for the young Sayyid to gaze at the exquisite characters

and long to understand their meaning. As ills understanding developed,

the very first lines of each sura, arranged so carefully, would iiave

Gq[>tured his attention with their concepts of singular wisdom, and his

desire to know more would have urged him forward, (^boos's first

teacher of calligraphy promised him that he would one day be able to

read all the books in the palace library.

An ancient collection of parables, Kalilah and Dininuli. became one of

the favourite books of the young Qaboos. Although the origin of this

work is unclear, its first known ap|>earance in written form was in India

during the fourth century, at wliich time it was entitled Pancha-Tantra.
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It was then translated into Sassanid Farsi, and when Iran hecame a part

of the Arab Caliphate, an Arab translation appeared. In translation the

book underwent many metamorphoses - chapters were added, names of

heroes changed their pronunciation, and small interpolatioiis resulted in

alterations to the meanings of the parables. The main modification was

that Kalilah and Dinmah b^gan to reflect the monotheistic Ideology

brought to Sassanid Iran by Islam. Thereafter the book was repeatedly

rewritten and widely disseminated in the Muslim world, becoming a

king's book in the true sense of the word: its major topic was the proper

use of power. Anitnals and birds, the heroes of the parables, discuss

honour and dishonour, justice and tyranny. Each thesis is examined

from different points of view, and it is up to the rulers of the animal

kingdom to make balanced decisions.

The predilection of the young Sayyid for analysis surprised and pleased

his parents and tutors. Thoughts about life and about relations between

{X'ople began to interest the royal child at an early age. Among the many
books he read, a collection of Shakespeare's tragedies compiled by a

famous Aral) writer, Kamal Kalani, impiessei,! him most. Having learnt to

read at the age of five, the future Sultan enjoyed immersing himself in a

complex world of human passions. His father nodded approval when the

child retold film the stories he had read. Said bin Taimur himself liked to

season his conversation when appropriate with a quotation from

Shakespeare, which more than once enchanted his guests and advisers.

But the most important book that the heir to the throne discovered for

himself, as soon as he learnt the art of reading, was the Holy Qur'an.

At every stage of his life QaL>oos bin Said has said that it has been his true

spiritual fulcrum.

Religion comes into the consciousness of a child even before he learns

his aipiiabet. initially the child's religious consciousness is a world of

naive images, but when the word pronounced by others and the word

read by him merge together in the child's soul, images emerge of ideas

for which there is no correspondence in the visible world.

Oman, which bordered exclusively on other Muslim nations, and

which had never been enslaved by adherents of another creed, liad one

of the most traditional societies on earth. Probably in the childhood

years of Savyid Qaboos, e\ery day in that country seemed another

moment of an everlasting iiistoiy, and the past a long dawn of Uiat day.
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Oman and
the Spread
of Islam

7| N EVENT WHICH WAS TO BE momentous for the history of Omani

civilisation occurred in the year 622 of the Christian era.

jg^^V Many lunar years separate us from the moment when the

Prophet Mohammed set out for Medina, driven out of Mecca by his

fellow countrymen. This emigration, the Hijra, is a triumph of the spirit

and a lesson for Muslims and is widely seen as a defining moment in the

formation of Islam, to the extent that all events coming before that year

are categorised by the faithful as occurring during the time of ignorance,

Jahiliya. The thousands of preceding years, when the territory of Oman
experienced a kaleidoscopic sequence of races, peoples, cultures and

religions, can, on such an interpretation, be considered a pre-history, and

the Islamic calendar dates from the year of Mohammed's arrival in

Medina. Today, according to the calendar of this civilisation, we are

living in 1425. The faith that several dozen people shared with

Mohammed would become the main religion of the Arabs during his

lifetime. Even Christian Arabs would recognise it as an expression of

Arab identity. In the twentieth century one of the fathers of modern Arab

nationalism, the Syrian Christian Michel Aflak, would declare Islam to be

a synonym for Arabism.

Oman, which accepted the faith of the Prophet in the eighth year of

the Hijra calendar, can be considered one of the major strongholds of

Muslim civilisation throughout its history. Oman's uninterrupted

existence makes it possible to view its fourteen-century Islamic history

as a whole, and to see present events (whether beneficial or negative) as

the results of events in the country's Islamic past. Not many countries
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possess such a homogeneous historical and cultural heritage as Oman.

In the historical memory of tlie majority of peoples theie aie hiatuses

due to foreign invasions and upheavals In social patterns.

Everything tliat happened during the life of the Prophet and under the

first inheritors of his earthly power is directly linked with the political

history of Oman, even In the twentieth century. The religious stream

that emerged a quarter of a century after the death of the Prophet

became both the foundation of the country's originality and tlie source

of its principal problems right up to recent times.

Two groups gathered at the deathbed of the Prophet Moliammed -

his closest relatives and his associates. The groups were virtually

synonymous, as in Arab society those from the same tribe are all

interrelated to some degree, due to the long tradition of arranged

marriages within the extended family. The Prophet had four daughters

by his wife Khadija and no direct heir, as all his sons had died very

young. Only Fatima, his daughter from his first marriage, - an imperious

and iniclligetit woman, who married Mohammed's cousin, AM ibn Abi

Talib - bore sons. Thanks to her, Mohammed had two heirs: Hassan and

Hussein were tlie hope ot tlie whole community. I hese, and many more

of Mohammed's closest relatives and associates, came to grieve at the

passing of the Prophet. Fatima's husband was an important presence at

the deathbed. Many of the Prophefs associates thought that All should

inherit both the temporal and sj^britual power of Mohammed. A devout

and honest man of deep faith, he had stood slde-by-side with the

Prophet through all his military campaigns. He was the very image of

tile ideal ruler.

Also present were other relatives from the Bani Hashim clan and his

wife's relatives, including the 6()-year-old Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, whose

daughter Aisha was married to Mohammed. Alsha had taken on an

important role in the conmiunity in the last years of her husband's life.

In the first days oi his mortal illness, the Prophet had entrusted Abu

Bakr to lead imblic prayers in his place. This provisional deputlsatlon

later became an hereditary title (caliph) for the sovereigns ofwhat was to

become a large empire - which at its peak included the greater part of the

territory of ancient Rome. Another tather-in-law, Omar bin al-Khattab,

also arrived at the house of the Prophet. Onlv Othman bin Affan (who

was married to one of Mohammed's daughters) was away from Medina.
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It was dear that with his passing it would not be easy lor the community

of Muslims, which in the lives of one generation had turned into a

powerful state, to choose an equally authoritative leader. £ach of the four

had a realistic chance of becoming the Prophet's successor:

The following three generations were not challenged for power, so each

in turn eventually became caliph. But their rule brought about many

tragedies with major historical consequences.

For 29 years one after the other ruled: Abu Bakr, 632-6^^4; Omar,

634-644; Othman, 644-6S6. Only Abu Bakr departed peacefully. Omar

was killed by the sword ot a Persian slave in a mosque. Othman was

killed amidst the chaos of civil war by the people of Abdullah, son of Abu

Baki. A fatal role in the destiny of the Othman caliphate was played by

the fact that he ordered the dismissal of the vicegerent of ^gypt, Amr bin

al-As, ytho can be called an apostle of Islam to Oman - an act which led

directly to his murder. After Othman's death, All became caliph. In his

fifth year of rule he was murdered by an extremist.

The harsh laws of the desert operated in that world. 'Some are killed

here, others perisli in forays . . . Only a coward lives to old age,' wrote

Abid bin al-Abras, a sixth centur\ Arabian poet.

Ail stood out for his kind-heartedness and gentleness. He did not

contest the election of Abu Bakr as caliph. He did not incite his supporters

when the £lite ofthe Muslim state ptefierred first Omar and then Othman.

It was only vrfaea revolts broke out all over the caliphate that the old

guard of Mohammed made All take the reins of powen His mildness,

which some have called indedsiveness, indirectly led to his death.

The vicegerent of Syria, Muawiya bin Abi Sufyan, the son of an old

enemy of Prophet Mohammed, who had accepted Islam only under

duress, refused to recognise Ali as caliph and came out against him with

a large army. When the two forces met in Siffin on the upper Euphrates,

military fortune smiled on Ali. The troops of Muawiya, beleaguered 1^ a

fierce charge ftom the caliph's men, wavered in confusion and were

ready to flee. At that moment, above the lines of the losing side, lances

with scrolls bearing inscriptions from the Qur'an were raised as an appeal

to resolve the conflict by way of arbitration {tahkim). Ali ordered the

cessation of hostilities and agreed to negotiate. Amr ibn al-As was elected

as one t)f tlie arbiters. Indignant that the caliph had refused to press fiis

advantage, some of his partisans left the battlefield. They were given the
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nanif Kliarijitcs, and became one of the most intransigent sects of Islam.

Five years later one of the Kharijites stabbed Ali with a dagger as he was

walking out of a mosque in Kufa.

One of the basic tenets of the fiist Islamic dissidents lequired the

lejection of dynastic fonns of nile. They believed that soveieign power

belonged to the Muslim community, vfbo might choose to delegate the

implementation of communal decisions to a caliph. The dissidents

believed that anyone who followed the Qur'an and the Sunnah, and who
was righteous and capable of taking up arms against a sitting tyrant,

could be elected to this role. I he origins of the aspirant to the supreme

position were not important - such a person could eveii be a slave -

while a caliph could be dismissed and even executed for misconduct.

Centuries tiefore any impeachment procedure was adopted anywhere,

the dissidents developed and strictly adhered to this idea.

On the basis of their own understanding of Islam as a democratic ot

even a socialist doctrine, the Kharijites, however, regarded all of the

caliphs after Omar as usurpers, and struggled Implacably against them.

As the twelfth century Muslim theologian Ash-Shahrastani testifies,

one of the Kharijite postulates was: 'Everything that Allah the Almighty

has created is common and not private, for he ordered it to a believer and

to a non-l)eliever. In the Qur'an there is no concept of 'privacy'.'

Rejecting the aitiitratlon that ended the battle of SifiBn, the Kharijites

insisted that the decision on the legitimacy of the transfer of power

belonged to Allah, and not to the people. Their motto was: Thae is no
judicial decision, only a divine one.' According to them the divine

verdict had been rendered, because Ali had gained tlie up|)er hand over

Muawiya, and to initiate tdiks with him after that was tantamount to

flouting that verdict.

All purist organisations give rise to subgroups which train their

hj^percritical eyes on 'deviations' from the spiritual and moral norms of

the organisation. People of this sort also sprang up among the Kharijites

and founded numerous extremist movements that shook the caliphate

for several centuries. But followers of the Muslim school headed by Jaber

bin Zaid (635-710), a native of Oman, though not denying the stem

moral [)rinciples of classic Islam, rejected the way of aggression initiated

by their recent comrades-in-arms. It was probably not by chance that this

enlightened theologian, who was the chief arcliitea of this propitious
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doctrine, had grov\ n up in the atmosphere of tolerance and benevolence

that existed in Oman.

Jaber was bom in the village of Farq, near Nizwa, a city which later

became the capital of Oman and one of the centres of Arab achievement.

This learned young man set out for Basra to enhance the knowledge

acquired in his homeland. He was destined to become one of the

luminaries of first century Islam. Guided by the associates ofthe Prophet,

he studied the Qur'an, hailith and shari'a. He spent most of his life in

Basra, where he wrote his hi^hlv original encyclopaedia, Diwau lahcr.

Jaber was well known in the centres of scholarly erudition - Mecca and

Medina - as an expert in Islamic law. He was one of the creators of the

theory of the Islamic state according to the pattern established by the

pious caliphs Abu Bakr, Omar, Othman (at the begbmlng of his rule) and

All bin Abu lUd> (before the arbitration).

Though Jaber bin Zaid spent almost all his life in the south of Iraq, he

gained many pupils and followers in different parts of the Islamic world,

especially in Oman. Basra attracted idealistic young people and all who

were dissatisfied with social injustice. One of Jaber's pupils was Abdullah

bin Ibadh al-Tamimi, a member of the influential Arabian tribe of Tamim

who lived near Basra. An important school of Islam, Ibadhism,^ was

named after him.

The history of early Ibadhism is inseparable from the political history

of the Middle East. Emerging when a fierce struggle for power was

talcing place in the Arab Empire, it attracted many supporters because

it gave answers to the most relevant questions of the time: 'Is the power

of the lIinavNads, which thev exercise in the same wav as the

opponents of Islam, Persian sovereigns and Byzantine emperors,

lawful? What is the ideal Islamic state? Is the fate of a man predestined

by the Omnipotent or do some things depend on his own spiritual

efforts? Is it sufficient for a Muslim to believe in Allah, or is it necessary

to demonstrate this faith with works? Should the death penalty be

Imposed for dissent?' Clearly those who asked such questions became

an embarrassment to the powers that be.

* Ibadhls strongly believe that they are not a branch of the Khari|ite sect. Historian Ahmed al-

Maaniiri urdtc: ' Ihe Ih;idhis dn not accept that they are Kharijiti'. Ifudhism as a sect was
born in Basra but it was es&entiaiiy conceived in ai-Madinali. The Omanis have a saying that

The egg was laid in ai-Madinah, It was liatdied In Basra and (Hie lilid of knowiedKl then
flov to Onian/ Almicd H. Aimanuul, 0mm ontf JlMdll^
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Discontent with the patriarchal rule of the Umayyads brought revolts.

The grip of the state grew weaker with increasing distance from the

centres of povrei. For over half a century the descendants of Julanda,

who ruled Oman, did not really notice the heavy hand of the caliphs.

While paying several types of taxes, they continued to enjoy complete

freedom in their internal affairs. After the death of caliph All the

question of power was resolved in favour of the Umayyads.

Hie capital ot the empire moved from Kufa to Damascus, l-rom there

Oman seemed a faraway province and the centre of the caliphate could

not be seen very clearly from the south-east of Arabia. No wonder that

when Muawiya acceded to the throne, Juianda's descendant stopped

paying zakat to Damascus.

This continued for some decades until Abd al-Malik became caliph.

He wanted to centralise and establish order in the empire, which was

debilitated by internal disturbances. The man he appointed Amir of Iraq

and Islamic Mashriq, al-Hajjaj, sent a military expedition to punish the

disobedient Omanis. But the naval invasion was a failure, and the

commander of the caliphate army was killed. I he wiili (governor) of

Basra then personally directed another punitive expedition. An army of

40,000 succeeded in crushing the forces of Said and Suleiman, the

descendants ofJulanda. Both rulers escaped to East Africa, and an officer

appointed by Damascus became the ruler of Oman.

By that time the Azd, who had dominated Oman for several centuries,

had also gained considerable influence in the south of Iraq, the main

centres of which were Kufa and Basra. Since the Arab conquests of the

seventh century, many tribes had been obliged by the Islamic state to

serve in the army. I hus, the bellicose Azd became participants in distant

military crusades. Lower Mesopotamia was the first to be subjugated by

the Arabs, during the war against the Persian state. It is believed that the

lands in this rich region were awarded to the tribes for meritorious acts.

When under caliph Omar the new town of Basra was built, the Azd

came to live there. Many natives ofOman settled in the vldnity of Basra

under Othman, and by the end of the century their influence was

dominant. During a bloodthirsty struggle against the Kharijites,

commander al-Muhalab, a member of one of the more influential tribes

in the area, rose through the political ranks. His raids deep into Persian

territory destroyed the main forces of the extremists, which in turn
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brought about the progressive collapse of the hitherto powerful

opponents of the Umayyads. In gratitude for this, the caliphs first

appointed al-Muhalab wali of Ahwaz, and then wait of Khorasan, the

easternmost piovince of the empiie. His son, Yazid bin al-Muhalab, later

became wait of Basra, and then made his brother Ziad wali of Oman.

But in 720 Yazid stirred up a revolt against the new caliph, Yazid II,

probably in response to the anti-Omani projects of the monarch.

The Azd who moved to Iraq maintained strong and extensive contacts

with those who remained in the land of tlieir ancestors. I-or a long time,

this apparently permitted Oman a good deal of independence in the

conduct of its own affairs, since the deputies of Basra, the major

strongpoint of the Umayyads on the shores of the Gulf, could not

neglect this powerful tribe.

Indeed the balance of power threatened to tip toward the Azd.

Attempting to limit the influence of the wayward Azd on Iraqi affairs, the

Umayyad authorities fesorted to intervention in Oman in order to

undermine their support. After the failure of the first naval expedition,

al-liajjaj began to wage war against the Azd of Basra. Apparently he

planned to prevent them from supporting Oman. After l!-? centuries it is

not easy to judge the real motives of that war. In any case, the fall of the

independent dynasty of the descendants of Julanda coincided with the

beginning of the decline of the Azd.

The dispeision of the Azd played a large part in the destiny of the

sodo-religious school founded by Jaber bin Zaid of Oman. One can

sympathise with the opposition of the Azd, who were, after all,

oppressed by the tJmayyad authorities. OIniously a talentetl preacher

could find numerous followers among his fellow countrymen.

From them, anti-Umay\ iid heresy would ha\e cjuickly spread among

their kin in Oman. And ilu' ground had already been laid by the invasion

of foreign troops, who subjected a previously free land to the harsh

control of the caliphs.

When in 720 the Azd left the surroundings of Basra and letumed to the

homeland, the spiritual autonomy ofOman had already become a reality.

While the Umayyads had succeeded in suppressing discontent across

Iraq and western parts of Arabia, in the faraway mountainous regions of

Oman and Yemen they couki scarcely maintain their control. It was liere

that the Ibadhis demonstrated tiieir might for the first time.
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The rebellion of the Yemeni tribes in the 740s brought the Ibadhi hiiam

Abdullah bin Yahya to power and his sixteen-month rule was an attempt

to create a just Muslim state. As with any genuine revolution, this first

islamic revolution sought to expand its sphere of influence. The warriors

of the Imam took Mecca and Medina and were ready to spread the li^t

of truth further afield. But tiie Umayyad cal^Marvan n was still strong

and managed to overcome the Imam.

Abdullah bin Yahya died in battle. But this was the last major victory

for the Uniayyad dynasty on the internal front, just three years later it

was swept away by a more powerful religious revolution, the revolution

of the Abbasids.

After the accession of the Abbasids considerable changes took place

throughout the vast empire. The first, short-lived Ibadlii Imamate hi

Yemen, as it turned out, left a deep impression on the consciousness of

the people. The legends of the pious Ufe and fust rule of Abdullah long

outlived him. After the fall of the Umayyads, power passed smoothly

into the hands of the Ibadhis in Yemen.

A short time later this also happened in Oman - in 751 the first legitimate

Ibadhi Imam, Julanda bin Masud, was elected there. Five \ ears earlier he

had been present at the inauguration of Imam Yahya, testifying to his

important role in the Ibadhi movement in the time of the Umayyads.

After the dissolution of tills dynasty by the Abbasids, the Ibadliis did

not become loyal supporters. The new governors' immersion in internal

affairs did not enable them to establish their control immediately over

the remote parts of the empire. But the first Abbasid caliph, as-Saffah,

decided to subdue Oman because it lay on the most important route

to India, the major target of the caliphate's expansionist ambitions.

The Omanis were defeated and Imam Julanda was killed. I hus the first

ibadhi Imamate lasted just two years. For nearly four years the Abbasid

deputies, called 'tyrants' ijubabera) by the local population, reigned in

Oman. Then some local dynasties and elected Imams succeeded one

another. From time to time there were disturbances and internal

struggles, and it seemed that power was definitively passing to secular

rulers. As it turned out, however, the Ibadhi ideals had been sown in

favourable soil, for the Imamate unfailingly revived, notwithstanding a

lengthy series of subjugators and civil wars. Something in the nature i>f

Ibadhisiii seems to have been consonant with the Omani national
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character, and it became an integral part of the local identity,

determining for many years that country's destiny.

There was a period in history when Ibadhism was a noteworthy force

on a wider scale, and Ibadhism gained numerous followers thousands of

miles fitom Arabia. In 777 the Ibadhis came to power in the North African

IVdiart (now Algeria), and the Imam they elected, Abd Ar-Rahman bin

Rustum, founded the Rustamid dynasty. This state existed for over 100

years and played an important role in the history of Maj^hrcb, being

renowned for its scientific and cultural achievements. To this day there

are Ibadhi communities in the Algerian oasis of Mizab, on the Tunisian

island of Jerba, and among the tribes of Jebel Nefusa, Libya.

The example of North Africa, where Ibadhism was supported by the

Berbers, the local population of this region, testifies better than anything

else which ideas were closer to the people of that era. The proclamation

of the equality of all peoples and all races before Allah, and the refusal to

acknowledge any privilege, attracted people then, as now, to the Ibadhi

preachers across a larger geographical area.

The destiny c)f Oman always depended directly on the affairs of the

Islamic metropolis. As soon as the state became stronger and once again

declared its authority over the life of Muslim peoples, the troops of the

caliphate marched into Oman. But even when the power of the Abbasids

grew weaker, there were new contenders for this strategically important

region. And once again Oman became a battlefield.

At the very beginning of the tenth century, the (iulf was dominated

by the C^armathians, who created their own state centred in Bahrain.

This religious sect had eriK-rged at the beginning of the ninth century in

Lower Mesopotamia, the same place where not long before the Kharijites

had operated (Kufa and Basra, as weU as their surroundings, had long

been a hotbed of revolutionary movements). Often the Carmathians and

the Kharijites disagreed deeply on fundamental matters, but they

resorted to a surprisin^y similar repertoire of radical methods ofcombat

If the Kharijites were irreconcilable enemies of All and his descendants,

the Carmathians became an extremist branch of Shiism who
acknowledged Ali as their forefather and idolised him.

Ihe new sectarians showed their strength during the revolt of the black

slaves, the liiij. The preacher of one of the Shia groups, Hamdan Qarmat,

was the intellectual force behind the rebels, and his foUoweis were therefore
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called Carmathians. For some decades the Abbasids had fought against the

slaves and the state they had created. During tliis j)eriod heresy heeaiiie

widespread, largely among Bedouins and the inhabitants ol tlie cities.

Using guerrilla war tactics, the Carmatliians caused considerable

damage to the government forces, while remaining invulnerable

themselves. The extraoidinarity mobile anny that emerged in this struggle

gradually managed to take control of the entire east coast of Arabia.

Naturally, the Caimathian state then directed its attention to its closest

neighbours. In 905 the Carmathians made their first attempt to take over

Oman, but failed.

Movements lii<e this ha\e existed in other religions - in Retormation

Kurope, in medieval China and in the pre-Columbian civilisations in

America. Social and political egalitarianism, prohibition against lending

mcmey at interest, and an extensive network of welfare provision - these

features of Carmathlan society made it attractive to supporters of the

original simplicity of Islam. But Carmathlan rejection of some of the

prohibitions of the shari^a made them outcasts In the Islamic world.

The Carmathlan state lasted several centuries and had an aggressive

foreign policy, but eventually it collapsed. Interestingly, the region -

greater Bahrain and bordering with greater C^man - later became the

native land of a new ascetic movement in Islam, the Wahhabis. And for

a long time they were the major opponents of the Ibadhi Imamate.

The demoaatic ideology conceived after tlie battie of Siftin coalesced

only after the founding of the state. Only by putting into practice the

ideal of a just Islamic world order could certain political principles be

worked out. From the very beginning the Ibadhi repudiated the

supremacy of the aristocracy and the imperious regime of the Umayyads,

so the way to achieve democracy became the principal subject of their

reflections. A tribally-stnictured society facing a strong state could not

develop an efficient apparatus of power. To keep the balance, the

Imam constantly had to t)versee and coordinate the interests of the tribes.

He could not substitute liis own tyraimy for that of the Umayyads.

This fundamental contradiction jeopardised the rise of an effective and

vigorous state in Oman. The natural isolation ofthe Interior regions of the

country prevented for many centuries the formation of a stable society.

Time after time, tribal discord doomed to failure the attempts of different

governors to legitimise tiie dynastic form of rule.
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Meanwhile, a new opponent of Omani independence arose on the

northern shore of the (iulf. Tlie Shiite dynasty of the Buwayhids, which

had taken Baghdad and had begun to rule on behalf of the nominal

holders of power, the Abbasid caliphs, set to conquering lands according

to the old imperial formula. A son of the founder of the dynasty,

Oudhd ad-Daula Fana-Husrau (949-983), was the most fortunate of these

conquerors. The enfeebled country capitulated to his threat of force and

he took control of Oman without needing to fight a single battle.

Over the next half centurv Oman was ruled bv a Persian dvnastv.

Before the downfall of the Huwayhids in 1050, however. Imam Khalil

bin Shadhan re-established Omani independence and began to rule

without taking instructions from Baghdad. About tills time the Abbasids

were transformed into a sliield for a new invader, the Turkish Sel)uks.

The caliphate returned to life only with the weakening of Seljuk power

at the end of the twelfth and the beginning of the thirteenth century.

But the revival was short-lived. The last remnants of the Abbasid state

collapsed under the onslaught of the Mongols in 1258, and the pagan

Khan Hulagu killed the last caliph in Baghdad, al-Mustasim.

Invasions, rebellions and foreign overlords constituted the harsh

reality of coastal Oman. Invaders seldom reached the interior, and here

a theocratic r^ime was preserved - an n>adhi Imam exercised both

spiritual and secular power, according to the Islamic principles based on

the Qur'an and the Suimah. For the inhabitants of south-west Arabia the

ideal state had existed in the past, and the Imams always aspired to the

model of a Muslim ct)mnuinity in the times of the Prophet.

Imams were never regarded as iutallible. Some were dept)sed by the

community; others were given the opportunit\ to pass their authority on

to their descendants, although the putative heir always had to be

approved as Imam by his co-religionists. As the spiritual leaders of the

country, many Imams showed themselves to be outstanding statesmen.

One of them Is remembered as an architect of the navy; another did a

great deal for tlie development of irrigation and fortification; yet another

succeeded in creating a worthy system of Islamic education.

In those stormy centuries Oman knew periods of decay, but also more

than once became a powerful state, defining the culture of the whole

region, as history and geography testify. A Persian traveller, Nasir

Khasraw, who visited Basra in the middle of the eleventh century, called
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the entire (kilf re,^i(in 'Oniani'. Not a native of Oman himself, he was

simply repeating what he had heard from the local Arabs, which

indicates how dominant a lole Oman played at that time.

However, Omani society was unstable. Its tribal structure was often a

source erf sharp contradictions wiiich led to conflicts. Frequent invasions by

alien forces interrupted the natural development of the country, brought

about the end of dynasties, and sapped the vitality of Influential dans.

Destruction of a nation's elite naturalK awakens authoritative

ambitions in forces that ha\e previously been outsiders. The gradual

weakening of the Julanda clan, due to the loss of its most important

members, led to a lengthy power struggle between the tril)es. The Imams

were unable to curb it and it brought to the forefront secular rulers from

the Nabhan tribe who, as some, perhaps not completely objective,

historians say, sank Oman for centuries in a morass of tyranny and

turbulence. With the death ofImam Mohammed bin Khanbash in 1161,

a period of Bani Nabhan absolute monarchy began. The Imamate was

restored only in 1406 witli the election of Malik bin al-Hawari, head of

the Ibahdi community. Some liistorians believe that a number of rulers

from the Bani Nabhan bore the title of Imam during that period and at

the same time remained kings in those territories where the ibadiiis

were not in the majority.

In any case, the period of Bani Nabhan rule is called *a dark chapter in

Omani history', and not only for Its violence and devastation.

Because virtually no documents for that period have survived, a complete

picture of events cannot be constructed. Only fragments of information

have been jircserved - the names of rulers, the odd comment on inter-

tribal l)attles and invasions from overseas, etc. It is probable that that

period also saw competent rulers and periods of relative calm, but in the

general confusion no traces have been left of isolated good deeds. The very

fact of centuries of darkness following a well-documented period testifies

to the country's historical catastrophe. It is a pity that its lessons cannot

be used to instruct new generations. Only bitter proverbs have survived to

bear witness - for example. The house of the tyrant is converted to ruins'.

Durhig the period of Bani Nabhan supremacy (1161-1624), Oman
focused on internal affairs: it seems that Omanis simply did not have the

resources at that time tor an active foreign policy. The only notable spheres

of activity available to Omanis were the navigation of the Indian Ocean
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and the gradual colonisation of Fast Africa. In the first centuries of Islam a

chain of commercial settlements from Mogadishu to Zanzibar was tormed,

and by the time the first European conqueiois (the Poituguese) arrived,

a unique culture called Swahili had come into beiDg, with its language of

the same name, a mix of Arabic, Persian and local African dialects.

The unstable position of the Bani Nabhan rulers, the result of

continuous internal dissension, made Oman's neighbours think that the

country, or at least part of it, would be easy prey. 1 he rulers of the

Hormuz state, which had arisen on the northern shore of the (iulf of

Oman, organised various military campaigns against the adjacent

territory of the Nabhan kings. They wanted to move the most important

commercial centres from the ports of Oman to Hormuz. Practising the

same trade on the sea as the Bedouins along the camel routes • offering

protection and compelling commercial middlemen to use their harbours -

the authorities of Hormuz gradually succeeded in changing the age-old

sea routes. A celebrated Russian merchant from Tver, Afanassy Nikitin,

visited Hormuz in 1467 and wrote in his notes: 'Hormuz is a great quay.

People from all over the world go there; it has all sorts of goods. One can

find everything on Earth there.' After ten days at sea, Nikitin saw Muscat,

then one of the main ports on the trade route from the Red Sea to India.

After more than five years abroad he turned back to Russia, pausing in

Muscat to celebrate Easter in 1472.

But Hormuz was soon supplanted by a new enemy. When the

Portuguese first appeared in the Indian Ocean in 1498 (the expedition of

Vasco da Gama), they did not reveal any aggressive intentions. Their aim

was to explore a sea route to India. It was the Oinani navigators, knowing

better than anyone else the river estuaries and hidden harbours, the

direction of the winds, and the islands capable of supplying fresh water

and convenient anchorages, who helped them in their search. When the

newcomers mastered the necessary knowledge, they began to build

proper ports on the East Afirican coast and methodically to destroy Arab

coastal dries. Their obiecrive was to gain control over commetdal routes,

and thus undermine the economy of the Arabs and of the Ottoman

Empire. After seizing territories in India, they began to look tor lortifiable

points along the route from Portugal to the new colonies. Hence Oman
came under their scrutiny. In 1507, making the most of the weakness of

the local rulers, the colonisers, under the command of Alfonso
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Albuquerque, fired from ship-based cannons on Muscat, Sohar, Sui and

Quriyat, and captured these ancient trading cities.

Portugal was the first Western state to begin assembling a colonial

empire. Situated at tlie very edge of Europe, on the Atlantic seashore, it

was the nearest European country to Africa and actually controlled the

sea route to the south. It was also closest to the Cape of Good Hope,

beyond which opened out the route to India and to the Spice Islands. No
wonder the Portuguese led the way. And there were other reasons for

Portugal's niilitaiA expansion besides its geographical location. It was the

first country to set itself free from Arab dominance: the Reconquista had

been completed in 1270.

Their centuries-long war against the Iberian Sultans fashioned a special

mentality among the Portuguese 61ite. Messianic ideas about their

destiny and their hostility to Islam, even after the withdrawal of the

Arabs from Portuguese territory, predetermined the mindset of those

who set out for the East.

Of course, the Arabs on the east coast of Africa had nothing to do with

those who had once occupied the Iberian Peninsula. But the Portuguese

raged against them as if they were the minions of Satan himself.

The colonisers notified the Holy See of their victories, continually

declaring their resolution to carry out the Reconquista on a global scale.

But with a population of only one and a half million, Portugal was

unable to consolidate its victories, and its garrisons could control the

coastline only at certain points along the route to India. Apart from the

coast, those countries that had become targets of Portuguese expansion,

including Oman, remained beyond their control. The Portuguese burned

Muscat, Qalhat, Tiwi, Darsait and Julfar - and utilised such methods of

terror as mutilation to control the local Arab population, cutting off the

ears and noses of those who dared to oppose them.

Internal dissension prevented the Omanis from ousting the

Portuguese. The tribal leaders once again proved incapable of rising to

the historical occasion. Arrogantly, they frustrated every attempt by the

Imams to restore an ideal Islamic state.

A society based on the model of the Azd had obviously outlived its

usefulness, and Oman had to choose either to become a state in a true

sense of tlie word, or tall \ ictim to upstart plunderers intent on carving

up the world as they saw fit.
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Intrusion
from the West

HE Portuguese were able to rule the Omani coast for almost a

century and a half. This was partly because of division among

the tribes, with some fighting on the side of the Nabhan

kings, and some on the side of the Imams, and also because of lack of

unity within the Islamic world.

Instead of uniting against the common enemy, the Ottoman Empire was

waging war against the Persians and the Egyptian Mamelukes, and the Arab

sheikhs of the Gulf were in conflict with one another. But the Christian

world was also divided. The Venetians, to mention just one example,

were forming an alliance with Mamelukes against their Portuguese

brothers in Christ. In the end, this spelled defeat for the Portuguese.

The Portuguese garrisons located along both coasts of the Gulf of

Oman (Hormuz had also been subjugated) brought trade in the region

completely under their control. All spices travelling to Europe from the

East passed through Portuguese customs. The resulting monopoly lasted

for more than 100 years, driving up prices and arousing the discontent

and envy of other European countries, who coveted the spoils of India

with equal intensity. This clash of interests inevitably put the big powers

on a collision course with one another.

The British and Dutch East Indian Companies, founded on the eve of

the seventeenth century, represented in the eyes of local people

nothing more than militarised commercial bodies, quite capable of

piracy at sea and aggression ashore. Their trading routes became

heavily defended shipping lanes where naval flotillas cruised in order

to protect their own interests. They were in conflict with both local
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vessels and, of course, the Portuguese. One of their flotillas defeated a

Portuguese fleet near Horniuz in 1625.

Nonetheless, expelling the Portuguese from their territories was to

prove difficult, for the Portuguese had established formidable bases, such

as Fort Jesus in Mombasa (which still stands on the Kenyan coast), all

along the route firom Europe to India.

In Oman, the site of the main Portuguese fort at Muscat seems created

by nature for defence against both land and sea attacks. The mountain

range that slojies ck)wn almost to the (iulf of Oman leaves only narrow

gaps that can easih be plugged by 100 soldiers, while the two rocky

piomontoiies which dominate the harbour present a formidable obstacle

to any adversary approaching ftom the ocean, exposing them to the

danger of fire from above. The Portuguese found these rods already

crowned with two mighty fortifications: to the left (looking seaward).

Fort al-Mirani and, half a mile to the rif^t. Fort Jalali.

Restoration of the ancient bastions, which had earlier resisted the

bombardment of their own Albuquerque flotilla, was one of the first

tasks undertaken by the Portuguese, but these marvellous constructions

(which still atlorn the capital) failed to secure ttiem a j)ermanent position

in the region, although their final expulsion was inatiy decades away.

Foreign domination always stimulates a national self-consciousness,

and the appearance of a man capable of harnessing this fragile move

towards nationhood was timely at this juncture. The election of Nasiibin

Murshid, from the Ya'niba family, as Imam in 1624 coincided with the

beginning of open conflict between the Portuguese and their opponents

in the (kilt. 1 tie new Inuiin made it his goal to expel the intruders but,

realising the difficulty of this task, he went about it gradually, winning

back, step by step, one territory after another.

The first of these territories was the village of Nakhl, situated at the very

foot ofJebel al-Akhdar near the coast Here tiie Imam gained a beachhead

from which it was possible to take Portuguese-controlled Batinah.

His main task, however, was to unite the tribes from the part ofOman
not under Portuguese control. Local leaders, who tot no good reason had

proclaimed themselves kings and princes, ruled the oases which

stretched in a long chain beyond the Jebel al-Akhdar range. I hey were

the main obstacle to unification. Hatching plots and orchestrating

revolts against the imam, they more than once threatened his life and
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his momentous mission. His superiority was evident to his adversaries -

his wisdom and his loyalty to the idea of national salvation gave his

deeds a consistency and foresight which his antagonists, driven by nalced

self-intetest, sorely ladciecL

The Imam showed great skill in consolidating his position ofdominance.

Having taken a dty and its stibuibs after armed struggle, he moved wisely

and cautiously, organising the administration of the region in such a way

that demonstrated to neighbours the benefits of the Imamate. Nasir did

not try to settle scores with those he defeated, but showed them

bene\'olence and charity. .Aj^ainst the bacl<ground ot constant, bloody

civil conflict, to which inland Oman was accustomed, such a policy

created a positive image of the imam and of the order he pefsonified.

After subduing Nizwa and Dhahlra, the Imam succeeded in gaining

contiol of a group of oases, which are now called Buiaimi, establishing

there a further base for his struggle against the Portuguese.

Having secured his position in these key areas, the Tmam was ready to

transler his theatre of military operations to Batinah. The first fort his

forces managed to take was l.iwa; they then laid siege to Sohar, an

important I'ortuguese base in the Gulf of Oman, securing their own

position there through the construction of a fort opposite that of the

Portuguese. By 1643, Sohar was mainly in the hands of the Imam's

forces. By 1649 only the Sohar Portuguese fortress and a fortified region

of Mttscat-Matrah remained under colonial control.

It was at this crucial point that the Imam died. Although he was unable

to complete the task he had set himself, his efforts had done much to

unify what had lieen a disparate collection of tribes into a far more

powerful collective lorce. 1 ortunately, the new Imam, Nasir Sultan bin

Saif (1649-1680), turned out to be a good strategist and politician, quite

capable of progressing Nasir bin Murshid's policies, and the Portuguese

were to be disappointed in their expectation that Oman would once

again sink into the abyss of strife between dans and tribes. The perceived

benefits of miity and the appearance of a series of leaders strong enough

to command respect from the most important of the tribes ensured the

continuing ability of the Omanis to work together for a common cause

- the expulsion of the colonialists.

As 1650 drew to a close, scouts intormcd the Imam that the gcurison of

Muscat had been weakened by the transfer of some of its soldiers to India.
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In a surfirise assault the Omanis succeeded in taking the fort of Jalali,

and then the entire city. Two naval vessels anchored in the adjacent port

of Matiah were also captured, which neutralised the remaining

Portuguese forces in Muscat The Portuguese sent a huge fleet from their

bidian colonies In an attempt to re-establish control over the Omanl

coast, but foiled.

Now itwas the Portuguese¥dio had to driiik thecup ofhundllation, which

a century and a half earlier they had forced on the Arabs. The Omanis,

fortified by their success in freeing their own coastline from Portuguese

control, adopted a far more aggressive policy towards the occupiers and

a fleet assembled under the Imams of the Ya'ruba dynasty began to

pursue the foreigners. Almost every post of Lisbon's colonial empire on

the shores of the Indian Ocean became a target for Omani naval arms.

Several decades after liberating their oivn country, the Omanis

delivered the entire African coast from Somalia to Mozambique from

Portuguese occupation. In 1661 the Omani fleet attacked Bombay, which

was then under Portuguese control. In 1668, 1670 and 1676 it assailed

nearby Dio. In 1698 the Omanis took Mombas.i and shortly afterwards

gained control over Pemba, Zanzibar, I'atia and Kilwa. The enemy did

not want to surrender its supremacx in the Indian Ocean and in 1 729 the

Portuguese simultaneously attacked Muscat and Zanzibar. But this

attempt to regain their colonies was also unsuccessful.

The internal unity of Oman, restored by the first Imam of the Ya'ruba

dynasty, was the main foundation of the nation's power during the rule

of Imam Sultan bin Saif. When the Imamate passed to his son Bil'anib in

1680, social stability was preserved and the people enjoyed peace and

prosjK'rity. But then a challenge came from the Imam's brother Saif, who

was supported by some of the tribes. Some of the elite were devoted to

Saif and proclaimed lum imam. War brol^e out and shortly thereafter a

large part of the country came under the control of the adversaries of

Bil'arub. But the rebels could not take Jlbiin castle, where the legitimate

Imam took refuge for many years. Only after the death of Bil'arub was

Saif able to command the allegiance of all the tribes. In 1691 he was

proclaimed Imam for the second time.

The 20 years of Saif bin Sultan's rule was one of the most successful

periods in the history of Oman. I hc powerful fleet he created drove out

the I'ortuguese from the majority of their liast African coluiiies and
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forced other colonial states to take account of the developed role of

Oman in the region's affairs. The growth of the Oniani empire increased

government levenues, which was reflected in ali aspects of the country's

life. Under Imam Saif many new fatal and irrigation networlcs were built

and considerable progress was achieved in agriculture. New schools were

built His devotion to the well-being of the Omani people earned the

Imam the title 'the Earth's bond'.

The rule of Sultan bin Saif II, who succeeded his father in 1711, was

equally successful. In the seven years of his Imamate, Oman became a

significant power in the Gulf region, establishing control over part of its

northern coast, over Bahrain and over other Arab lands as far as the Red

Sea. Eastern Africa and Western India also came under the sphere of

Omani influence.

But although the Imamate of Sultan bin Saif n was a time of great

achievement for the Ya'ruba state, it was followed by yet another period

of instability. Yet again, the issue of tlie transfer of power lalalK loid on

the destiny of the country and its people. With the death of Sultan bin

Saif II in 1718, forces opposing the dynastic principle arose once more.

Saif, the son of the deceased Imam and grandson of the great Saif bin

Sultan, was tmderage, and the religious leaden decided that he was not

eligible to become head of state as, according to the Ibadhi conception

of political justice, the leader of a secular authority should also be the

head of a religious community.

Such logic made it impossible to acknowledge the boy as the supreme

authority in questions of a religious and moral nature, and the ulcma

decided to choose a new Imam from the family of the late Sultan bin Saif.

His son-in-law Muhaiuiah bin Sultan was judged the most acoq^tabie.

Not everybody accepted the new Imam. Some continued to defend the

dynastic rights of Saif bin Sultan.

Muhannah governed for less than three years, until he was killed in an

uprising of the followers of Saif. This intensified the unrest, vAth various

tribal groups promoting their own candidates, and the struggle stopped

only when Saif bin Sultan came of age. The religious leaders declared him

Imam in 1 727 and the people breathed a sigh of relief, lioping that peace

would be restored.

But Saif, the person at the root of the struggle ttiat had lasted for almost

ten years, did not live up to expectations. He was accused of deviating
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from the shari'ii, and after fiw Ncars was forced to resign by the council

of uU niii and sheikhs. Bil'arub bin Himyar was elected the new Imam, but

was thwarted in his leadership by Saif bin Sultan, who sought allies in

neighbouring countries against the authority of his new superiors.

He first went to the Baluchis on the Makran shore in the northern part of

the Omani Gulf, to enlist their support, but Bil'arub destroyed his army.

Then Saif turned to Persia.

Nader Shah had fust come to power in the neighbouring state and was

one of the most efficient and ambitious rulers of that time. In his eleven-

year reign (1736-1747), Iran greatly expanded its territory at the expense

of its neighbours. Saif's fortuitous appeal for help enabled the Shah to

pursue his plans to gain control over ttie Gulf. When in 1737 Persian

troops landed near Sohar, the Iranian commander Latif Ktian did not

have the slightest intention of fighting for the cause of Saif.

Meanwhile Omani tribal and spiritual leaders, alarmed by the scale of

the dvil war, attempted to restore stability. They persuaded Bil'arub bin

Himyar to resign and brought Saif back to power. Saif bin Sultan was for

the second time proclaimed religious and secular leader of Oman.

However, another few years of 'legitimate' rule did not bring peace.

The trials had taught Saif notfiing; he remained arrogant and wayward and

was again accused of neglecting the shari'a. In 1 741 Saif was removed from

power once more, and Sultan bin Murstiid ai-Ya'rubi was elected Imam.

Probably the only good deed performed by Imam Saif was the

appointment of Sheikh Ahmed bin Said al-Busaidi to be governor of Sohai:

This man was destined to play a decisive role in the fate of Oman.

Meanwhile, the dismissed ruler again went to Nader Shah for help.

This time the Persians tlemandctl a promise from the now l^ankrupt Saif

to pay taxes to the Shah's Treasury. The vast Persian army invaded Oman
and laid siege to Sohar and Muscat. During this nine months' siege,

Sultan bin Murshid was fatally wounded. The death of Saif bin Sultan

followed. The Omani leaders tried to fill the power vacuum by electing a

new Imam from the Ya'ruba dynasty, and once again Bil'arub btai Himyar

became Imam. But this time most of the tribes and the towns refused to

recognise him. Thus, the story of the dynasty, at the roots ofwhich stood

a great man and which had been glorified by outstanding and confident

rulers, endetl. Nevertheless, the miserable role played by Saif bin Sultan

tailed to annul the remarkable achievements of his ancestors.
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The Birth

of a Dynasty

HE Persian invasion in the middle of the eighteenth century

completed a cycle in Omani history, described by the British

scholar J.C. Wilkinson as an 'Imamate cycle'. According to

Wilkinson, the Imamate reflected tribal expectations of social structure,

and was a quasi-state. Every attempt to create an authentic state and

establish a dynastic rule was met with resistance from the tribal elite,

inevitably leading to civil war. The destruction of the semi-states within

the Imamate weakened the country and enabled foreign occupation of

strategically important coastal territories.*

Ahmed bin Said al-Busaidi was born into a family of merchants in the

small village of Adam, on the border of the desert and the foothills of

inner Oman. He did not belong to those clans that traditionally supplied

" Wilkinson explains the reason for the cyclic nature of the phenomenon thus: 'Their

apparatus of statehood was minimalist also, aimed only at a gradualist progression towards

re-establishing the true Islamic state founded by the Prophet. The institutions ibadhism put

In place in Oman, therefore, were too weak to force basic change in the social system, so

that government authority remained largely decentralised and dej>endent on the tribes.

Above all, its power to collect revenue was absolutely controlled by the Islamic

constitution, and the tribesmen ensured that it never exceeded this power, at least at home.
Together, Ibadhis and tribalism prevented the development of capital, whether in the form
of a capital in an urban hierarchy, which itself would have elicited changes in the

agricultural production system (cf. for example the difference between the expansion of

cultivation incited in its hinterland by the internationalisation of Sohar in the 10"^ and 1
1"*"

centuries AD with the static or declining agricultural area of the Imamate capital of Nizwa),

or of a capitalisation of the land production system, or through the development of a

market economy, or through a centralised bureaucracy. Any attempts to centralise power
automatically triggered off resistance in the two institutional frameworks which governed
the social and political system of interior Oman. And so the "Imamate cycle" might exhibit

periods of expansion or contraction, but never enough change to explode or collapse the

basic socio-political order. Hence apparent "timelessness" in Omani history and also

"closure" of the social "system".' J.C. Wilkinson, The Imamate Traditions of Oman,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press (1987) p. 6.
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the country's rulers: he was Oniaui hy origin (of the al-Azd). He made a

fortune trading in Sohar and became a distinguished person in the city.

The imam appointed him wali (governor) of this important commercial

centre. As the govemor of Sohai he gained authority ofver the people and

the part he played in repulsing Persian intrusion made him an

adcnowledged leader of the national resistance.

The dynasty that Saif bin Sultan had bankrupted could no longer be

trusted; but the strong character of Ahmed bin Said al-Busaidi seemed to

offer hope of reviving the tortured land.

The Persians were gradually dri\en out. .Ahmed bin Said proved to be a

skilful politician, guided by common sense, reflecting the pt)pular

Omani saying: 'travel a long way, but come back safe'. Realising that it

was impossible to vanquish a strong enemy in one military operation, he

signed a peace treaty with the conmiander of the army of Nader Shah.

Thus, the Influence of the Persian forces was signlficantty restricted, and

their control became limited to the Muscat forts. By repeatedly delaying

the agreed payment of taxes and supply of stores to the Persian garrisons,

Ahmed bin .Said seriously weakened and dispirited the enemy.

This nerve-wracking war might have continued indefinitely but for a

dramatic course of events in Persia. Nader Shah, an outstanding military

commander and the builder of a huge empire, was killed in a conspiracy

in June 1747. The Persian soldiers despaired and when the commanders

of the Muscat fortresses received an order to evacuate, the army

responded without protest, unaware that they had been deceived and

that the order originated not from their own superiors but from Ahmed
bin Said himself.

Majid bin Sultan, a relative of the dead Imam Salt and the Shah-

appointed governor of Oman, had been shipwrecked and captured near

Sohar. It is supposed that he submitted to Ahmed bin Said and surrendered

the government seal used to authenticate the order to hand over the forts.

The order to which the Persian soldiers responded so tmquestioningly was

delivered to Muscat on behalf of MaJid by one of Ahmed bin Said's men.

The demoralised Persians returned home witiiout further ado.

The death of bnam Bil'arub and Imam Saif had left nobody capable of

uniting the tribes; the unchallenged leader of the resistance, Ahmed bin

Said, was therefore elected Imam unanimously, an expression of confidence

which gave him the authority to start reforming tlie country immediately.
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Most modern historians agree on 1 744 as the most reliable date for the

commencement ot the new hnamate, though some postpone the

investiture of Ahmed bin Said to 1749. Ttie precise timing of the

oeiemony is only of academic interest, since the election merely

authoiticated the tk fado leader Ahmed bin Said possessed the judgment

ofthe best of those towhom he was successoi: Realising that a leader from

outside the ruling dynasty would be subjected to the harshest scrutiny, he

was careful to avoid any appearance of excess in his assumption of power.

The ceremony to proclaim tlie new Imam was extremely simple,

symbolising the democratic character of his power and the avoidance of

veneration for the bearer of the highest authority. The investiture itself

vras far from lavish: tiie country was devastated by the war, and festivities

were inappropriate. The new Imam's modesty and common sense were

hi^ily appreciated by the pragmatic Ibadhis.

There were thosewho nurtured the hope that an ideal Islamic state, the

ultimate aim of the Ibadhi doctrine, would at last be built. The accession

of this new Imam seemed as though it might herald a revival of the

Golden Age of Mohammed himself - that time when simplicity and

democracy without dissension had held sway within the Muslim

community. But the preceding cycle of dynastic power, collapse and civil

strife had not prepared the ground for the years of peaceful leadership

envisaged by the proponents of the tribal semi-state. The real drawback

of the estaUished ruling system was that it reflected the realities of an

underdeveloped state. Anarchic groups opposing the creation of a

structured, efficient system of state power tried to justify their stance by

recourse to the Iliadhi ideoU)gy, although any link between their actions

and their ideology was questionable. And every Imam conscious of the

necessity to reform the feeble goverrmiental structure was up against the

vkma, tiie guardians and upholders of the now defunct tradition.

Under Ahmed bin Said the fifth dynasty since the begiiming of the

Islamic period moved forward. Previous dynasties, such as Julanda,

Nabhan and Ya'ruba, had, through falling to curb the tribal element, lost

their leading role In Omanl society.

For the young c;)aboos, the figure ot Ins great ancestor was of

particular importance. No image of the Imam has remained, but the boy

tried to imagine his appearance, scrutinising portraits of later dynastic

Imams. Though separated by two centuries they had much in common.
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Imam Ahmed came to jX)vver after many years of administrative decay.

Devastation and misery surrounded him. I he great history of the

country had already begun to fade from memory and to restore the

dignity of Oman, the people's faith in the possibility of renewal also had

to be restored.

C^boos asked his mentofs about the deeds of the founder of the

dynasty and slowly reconstructed a picture of the epoch in which

Imam Ahmed had lived. It was a difficult period, and had required in

its leader a well-developed gift of foresight and the ability to recognise

potential allies, while remainin|^ prepared to confront mighty states

when necessary.

By tliat time political reality in the Gulf depended on interrelations

between states far removed from that region. Competition between

France and Great Britain in Europe was leading to the formation of

spheres of influence in the East, bi an attempt to weaken the position of

the French in the Mediterranean, the British had long ago become

associates of the Ottoman empire. The French had, therefore, sought

collaboration with Persia as a counterbalance to this alliance.

As Persia had been the main adversary of Omani independence down

the centuries, alliance with the Ottoman Empire was natural to Oman.

But Ahmed bin Said was not inclined to follow primitive logic. Instead of

a union with Great Britain and opposition to France - which seemed

reasoiuible in those circumstances - the Imam preferred a policy of equal

distance tarn both states. This wise position manifested itself in one

episode that the young QalxK» heard of during a history lesson.

During the Seven Years War (1 756-1 763), the French navy frequently

attacked the English, trying to damage communications between Cireat

Britain and its Indian trading stations and the Omani (iulf was often the

battle arena. More than once, in pursuit of British ships, the French navy

attacked them in the proximity of the Muscat forts. Coastal arms then

opened fire against the French on the grounds tliat they were violating

the freedom of the seas.^

The position taken by the Omani government reflected not only tlie

need to protect the country's commercial interests, hampered as ttiey

were by such maritime piracy; it also reflected traditional Arab

hospitality which enjoined that eveiy guest should be protected.

' Oman in Histwy, London, Immel Publishing Ltd (1995) p. 442.
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When the French captured an Omani ship transporting British goods,

the Omanis in reply detained a French ship in Muscat. However, Ahmed

bin Said subtly tempeied the incident by inviting French King Louis XVI

to open a French mission in Muscat, thereby persuading him of his

friendly intentions.

Relations between Oman and Mysore also improved. The Sultan of

this state, Khaidar Ali, controlled the Malabar shore of India, where such

important ports as Mangalorc and Calicut were situated. His son, Ti[)pii,

who acceded to the Sultanate (1782-1799), became one of Oman's

major commercial partners. The two countries successfully collaborated

in the struggle against pirates, and when monsoons made navigation

towards India impossible, much of the Mysore fleet regularly laid up in

Omani harbours.

Having reduced custom taxes from 10 per cent to 6 per cent, the Imam
achieved dominance in trading with the rich Sultanate of India.

Sandalwood, pepper, ivory, materials and rice were imported from India,

while Muscat exported saffron, salt, horses, pearls and raisins, and

carpenters built vessels for the Sultans of Mysore.

The utterly pragmatic foreign policy of Ahmed bin Said succeeded in

making the country stronger and assured its economic prosperity.

Possibly because he came from a family of merchants, the founder of the

Al bu Said dynasty thoroughly understood economic trends and this

became the strongest feature of his reign. During his rule, Muscat was

transformed into a flourishing port, one of the richest in the Indian

Ocean. I he conil^iination of a reasonable tax policy and internal stability

drew merciiants to Oman from all over the world.

The Imamate of Ahmed bin Said, lasting nearly 40 years, was a

triumphant period of revived glory. From t)eing a country unable to

protect itself, Oman became, during that period of renewal, a powerful

state, capable of defending its interests at sea and on the mainland.

When the Persians besieged Basra in 1775 the military assistance

provided by the Omani navy enabled the IXirldsh commander-in-chief to

avoid defeat. The Persian ruler, Karim Khan, was equally unsuccessful in

his aggressive policies towards Oman, finding the impressi\'e fleet

assembled by the Imam a force too strong to engage with and defeat.

Ahmed bin Said had possessed only a handful of old stiips at the

begiruiing of tiis rule, but over the years he had succeeded in organising
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the rcsourct's both (^f the country and of private ship-owners in such a

way that he could, if necessary, mobilise thousands of armed vessels.

While the most outstanding Imams of the preceding Ya'niba dynasty had

depended on a strong navy, a diaiacteristic of Ahmed bin Said's epoch

was a new reliance on the commetdal fleet For the fiist time in the

history of the country, the power of the state was based on a well-

grounded economic policy.

The reforms touched all spheres of life in Oman. The administrative

system became less rigid and more dynamic. 1 he Imam paid particular

attention to the choice of regional governors, lie assigned the posts of

Willi to his sons so that they could practice the art of government and, to

distinguish them from the country's ^te, the Imam introduced the

name Sayyid, as a term of respect.

But, as with a number of his predecessors, there was one crudal matter

which Almied bin Said overlooked: the mechanism of succession. After

his death this issue was to lead to further turmoil and political instability.
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Holding
the Balance

I

HE SEVEN SONS OF THE FOUNDER of the dynasty and many of his

'ViM I Hilal, had died before his father, the Imam declared his third

son, Said, to be his successor. Omani law at that time did not clearly specify

how a new Imam was to be selected, which allowed wide latitude for

interpretation; Ahmed bin Said's solution was to separate secular from

spiritual authority. While Said was appointed Imam and focused on

spiritual leadership, Ahmed's son Hamad was granted the powers of a

de facto governor of a state. Part of the country's territory remained under

the control of Qais, the eldest living son. In order to avoid provoking a

conflict with Hamad, the other two brothers respected his sphere of

influence: Saif went to East Africa, and Sultan to the interior of Oman,

where he attempted to establish his own sphere of control, supported

mainly by nomadic tribes. When Hamad died in 1 792, Sultan rushed to

Muscat, where, backed by Qais, he took secular power into his own hands.

Stability and prosperity marked the eleven years of Sultan bin Ahmed's

rule, though relations between the members of the ruling family were far

from harmonious. Imam Said bin Ahmed was still in Rustaq and Qais ruled

the part of Batinah centred on Sohar. When the Sultan set out on the Ha\)

in 1803, his nephew Badr, a son of Saif, who had died in Africa, tried to seize

power in Muscat. The plot failed and Badr escaped to the Muwahhidun of

central Arabia, who more than once had sought to conquer Oman.

Despite the seeming impossibility of maintaining political stability in

such circumstances, civil war was avoided. It was probably Sultan's

personal qualities and the inherited disposition towards consensus of the

grandsons were drawn into internal conflicts. As the eldest son,
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Oiiiani aristocracy that ensured the peaceful resolution of conflicts during

his rule, despite the obvious tensions within the royal family, t hough the

authority of the actual ruler had never been acknowledged de jure, both

tribal heads and the ulenut lecognised the leadership of Sultan.

Impressive new forts and a vast palace, Bait al-Alam, which remained

in existence until the 1970s, became sfmbols of the power of the Oman!

ruler. Althou^ Sultan Qaboos had the buildings (by then in a state of

advanced disrepair) demolished shortly after his accession to the throne,

a new palace, built on the same site, retains the name Bait al-Alam and

the image of the palace, along with the Omani flag, remains the symbol

of state power.

Thanks to internal stability and economic growth, Sultan bin Ahmed
undertook a pro-active foreign policy ¥dth the aim of pre-empting

challenges. He carried out military expeditions to the Makran coast of

the Gulf of Oman (opposite Muscat and Sohar), to Hormuz, and to the

Island of Qishm, not far from the Iranian coast of the Strait of Hormuz.

He also tried to take over Bahrain, which in previous centuries had been

controlled l)y Oman. But the Bahrainis asked the Muwahhidun for help

and frustrated Said's plans, sharply aggravating tensions between Oman
and its bellicose neighbour.

The vicegerent of the Ottoman Empire was also preoccupied with the

Muwahhidun threat and it seemed therefore logical that Sultan bin

Ahmed and the Pasha of Baghdad should attempt to strengthen their

ties, the better to combat a growing menace. A debt of gratitude already

existed, as evinced by the aimual tribute the llirks continued to pay to

Oman for the help it had once given them during the Persian siege of

Basra. So in 1804 Sultan decitkd to sail with a fleet to Basra.

We can presume that tfu- Xfuwahhidun came to know of the

circumstances of his visit and the substance of his negotiations with the

Ottoman authorities. In any case, the small Omani fleet was attacked off

the island of Q|shm, as it was returning fnAn Basra, by a fleet sailing fK>m

Ra's al-Khaimah. Sayyid Sultan was killed in the ensuing battle.

Said bin Sultan bin Ahmed now liecame ruler and managed to succeed

where so many of his predecessors had failed: he created a state that was

respected by some of the most powerful countries in the world. For the

first time since the downfall of the caliphate, a new Arab empire

emerged, created not by force of arms, but by the commercial
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shrewdness of the monarch (although Sultan Said more than once,

particularly during the first half of his reign, called upon his army and

navy to defend the state's interests).

The commercial needs of this new empire, wliich spanned thousands

of kilometres from India to Mozambique, were served by a huge fleet

that was second only to that of the British. The Omani ships were

attractive prey for privateers, who since time immemorial had fed on

the trade routes. A particularly high tribute was paid by trading seafarers

to the inhabitants of the coasts next to the Strait of Hormuz. Here, as

in the times of Sultan bin Ahmed, the Qawasim dynasty was in control.

Its head, Sheikh Saqr of Sharjah, who ruled from 1803 to 1866,

challenged not only his neighbours, but the British as well.

Sharjah's fleet, which consisted of several hundred ships of all sizes,

was making its presence felt in the Gulf, damaging Omani state interests.

When the British freighter l/Rnerva was attacked on its way to Basra while

transporting a cargo worth more than 100,000 rupees, the British

intervened. Mutual security interests resulted in Said bin Sultan and the

British forming an alliance that lasted long after the immediate threat

had subsided. The Sultan had once said; '1 am nothing but a merchant'.

This was not a casual remark, but expressed the true feelings of the head

of the enormously successful commercial enterprise which his empire

had become. In this respect his mentality was like that of the monarchs

of Europe - driven by a mercantile spirit.

Said bin Sultan undoubtedly forged these coalitions for pragmatic

reasons, for he preferred to have mighty friends and not powerful

enemies. But his allies' victories did not always benefit Oman. After Ra's

al-Khaimah suffered two humiliating defeats, the slieikhs of what the

British had somewhat controversially labelled the 'Pirate Coast' were

obliged to sign a Common Peace Treaty (1820) which was later

confirmedby a Sea Armistice (1853) and an UnUmited Sea Armistice (1853).

From then on, the 'Pirate Coasf was known as the Tradal Coast or

Tmdal Oman (the latter name lasting until 1971, when the seven

emirates forming the Trucial States united to establish a new

inde[)endent state: the United Arab Emirates), l or centuries the Omani

state had nurtured ambitions to extend its power over the Gulf region,

but the treaties signed with the British and local sheikhs brought these

moves to an end. Now the state turned its attention to Africa.
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A AYYiD Said bin Sultan's position as ruler was underpinned by

% /
I ^ traditional systems of government and an acceptance of

^^'^ J/ dynastic succession that found widespread support at all

levels of society. But not everyone was in agreement. During the more

than 50 years of the Sultan's reign there were many tribal revolts and

appeals for restoration of the conservative systems of government

characteristic of certain periods of the Imamate. But these attempts to

contest the Sultan's plenary powers had little impact, despite complaints

of economic difficulties, social injustice and national humiliation.

Said bin Sultan's country was generally regarded as a model state whose

economic progress had supported fundamental improvements in the

well-being of all classes of society and turned Oman into a major player

on the international stage.

Once the young Sayyid Qaboos had learned the fundamentals of the

dynasty's history, he began to focus on the achievements of his great

ancestor, in particular, his transformation of Oman into one of the great

states of the Indian Ocean. He studied all the different facets of Said bin

Sultan's political life, because, from an early age, he dreamed of matching

his ancestor's great triumphs. The world in which Sayyid Qaboos lived

was very different to that in which Said bin Sultan had carried out his far-

reaching policies, but the country's essential characteristics and people

had not changed and the same potential for success existed. The sky and

the earth remained the same, the same people continued to live on the

ocean shores, in piedmont oases and in the desert space - why, then,

should one generation blossom, while another struggled for survival?
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As he explored the characters and policies of all his predecessors, Qaboos

came to understand that the truly outstanding men of the past had in

common more than intelligence and competence; they also possessed

the capacity to dieam and the passionate desiie to realise their dreams.

Qaboos was fesdnated by Said bin Sultan's own personality and the

romanticism that accompanied descriptions of his exploits. It was easy

to imagine his majestic figure, his proud bearing and his noble face,

authoritative in the heat of battle somewhere in the deserts of Arabia

or the savannahs of Africa, or amidst raging waves during a si<irmish

with pirates. The name Said bin Sultan evoked for the young Sayyid

images of distant territories and towns of legendary beauty that had

once belonged to Oman.

Zanzibar held a particular fascination for Qaboos and he was intrigued

by old images showing elegant ornamented houses - their woodoi

carvings creating facades quite different to those with which he was

familiar. Zanzil)ar was a place of cool walkways, the narrow streets

protected from the worst of the sun by the tall stone houses which

flanked their sides. Ships from ail over the world crowded its bays - vessels

of all sizes, from dhows and sambuqs with fore-and-aft lateen sails to

many-masted frigates and vast steamers with their imposing smokestacks.

Sometimes (^boos came across iUustrations showing throngs of people in

loindoths, and, standing slightly apart, Arabs in Omani dress, tUshdashas

and sandals, witti silver khanfars under their belts . .

.

Said bin Sultan was not the first sovereign ui tlie historx of Oman to

understand the importance of sea power and to fix his eyes on the rich

lands of Last Africa. Arab forts and trading houses already established at

intervals along the coastline for thousands of kilometres southwards

fsom Cape Guardafui, the north-eastern extremity of Africa, attested to

an existing network of well-developed commerdal links.

From the first centuries of Islam these lands had attracted enterprising

seafarers and merchants from the Gulf. The Omanis were among the first

ccdooists from Arabia. So the contacts between this region and the land

of their ancestors grew ever stronger. Flicking through the books in the

palace library, beside an open window with a view of the ocean, the

shortest route to Zanzibar - it was easy for an imaginative young boy to

forget the present and imagine himself transported with the Arab

seamen to those alluring shores.
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At the beginning of the tenth century, a prominent medieval historian

and geographer, al-Masudi, visited Kast Africa. In his hook, (jolti Rifiniti^

and Minnie for Precious Mincruls, he writes: 'The /.injes have settled in this

locahty, their lands bordering Sofala - and these are the outskirts of the

country oi the /.ityes . . . This is a land rich in gold, rich in luxury goods,

fertile, hot' One can picture the verdant country of long ago, where

caravans of black porters bore elephant tusks, leopard skins and

rhinoceros horns from the interior for sale to the merchants who
gathered In the ports to purchase these exotic goods for distant markets.

In the white dty on the green coast with its vibrant trading atmosphere,

gold, silver and iron, extracted from the depths of Africa, change hands.

Bu\ers and sellers speak Swahili, the language of the coast, a language

containing many Aiabic words.

When the Portuguese arrived, they were amazed by the wealth, beauty

and comfort of the Arab towns ofthe African coast Nevertheless, this did

not deter the new invaders from wreaking destruction, and the lovely

settlements were brutally devastated. A German, Hans Mayer, who was

on the flagship San Rafael, witnessed the assault of Kihva, the major

trading city on the coast, in 1505.

It is all the more dispiriting to learn that an Arab ruler, Malindi, helped

the Portuguese to gain a foothold on the Fast African coast. He hoped that

the newcomers would aid him in his conflict with the neighbouring town

of Mombasa. The ships of Admiral Vasco da Gama received water and

provisions, enabling them to continue on their voyage. And, most

importantly, an excellent pUot, Ahmed bin Ma|id -Oman! by origin - was

seconded to help them. It was he who showed the European colonisers

the way to India. When, years later, he realised that he had brought

wolves in sheep's clothing to the pastures of Arcadia, he bitterly lamented:

In Ihe year ofNim hundred fb;e the Portuguesesa^
They settled there, they began to strike up acquaintances,

relying on the governors.

People distrusted them . . . Oh, if I had known what they were up to!

People were astonished by their deeds.

Despite sustained efforts by local conununities to resist the Portuguese,

they were cruelly suppressed by the Portuguese garrisons, billeted in

impregnable forts such as Fort Jesus in Mombasa.
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A century and a half later, when news of the collapse of Portuguese rule

in Oman reached the Arab settlements in Jiast Africa, tiie hope of

freedom was rekindled.

In 1646 the hihabitants of Pemba Island, just north of Zanzibar,

rebelled against the Portuguese and were supported in their rebellion by

armed forces drawn 6om towns on the mainland. Realising that they

could not hope to achieve the expulsion of the Portuguese on their own,

the rebels called on Oman for help. 1 he Imam responded to the appeal

by despatching his warriors as soon as the winter monsoons got under

way, but it took several decades for the combined forces ot the Imam and

the local militia to oust the Portuguese. Only in 1699 were the last Arab

towns of East Africa heed, and all along the coast, up to Mozambique,

the power of the Imam was recognised.

When the state of Ya'ruba fell, many local rulers made the most of the

opportunity and proclaimed independence. Even the powerful Ahmed

bin Said, the founder of the new dynasty, could not re-establish Oinani

sovereignty in the East African territories. To achieve this historic task

the country had to replenish its army and its fleet and repulse external

threats. This became a reality only in the first half of the nineteenth

century, when a new state, shaped to a significant degree by the character

of Its ruler, was formed.

Under the power of the Omani Sultans and Imams, Zanzibar became a

centre of importance in East Africa and a t>ase for economic development

in this part of the continent. Arab merchants had penetrated the region

of the great African lakes much earlier than the Huropeans. Nineteenth

century travellers, such as Livingstone and Stanley, were surprised to find

old Arab settlements in the depths of the 'virgin lands'. During Sayyid

Said's reign the Arabs extended their involvement with this region

beyond the traditional trade in ivory, gold and slaves to become

agriculturalists, growing cash crops for sale in Zanzibar markets.

It seems initially curious that Sultan Said made no attempt to seize

territories and create a colonial empire similar to those of the Europeans.

But the Arab settlements, which stretched in a loose chain from Oman
to Kto/ambique, had long been centres of Arab culture and trade,

magnets for the Africans of the interior. Relations between them had

been based on mutual advantage, and not on dominance and

submission. What need had the Sultan of Oman to change this
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R'lationsliip when he had achieved what mattered must - a united

country, haskiiig in peace and prosperity?

in 1828 and 1829 Said bin Sultan personally directed the military

Operations of tlie Omani fleet in £ast Africa. Foi ttie flist time iie visited

Zanzibar, and, understanding its commercial and strategic military

importance, decided to construct tlie empire's second capital tliere.

Wittiin a few years, ttie relatively small Arab settlement had become a

mafor town. The local population called it 'Stone Town', because the

Arabs used techniques of construction hitherto unknown in those parts.

Indeed, never before had e\en tlie Arabs built on sucli n scale and with

such refinement. 1 he use of wood, the major building material of past

centuries, was developed in Zanzibar to embellish its houses with

exquisite inla}^ resembling intricately ornamented brocades on doors,

doorjambs and balconies. These higlily decorative buildings represented

the highest expression of Swahili culture. The festive atmosphere of this

city of white walls and skilful carvings reflected the openness and

hospitalit) of the Omanis, seafarers and merchants, people of great

learning and curiosity.

The narrow, shaded streets were designed so that air could circulate

freely, and the temperature witiiin the city was always lower than tliat

beyond the boundaries.

Said bin Sultan grew to love this dty, the embodiment of his dreams.

Having spent many years making the armual voyage between Muscat

and Zanzibar, he finally decided to settle in Zanzibar permanently.

From 1840 he resided mainly in his African dominion, taking an active

part in the provision of utilities to the villages, in the organisation of

spice plantations, and in the management of Zanzibar's expanding

industrial base.

On the orders of the Sultan, a marvellous three-storied palace, with

many adjoining buildings for servants, was built in Mtoni, a sulmrb of

ZanzilHu; In the centre of the palace were situated luxurious Persian

battis, generously adorned with pictures and mosaics. Here numerous

members of the Sultan's family passed their time reading the Qur'an or

Arab poetry and listening to the local music (ta'arab).

Not far from this residence, completed by 1834, the Sultan ordered lire

construction of another, more splendid palace. The site he chose was a

headland jutting out into the ocean, with a magnificent view of small
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green islands surrounded by reefs. At the end of the day the sun set in

the midst of them. Phe Sultan, who relished poetical moments when

alone by the seashore, imagined himseU saying faieweU to the setting

sun from the teirace of his new palace, Bait al-Ras.

Constniction continued for almost ten years, but the Sultan did not

live to see the building completed. His descendants did not maintain the

palace and it fell into ruin. Nowadays palms sway above it, saying

farewell to the sinking sun, the rustic of their leaves like the murmuring

of poetry remembered from the days of the Sultan.

An enormous volume of goods passed tiirough Zanzibar in those years.

The potts could not Iceep up with the unprecedented commercial boom.

A German traveller, Karl Klaus von Decken, v^o visited the island

between 18S9 and 1861, wrote:

The outward appearance ofthe customs house does not cmespond at all to

the amount of treasure that passes though the hands of the banyan,

(Indian merchant] and which is then loaded far further shipment or is

sold here, on the spot. Lately there has been some transformation and

addition. Some neighbourhoods even now are nothing but miserable little

huts, yet iuside them life is husy and effcrvcsccut from tnoniiiis, till nixht;

crowds of people, coniiii^ mid s^^^'lK' utove ceuselessty like waves, and

Europe, Asia and America exchange their treasures witli Africa.

Books describing Oman's former dominance and sophistication aroused

a determination in the young boy that his country would once again

realise its marvellous |)()tential. Said bin Sultan was to remain Qaboos

bin Said's model of greatness throughout liis childhood and beyond.

Many of Sultan Qalx>os's own decisions would tiave something in

common ¥dth those of his great ancestor.

In contrast to the Imams of the Ya'ruba dynasty, who had also

governed Zanzibar and the neighbouring territories but had regarded

those lands as peripheral, Said bin Sultan realised their strategic

importance and great economic promise, which exceeded that of the

Arabian lands of the empire. Being an ardent patriot of his native

country, however, he concentrated his efforts on developing the

economy of Zanzibar and adjacent domains, showing himself an

assiduous ruler and adept at predicting market trends. On his initiative

plantations ofnew aops, especially cloves, were established on Zanzibar,
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thus reorienting the island's aj^riculture to meet the demands of overseas

markets. The Sultan also instituted a policy of 'redevelopment', which

aimed at a closer integration of the economies of East Africa, in cider to

ensure the sustainable development of Oman.

By the md of his first period of rule (1822-1840) he had gained full

control of the coast from Mogadishu in the nordi to the frontier with

Portuguese Mozambique in the south.

Forts were built in those port towns that were the endpoints of trade

routes through the continent. For instance, Oar es Salaam was tlie

terminus of the great caravan route from what is now Uganda, Rwanda,

Burundi and the Congo, and Kilwa was a starting-point for caravans to

Njasa and beyond (ttuough what is now Malawi and Zambia). A unique

administrative system was introduced. The local authorities were in the

hands of superiors (kadMs) and deputies {waOs),

F6rts were also built along the ancient trade routes, which enabled

Arab colonisation to make deeper inroads into the continent. Sayyid Said

personally supervised the new construction sites, because he thought

that government revenues could only increase if the security of

commerce could be assured.

I le [>roved to be correct; the flow of ivory, turtle shells, palm oil, skins

and furs grew year by year: The labour market also expanded, l)ecause

demand for manpower In the French island colonies of the Indian Ocean

increased sharply and the development of spice plantations in Zanzibar

created favourable economic conditions as welL*

The more young Qaboos learned about the life of his great-great-

grandfather, the more he admired his gilt ot foresight. He had

achieved things that even a century after his death seemed applicable

to modern Oman.

* J.C. wnkfaison makes some tntevesting comments on Hie economy of Zamdban 'Cheap
Ialx)ur was used for three main tasks: as gatherers of natural products, as cultivators and as

porti rs. I fu' main [iroduction involvint; tho first was copal (F^urton 186(), Ap|XMidi\ 1), used

for lacquer and varnishes. So great had the demand Ix-conie tliat it became Zanzibar's chief

export by mid-centuiy and Spd» (IMO) estimated some 19 milUon lbs were exported
annually, the carj;<> for some 12 or 1."^ large ships. Copal was produce<1 on the mainland coast,

up to some iO miles inland, and along the coconut plantations and copra estates (which
developed in Lamu, KfaUndl and Mombasa in tiie IMOs; cf. Mege 1982) lay in tiw domain
of the Sultan of Zanzibar and his coastal sulM)rdinate sheikhdoms. The great product of the

island state of Zanzibar and dependent Pemba was, of course, the clove, which Sd. Said

encouraged but in no way started. Prom beginnings around 1820 Zanzibar was exporting

nearly 5 million lbs by the end of his reign and nearly five times that figure after the Second
World War, when it produced some four-fifths of the world's trade. Unlike copal gathering
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Thrt)uglu)ut the empire he had established a kind of free economic

zone with 5 per cent duties. As a result, ships from every country with

commercial interest in the Indian Ocean piefened the ports of Said's state.

Realising the impoitance of stimulating trade, the Sultan conducted a

simple and effective monetary and credit policy; aimed at substituting

the Omani currency for the foreign currencies dominant in the region.

The success of this policy was reflected in a sharp rise in the number of

Omani coins in circulation. The income of Zanzibar in the period of Said

bin Sultan's rule increased ten-fold. Arabs from Yemen and Oman,

attracted by the economic boom, flocked to the Sultan's African

dominion. On Zanzibar alone, the population doubled.

Many things written about the times of Sayyid Said are strikingly

topical. His statecraft, similar to that of the leaders of the most

developed countries in the mid-twentieth century, seemed to Sayyid

Qaboos to provide a suitable template for transforming Oman into a

significant power once again: what he saw around him seemed backward

when compared to conditions during the epoch of the great Sultan.

He admired particularly the Sultan's dedication to the principle of direct

and frequent consultation with his people.

Deq[}ite commanding a vast and powerful state, the Said bin Suhan

appeared to Qaboos to have been neither arrogant nor despotic.

Representatives of the population gathered in his palaces on Fridays and

Mondays and his espousal of democratic freedoms made him extremely

popular with his subjects, as did the interest he took in their personal

affairs. Hearing of a sad or joyful event in their lives, he would visit them

with words of consolation or congratulation. The famous traveller, Sir

Richard Burton, who knew Sayyid Said, said of him: 'One felt that one was

before a majestic personality, religious but not intolerant, kind and noble.''

doves were produced entirely with slave labour on plamtatioiis, diid it was on this that Arab
foctunes were primarily based. This specialisation in cloves, along with other plantation crops

llltt sugar, in turn tended to push out more local standard produce, rice and coconuts (thereby

also reducing the African and Shira/i land holdinj^s in favour of tlic Arabs) and this, cnupk-d

with the growing consumption of Zanzibar's own population, incited greater productivity

dsewrtieie for staples. So a dhow trade devdoped up and down the coast in gndn: slinllarly

there was an increase in the rxploitatinn of timber, sonii.' of which was also exported tci

Arabia, imports also increased, notably textiles, grain, dates and salt. Some of these, it should

be noted, were products of Arabia, so that home production in Oman itself was becoming
geared to the African market in the middle of the nineteenth century, but the main demand
was for IrKlian rice which was alwavs considered hi'^licr qualitv tiian African.' J.C. Wilkinson,

Tlie Imamate Traditions ofOman, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press (1987) p. 59.

* R. F. Burton, The Lake Regfom ofCentral Aftka, London (1860) vol. 2 pp. 194-195.
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One of the factors creating social stability in the empire of Said bin

Sultan was the lack of discrimination against any national, religious or

social group. During his reign, Indian merchants gained total

commeidal freedom and became a ma|or feature of economic life from

Mozambique to Arabia. The good relations between India and Oman In

that period created a valuable reservoir of goodwill on vfhkh both

countries were still able to rely many decades later.

Contacts with East Africa, which had existed for over a millennium,

became particularly strong in the days of Sayyid Said not only because of

increased trade but also because of the rapid spread of Islam. History has

recorded the names of many Omanis whose proselytising fervour

penetrated the depths of the African continent and converted many
tribal leaders, kings and ordinary tribesmen to Islam. This activity was

encouraged by the monarch, who did much to create a system of Islamic

education and to develop a fudicial system based on shari*a. This new

culture built on Islamic values, having taken root among the people, also

became a basis for close relations between Oman and the peoples of

Africa - relations which were to survive into the post-colonial era.

So deeply embedded were the changes wrought by Said bin Sultan that

his immediate successors were able to continue effortlessly in the

implementation of his policies and ideas. One hundred years after his

death, his distantly connected descendant recognised their undiminished

relevance and began to undertake transformations, similar to those of

the creator of the great state of the Indian Ocean.

When on 19 October 1856 Said bin Sultan died on board the Victoria

en route from Muscat to Zanzibar, his empire was flourishing. Who could

have thought that not many years after his death not even a trace would

be left of that glory and that tills empire would be riven once again by

war and revolt?

For the future Sultan Qaboos, the stormy century that followed the

death of his celebrated ancestor was too pertinent to be viewed as

'history'; rather it was the crucial precursor of the world in which he

now lived. The Industrial Revolution and the collapse of the old empires

had forced the birth of a new world, one which endorsed new ideals and

which was awaiting new leaders.
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Far from Home

ABOos KEPT LOOKING out of the window of the military

transport plane departing for Britain. The variety of

landsca|>es within his native country, seen for the first time

from high above, was striking. The whole of Salalah, with its streets,

palm groves and gardens, was visible. Even from above, the old palace

seemed taller than the other buildings. Far away, by the edge of the

shore, stood Taqa, the home of his beloved mother.

The higher he flew, the more boundless seemed the ocean. Its silken

surface was empty all the way to the horizon, where the water merged

with the air in a pearly mist. The plane banked to the left and, when it

straightened its course, the hilly brown plateau of Dhofar, crossed by

deep wadis, stretched out below.

For century upon century the sun has shone relentlessly on the

Arabian land. It has baked the stones and dried up the beds of ancient

streams - from high above, the work of the millennia lay bare in all its

awe-inspiring magnificence. In this expanse, any shrub was seen as a

gift from God, given as protection from the light of the 'fire that severs

day from night'. How Qaboos was to miss that fire later, under the grey

skies of Europe!

When Qaboos bin Said arrived in London, the sensitive young man

was overwhelmed by the contrasts. Everything aroused a burning

interest - the vegetation, the buildings, the people, the vehicles.

As a car rushed him from the airport, he looked all around, trying not

to let anything escape his gaze: bulky red buses, the hurly-burly of

pedestrian traffic, the endless variety of advertising slogans and images,
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the rich green parks, the faded green of the bronze statues, the mellow

stones of the ancient churches and the steel-grey waters of the Ihames.

After the calm of Salaiah this huge city seemed an infinite and

mysterious labyrinth.

The Sultan, Said bin 'Hdmur, had chosen the county of Suffolk, lying

north-east of the British capital, as ftie place for his son to begin his

studies abroad. It is a land of fields, coppices, marshes and small rivers.

Leaving behind the red-brick London suburbs, the train rushes past

roundLcl hills t)vergro\vn with shrubs; compact towns with identical

single- or two-storey houses, and with chimneys protruding from the

tiled roofs; ancient cottages next to overgrown ponds; flocks of large

black birds scattering the fields; herds of cattle, sheep and horses in

green pastures.

Higti-voltage lines, railway trades going off in all directions, freight

trains laden with coal, smoking factory chimneys - all these ordinary

sights of the landscape were viewed by the Sultan's heir with the same

enthusiasm as tourists generally view the famous monuments and

palaces of I.oiulon. There was nothing like this in Oman at that time.

Even telephone poles were a wonder in Salaiah.

In the middle of green fields there were often goalposts; sometimes one

saw teams of children or adults nmning after a ball. Everywhere there

were people strolling with unusual creatures that could just about be

described as dogs. But it was not long before the Sayyid started to

distinguish greyhounds, setters, dachshunds and the other Ineeds so dear

to the English heart.

At first Bury St Edmunds seemed rather i^Ioomy to Qaboos and much
less attractive than he had imagined. But on closer inspection the town

began to reveal its charm to the Sayyid. There were many nooks and

crannies which made every new exploration exciting. £verytiung hoe
was different from his homeland.

Entering beneath the mellow arches of the ancient abbey's gate gave

the Sayyid the sense of travelling backwards in time. Within that serene

enclosure, everyday bustle fades away. Among the ancient pines, oaks

and maples, among ruins that jut out like grey fingers above the green

grass carpet, time itself slows down. Under the chestnut trees are simjile

\v(^<xk'n benches, placed there by residents of the town in memory of

liieii parents, their names insaibed on copper plates. The hours spent
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there reading books could seem like days. The sounds of modern

civilisation did not penetrate the wails of the monastery. All that could

be heard was the hubbub of geese and ducks by the river that flowed

thiough the abbey, and the sound of the ancient fountain with its water

tfickUng down its stone tiers.

There were so many unfamiliar tilings to delight in - the Angd Hotel,

covered in crimson Virginia Creeper, the word 'Saxon' in the names of

shops and pubs, reminding the locals of their ancestors. Kven the shop

windows were entrancingly different, witli pasties shaped like saucej)ans

and frying pans, platters of large iced buns each crowned with a little red

cherry, and spice cakes in the shapes of little men in chocolate hats.

Amidst the commercial commotion of the central square, his gaze would

rest upon a monument to the fallen in a faraway, bygone war; Its stone

figure of a soldier, sitting wearily on a boulder, evoked the vanished age

of the great empires.

The inviting cries of traders, the sound of music and people's voices

retreat into the most secluded corners of consciousness while the images

conjured by a simple monument cluster inside the mind. Around the

pedestal are inscribed column upon column of the names of local

citizens killed in the Boer War. How many, he wondered, still remember

how, and for what, the children of the farmers, traders and workers of

Bury St Edmund fell? If one multiplied tiie number of the victims in this

one location by the hundreds and thousands of similar English localities,

it was clear that this war, now so remote in time, must once have been

the biggest event in tlu- lives of millions.

Qaboos experienced such fragments of the past intensely, gric\ cd as he

was by the historical oblivion into which his own homeland had sunk.

Only a hundred years before, the great empire of Said bin Sultan, alive

with the rich colours ofthe many cultures of Asia, Africa and Europe, was

known in the remotest realms. And now . .

.

The young man blushed each time he was called upon to explain

where Oman was. Eventually, he bought a pocket atlas In a bookshop

and used it to show the location of his native land. It is probable that

dissatisfaction with the situation in the Sultanate had already begun to

take root in Qaboos's mind, and Oman's apparent insignificance to

countries outside Arabia would have accelerated his resolution to

revitalise iiis country.
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Even before his arrival in England, Sayyid Qaboos knew how keenly

interested in the events of the Arab world its citizens were. The London

newspapers delivered to Salalah were full of large headlines lepoiting the

risky actions of Colonel Nasser: the purchase of arms from communist

Czechoslovakia, the nationalisation of the Suez CanaL But in tranquil

Salalah itself it seemed that events taking place in distant Cairo and the

other Arab capitals did not concern Oman at aU.

The failure of the ill-trained and haphazardly armed troops of the Arab

rulers in 1948 not only provoked discontent among officers but also led

to a military coup in Egypt and anti-monarchical plots in Jordan and

Iraq. The generation of Arab politicians, whose formative experiences

took place in the second half of the 1950s, concluded that the failure of

rulers in 1948 to evaluate the global situation correctly in the light of

local interests meant that the chance of exploiting the changes in the

disposition of international power was missed. Sultan Qaboos, avidly

absorbing new political theories and practical knowledge, tinned out to

be one of the ablest young Arab leaders. He succeeded in learning the

lessons of those turbulent times.

Fifteen years would pass and the world would become even more

complicated and confrontation would reach an unprecedented scale;

Sultan Qaboos's foreign poUcy, aimed at averting threats, would be one of

the foundations for the independent development ofOman, with the well-

iKing of the army and its readiness for combat the lynchpin ofthat policy.

But for the time being, the pupil of a private school in an ancient

English town followed current events on television (an unknown luxury

in Oman), soaking up reports from the Middle Last, listening to the

predictions of new wars and hearing the scarcely concealed anxiety in

the voices of commentators; few of them were optimistic. The bitter

aftermath of the Suez adventure was still fresh.

As soon as Israeli troops had invaded Sinai, as soon as British

aeroplanes bombed Port Said, reporters filled the airwaves and

newspaper pages with victorious communique. For some days it seemed

ttiat the empire was being revived, and the hearts of Her Majesty's

subfects were overwhelmed by patriotism. But how pitilessly these

illusions were shattered. With a shameful defeat, a government crisis and

the triumph of Nasser, the outdated dogmas of empire were swiftly

washed away.
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The prestige of Nasser, who after the exents of Suez became an

acknowledged leader of Arab nationalism, rose enormously. The 38-year-

old colonel became an idol for youth of all social classes from Morocco

to the Indian Ocean and his portraits adorned the dwellings of poor men

and princes alike. Before 1962, when a group of officers launched a coup

against the hnam in Yemen and Nasser provided Egyptian troops to aid

the conspirators, few people in the Arab world had the courage to

criticise him. Sultan Qaboos's father was one of the rare exceptions.

The creation of a United Arab Republic in 1958 aroused enthusiasm

everywhere in the Arabic-speaking world. I he kings of Jordan and Iraq,

whose wish was to create an Arab federation to counterbalance the

Egyptian-Syrian state, were accused of being Western agents.

Centuries of colonial domination, first by the IXirks, then by the

European states, came to an end. Many now believed that the Arab world

had entered an era of dynamic development, and that political

independence would be accompanied by the improvement of life in

all respects.

But the first visible sign of the new era was instability, provoked by the

struggle of different political groups for power. Cairo was the

organisational headquarters of the propaganda war against unfriendly

regimes, and it directed ail of Nasser's followers.

In revolutionary Iraq, clashes between communists and

nationalists erupted. The Ba'ath movement, dissatisfied with the

revolutionaty leader General Kassem's opposition to Nasser; made an

attempt on his life. Prominent in this action was the 22-year-old

Saddam Hussein. Disturbances in Bahrain continued. A war of national

liberation was heating up in Algeria. Oman too was suffering the first

tremors of disruption.

From the reaction of the British press and public opinion (so fearful

of a reigniting of the Suez embarrassment), Qal>oos gained a lively

impression of the instability of the situation back home. But looking

through the window of his room at boarding school, seeing the tiled

roofs of the ancient town, the gothic needle of the cathedral church of

St James rising into the overcast sky and the grey stone of the gate

tower of the Benedictine Abbey, it was difficult to wrest his

imagination from this serene little world and transport it to the sun-

baked lands of the Middle East.
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In his Ncars tit lUir\ St Kdmunds, ()al)oos became accustomed to

Western culture. Ihe \'ery atmosphere ot the venerable town, named

after the shrine of the last king of the east of England, inspired him to

plunge into the world of ancient lore and architectural antiquities.

Bury, notwithstanding its insubstantial size, has a glorious history,

epitomised in the town's motto, 'A king's shiine is the cradle of the law'.

Apart from the fact that King Edmund (killed by the Vikings in the ninth

century) became one of the major saints of England, the abbey that bears

his name was the birthplace of tiie first constitution. Liefore its hif;li altar,

a group of barons swore revolt against Kingjohn should he refuse to sign

the Magna Carta.

Qaboos was fascinated by photography and took a camera everywhere,

trying to capture the remarlcable places and scenes. When he had

mastered the fundamentals of photogn^hy, he started to experiment with

chiaroscuro. He took dose-ups of flowers, plants and leaves. He plarmed

his shots carefully in advance. He was especially fond of landscapes and

tried to find an attractive background, even when photographing people.

Suffolk charms with its subtle beauty. Flat valleys are rclic\ed by gently

sloping hills, their crests adorned with modest country churches,

windmills, forests and villages; quiet, rural cemeteries set in trees, their

clusters of white gravestones loolung, from a distance, like (locks of birds;

large herds of thiddy-fleeced sheep, quite unlike the sheep that nibble

the tough grass on the mountains of Dhofoi. The camera shutter clicked

at every hour of the day, preserving for ever a beautiful sunset, oak trees

bent under the wind, a swirling, multi-layered doud lit by the setting sun.

In this region of England, as an English poet has said, there is a mile of

sky for every inch of land. One can ga/e at the sky for hours as an

invisible force in the heavens erects and destroys aerial castles, forms

bizarre faces and drives fleets of shape-changing celestial ships

effortlessly from one end of the world to the other.

Classical music was another of Sayyid's pastimes. His natural love of

music had been fostered by the songs and dance melodies which were so

much a part of his childhood in Oman. Music was an integral part of

the many festivals held in Salalah during Qaboos's childhood - not

just the music of Oman itself, but music brought to Salalah by merchants

and sailors from throughout the East. Songs from ^'emen, India, Iran

and Indonesia pervaded the streets, the houses and the palace itself.
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In Lngland the Sayyid became more deeply acquainted with the music i)t

the West, studying composition and the particularities of different

musical genies. This growth of musical awareness was of service later

when he began to play classical pieces himself and was instnmiental in

his decision to inaugurate the first s3nnphony orchestra in Oman.

During his two years in Great Britain, he came to a much better

understanding of the problems of the modem ¥«>rld. Armed ivlth only

the most ruclinieiUar\ grasp ot lAiropean civilisation at the beginning of

his sojourn, lie had, on departure, a thorough knowledge ol the history

and the culture of the West.

His political interests likewise changed. As his horizons widened, he

grew to realise tliat to confine tiis interest to the affairs of iiis homeland

and the Arab world was not only politically naive, but impossible to

one who had grasped the fact that all these events were linlcs in the

same chain. It was precisely for that reason that Said bin Taimur sent

his son to study in the West, lie himself had received an excellent

education, and cultivated a wide range of interests, and though he

maintained an isolationist foreign policy, he was capable of realistically

evaluating the geopolitical balance of power, it was his capacity for

realistic evaluation wiiich made the Sultan so sceptical of pan-Arab

nationalism at a time when all the other Arab rulers continued to pay

tribute to this ideology. Events were to show the prescience of the

Sultan. The gradual devaluation of Nasser's political stock and the

resulting isolation of the revolutionary leaders demonstrated that the

dominant tendency in the Arab world was still that of strengthening

national sovereignty. I he idea of integration acquired new life in forms

completely different from those envisaged by the ideologists of pan-

Azabism in the 1940s and 1950s.

Qaboos was influenced by the respectful attitude shown to him as a

representative ofOman by officials, teachers, military officers and feUow

pupils. His country was one of the few that stood by Great Britain in

difficult times. Most ex-alHes changed orientation and sided with the

United States or the Soviet Union, hut his father acted in accordance

with the Omani proverb. 'Better old silk than new wool'. Despite his firm

desire to act independently, he never resorted to underhand deals and

never plotted against London, though other Arab countries would surely

have welcomed such actions.
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As the United Kingdom entangled itself in economic and financial

ditficuities, its obligations towards the Gulf countries and tlieir

neighbours became an unbearable burden. Even before the Suez collapse,

the withdrawal of Great Britain's armed forces from the r^on was a

topic of discussion in the upper echelons of powcL

The Baghdad Pact, uniting Hirkey, Iraq, Iran and Pakistan, occupied a

special place among the treaties sponsored by the West. Pakistan was

regarded as playing an important role in the defence of the region, as it

maintained a pro-British orientation. In such circumstances, the loss to

Pakistan in 1958 of the last overseas dominion of the great Omani

empire, the Gawadar enclave on the Makran coast of the Gulf of Oman,

was not surprising, given the strategic importance of Pakistan to Britain.

From 1947, the newly-created country of Pakistan surrounded this

enclave of the Sultanate of Oman. The leadership of the young Muslim

state saw in Gawadar a fragment of the colonial heritage* and did not

conceal its intention of absorbing this strategically important piece of

land into Pakistan by whatsoever means might be necessary. From the

beginning of this dispute, Britain put pressure on Said bin Taimur, urging

tiim to start negotiations concerning Ciawadar's cession.

When the Sultan visited London in the summer of 1958, the question

of the enclave was one of the main issues in his meetings with the British

leadership and Sayyid Said agreed to start discussions with Pakistan on

the matter. In July 1958 a resolution was finally reached and a special

relationship between Gawadar and Oman was defined.

If some immediate effect had accrued - the Improvement of water

supplies, say, or the institution of a basic healthcare service - this would

have increased the Sultan's popularity. But although the British offered

these and other benefits, including projects to develop the Omani

education system, Said bin Taimur declined all such proposals.

During the decades of revenue shortfalls, when he spared no effort to

keep his country out of debt, he regaided extravagance as the cardinal

vice of a ruler. Such an approach may have been justified in difficult

times, but it became a hindrance when the financial prospects of Oman
finally Improved. The Sultan was incapable of altering his engrained

habits and continued to economise on everything.

It was while .Sayxitl (!)ahoos wds siiaiying in I'ngland that these

negotiations between his father and the iiritish government took place.
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his father staying, as he sonietinies did for several weeks at a time, in the

Dorchester, the famous 1920s hotel overlooking London's Hyde Park.

During the visit, Said bin 'Paimur was constantly busy with meetings and

negotiations with politicians, militaiy personnel and businessmen and

saw Utde of his son. The heir wanted so much to ask his father about

what was happening in Oman, about his plans, about their relatives and

acquaintances. But the questions remained unasked. The letters of his

mother were more informative; though they did not say much about

political events, they helped Qaboos to retain a sense of connection with

his home and country.

The bond between mother and son grew stronger with the years, wliile

relations with ills father cooled. At first Qaboos wondered at the reasons

behind tills, but as he grew older he began to understand that the

Sultan's growing fear of change made him suspicious and distrustfuL

Sultan Qaboos remembered how much his father talked about his wish

to improve the lives of his subjects, how often he mused aloud about

the day when fountains of oil would gush forth from the Omani sands.

But his father gradually lost his interest in ojniinistic projects.

The unstable political situation altered his character. He frit an outsider

in the world, where the voices of new leaders were drowning him out.

All liis efforts to declare himself an autonomous leader met with

resistance. Time after time, Arab countries blocked his attempts to enter

international organisations - the Universal Postal Union, the World

Health Organisation, the Food and Agriculture Organisation. It became

more and more difHcuH for his British firiends and their allies to restrain

the attacks in the UN on the Sultan's regime. In the hands of Nasser and

his followers in the 1 hird World, the so-called Omani question turned

into a weapon of political blackmail. I'he countries oi the communist

bloc voted for every anti-Omani resolution submitted to the Committee

on Decolonisation (established in 1961) and the General Assembly.

Said bin Tkimur's reactionary image was, to a great extent, the creation

of his oppoaents, whose condemnation of the Sultan's regime, combined

with a refusal to recognise their own deeply reactionary nature, ensured

bodi the Sultan's increasing withdrawal and his mounting distrust of

intellectuals - the main exponents of the nationalist, leftist ideals so dear

to his tritits. I he fall of tiic ruling dynasties in F.gypt, Iraq and Yemen as

the result of plots by pro-Nasser officers heightened his fear of change.
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Any ruler is first of all a human being and the Sultan's isolation, together

with the hostility he experienced from those whom he might in happier

times have seen as his associates, could only feed his suspicion and

mistmst of those around him. Such conditions induce political paialysls.

There was, in a sense, no ilg^t move for the Sultan to make, for while

doing nothing left him open to accusations of i»|^ecthig the welfare of

his people, any attempts at reform might have been interpreted as the

manoeuvring of a politician and derided as such.

The Sayyid's studies in Bur\ ended in the summer of 1960. His private

tutors considered that the heir to the (^mani throne had mastered

English sufficiently well to begin a course at the Royal Military Academy

at Sandhurst. The Sayyid was very excited. For the first time he had to

immerse himself in the world of professional soldiers, very different from

the hothouse of Salalah and Bury. The doser he got to Sandhurst, the

more unusual everything around him seemed, even the landscape - so

different to the quiet idyllic sceneries of Eastern England. Situated on the

Berkshire horder, SO kilometres from London, Sandhurst is one of the

best-known and most respected military schools in the world.

On bein^ admitted to Sandhurst in the autumn of 1960, Sayyid Qaboos

was given a British military identity card, on wliich his name was

preceded by 'HKH'. In every other respect it was a standard army

document. But to the young heir this rectangle of paper seemed a great

treasure and many times he took it out to admire the photograph glued

to the card, hi whidi he ^rted a cadet uniform and unusually short halL

Qaboos bin Said had learnt English well in his two years at Bury St

l.dmunds, so lectures on military history and other special subjects did

not [Present the difficulties for him that they did for many of his fellow

students from Asia. Although militarv service was tough for everyone, it

was particularly difficult for one who from birth had been brought up to

be a ruler. From the moment Qaboos entered the school, he iiad to forget

everything he had been accustomed to from childhood - the deference

and the privilege - and learn the formative art of submission himself.

Potential regular officers undergo a two-year course. In six thirteen- or

fourteen-week terms, a cadet has to master an intense programme of

military echn.ition. The enormous physical and psyclK)lo^ical load of the

first term makes it the most difficult time for the recruits. During this

period, three-mile runs are conducted daily in full marching kit. Drill on
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the parade ground, cleaning rooms, assembling and stripping weapons,

cleaning ammunition, washing uniforms - ail tiiis is drilled into young

men accustomed to an easy life.

Seigeants castigate the unsldlful at every slip; senior students pour out

torrents of abuse. As the tutors say, the purpose of the first term is to

knock all the nonsense and laziness out of the recruits; not until then is

it possible to turn them into effective commanders. This is the basis of

every military school throughout the world: without karning to submit,

a person cannot become a part of the military machinL'.

This system develops tenacity, precision and determination in its

students. It is not by diance tliat so many political leaders have had a

military education. The monarchs of the East have long appreciated the

merits of the British military school and have willingly sent their sons to

Sandhurst, the motto of which is 'Serve to lead^ Many years later,

speaking to the graduates of the school, Sultan Qaboos bin Said himself

would say: 1 learned that with responsibility comes obligation.'

On the walls of the R()\ al Military Academy one can read the roll call

of those who became the pride of tlieir countries. Among the British pupils

of Sandhurst are Sir Winston Churchill and Field Marshal Montgomery.

The latter visited the school many times wiiile Qaboos was studying there.

The old soldier (he was over 70 then) was a distinguished character with

remarkable poise. The legendary victor over Rommel at O-Alamein

seemed to the students to personify the British military spirit. Rarely did

a week go by witlu)ut a V'lP visit. Members of the royal family, foreign

leaders and military delegations showed up during lectures, sports sessions

and at tfie firing range for Sandhurst was (and remains) a showcase for the

British system of military education and a custodian of rich army traditions

A visit to the museum was a must for every guest. First-year students

also began their life at Sandhurst here. Crossing the tiireshold of the old

building, they found themselves in a temple to the dedication and

courage of generations of the British army. Pyramids of ancient guns at

the entrance, crossed lances on the walls, banners and canvases depicting

famous battles created in everyone a thirst for heroism and glory.

Every now and then, while strolling along the building's long corridors

or sitting in the reading room, a student's gaze would fall on the majestic

faces of celebrated generals. Their portraits, and those of British

monarchs in ceremonial dress, made the young men feel part of a great
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historic process. The years would pass. .All of them would follow their

own destiny; but in each one of them an officer's manner learned at

Sandhurst would he recognisable.

Q^boos visited the sctiooimuseum many times. He liked to examine the

beautiful collections of porcelain, the generate' coats ofaims on the walte,

tiie andent maps and the towns depicted in drawings and old i^otograptis.

There was an especially large number of exhibits connected with the

expansion of the British Empire to the East. One of the most precious of

these was a wooden chest in which the treasures of I ippu, the Sultan of

Mvsori', had been kept. After his capital was taken by the British in 1799,

the contents of this chest were distributed between the regiments of the

Coast Army. Tippu who died in the fail of Seringapatam, had been an

ally of (^lxx)s's ancestors, Ahmed bin Said and Sultan bin Ahmed^ a fiearless

and noble warrior and one of the most powerful rulers in the East, but

his courageous opposition to the advance of the British could not prevent

what was, in effect, a decisive step in the creation ofthe Briti^ Raf in India.

Said bin Sultan, who came to power some \ Lars later, chose another

strategy, and thanks to his alliance with the British he managed to create

his own empire. If he had not drawn the right conclusion from the story

of Sultan Tippu, his chests might have ended up next to lippu's in

Sandhurst's museum, where so many exhibits testify that the right

choice of friends and allies can be decisive for a country and a dynasty.

There are trophies of the First World War, many ofthem taken from the

Tlirks. For a long time the Ottoman Empire had allied itself with Biitahi,

and this strategy extended Its life for a good century. But it crumbled

shortly after it had changed sides and joined forces with the Austro-

German bloc, and became only a memory.

After lessons in the classroom and on the parade ground, or after

se\'eral hours in the library, Qaboos liked to sit alone in his room and

daydream, listening to music. One of his favourite pieces was Handel's

Water Musk, It appeand to die young man that this worlc, composed by

the famous German during the years of hte service to the English royal

court, captured the spirit of the English landscape - that quiet, sofr-toned

beauty he had grown to appreciate. But it captured more than that;

for Sayyid Qaboos the music of Handel seemed to identify an

unchanging essence at the heart of British culture - something sensed by

Handel in 1717, and stiil sensed by Qaboos in the twentieth century.
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There were boys from niaiiy countries and diverse culluros at the

Academy; they all spoke LngUsh, but for many, music formed one of

the wannest, most relaxing bonds. Songs and melodies from many

native lands foimd a place at Sandhurst. Differences in tonality, style

and mood was no barrier to communication, because music doesn't

need a translation.

The commanders and teachers made no class distinctions among

their cadets, whether British or foreign; Sayyid Qaboos received no

preferential treatment on account of his royal background. This rare

anonymity offered Qaboos a unique opportunity to understand what

it was to be a soldier, a lesson which was to serve him well in the

future - his ability to share the difficulties of camp life with the

soldiers of his army made his name a symbol in the war tliat defined

the future of Oman.

Another important lesson of Sandhurst is the self-control it teaches.

A leader should be able to read the battlefield as a professional footballer

reads the situ.ition on the pitch - automatically, from intensive,

disciplined tiaining. First, a cadet was presented with a theory, then its

realisation was demonstrated in practice, and finally the student was

required to perform the task by himself. Frequent repetition made these

actions second nature, so that in extreme conditions the cadet could give

orders calmly and keep control. The ability to control emotions and keep

his composure at difficult moments would more than once be useful to

the future Commander-in-Chief of Oman.

The crisis of world communism was still very distant and during the

two-year course at Sandhurst the global political situation often

encouraged students to lieiieve that their knowledge would soon be put

to practical use. The world was being sliaken by the Cul)an crisis and the

blockade of West Berlin, while in Algeria and in Vietnam international

conflict was brewing.

It was during these years that the balance of power began to shift.

Some Western powers, most notably Britain itself, had undergone major

reductions in influence; Britain, from being a great [)o\ver, was now a

country reliant on overseas allies. These transformations took place

within a single generation, which meant that those teaching in militaiy

academies were having to prepare their students for a world very

different to the one that they themselves had experienced.
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Although the regime at Sandhurst was very demanding, the students

niatle the l)est use of what free time they did have. Foreign students found

England to be a far more cosmopolitan place than they might have

anticipated befoie their aiiivaL Wiiethei they were fust sampling the

local eating places (where Chinese and Indian restaurants outnumbered

those providing British cuisine) or visiting London's theatres, museums

and extiibitions where art from every continent was displayed, students

were assured of finding congenial pockets of society in wliich an

enormous variety of cultures were recogniseil and celebrated.

Sayyid (^aboos's years at Sandhurst were brightened In the fact that

other Arabs suffered the hardships of military service at his side.

Many of them represented their countries with dignity and enjoyed

authority in the student milieu. F6r example^ Saudi Pidnce Abd Ar-Raiunan

Al Faisal, who was at Sandhurst at the same time as the heir to the

Omani throne, was a good sportsman and captained the fencing team.

Qaboos bin Said's circle of friends was not, however, limited to Arabs;

many Englishmen tigured among them.

I inally the day of their graduation arrived. Assembled on a parade

ground in iiavv blue dress uniforms with stand-up collars and white belts,

the students waited for the signal to begin a passing-out parade. Bugles

and bagpipes began to play, foilowed by drum rolls, and the students

moved forward on command, with measured steps. They turned, and in

even rows the students marched through the main entrance to the Old

Building, followed by an adjutant on a white horse. Qaboos bin Said

received his lieutenant's epaulettes and his studies were over. Even after

many decades, the Sultan of Oman remembers this event with great

delight and considers it one of the major landmarks in his life.

.After Sandhurst, Qaboos could have left tor his h(imeland right away,

but he preferred to put his knowledge into practice, and, like the

majority of graduates, received orders for active service in the British

army. The only difference between Qaboos and his fellow students was

that he was allowed to choose where he would serve.

QedxxM chose the Scottish Cameronian regiment, one of the oldest

regiments in the British arm>, part of the 11*** Brigade, stationed in

Germany. The Cameronians attracted his attention not only because

these elite units had fought on the side of the Sultan of Oman in the

fierce battles of 1958-59 in Jebei ai-Aididar, but also because the future
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Sultan hoped that the traditions of the Scottish riflemen would serve as

a valuable model for building a new army in Oman.

Qaboos had learned the history of the Cameronians while still at

Sandhurst. The regiment had been formed in 1689 as the Earl of Angus's

regiment. During its long history it changed its name more than once -

the 26^ Raiment of Foot, the 90*'' Perthshire Light Infantry, the

Scottish Rifles. A five-pointed star, framed by two thistle stalks (the

emblem of Scotland) and a bugle, stood out vividly on the regiment's

coat of arms, symbolising a readiness to answer the summons to battle

and to seek military glory. y\ new arrival who noticed the copies of old

battle paintings in the officers' club could be certain that the

Cameronians had more than once lived up to the symbolism of their

coat of arms.

The names of the cities of Blenheim, Ramillies, Oudenard and

Malplaquet, decisive battles of the war of the Spanish succession at the

beginning of the eighteenth century, had the resonance of names

recalled from some epic j)oem, wiiile the list of countries in which the

Cameronians had fought - Egypt (1801), Martinique (1809), Spain

(1809), Guadeloupe (1810), China (1840-42i, Crimea (1854-55), India

(1857-^8) and Abyssinia (1867-68) - revealed the spread of Britain's

interests in the nineteenth century.

In darkened pictures and yellowing prints, it was possible to glimpse

tiie horror and the exhilaration of long-gone battles in European valleys,

in stifling jungles or beneath the walls of ancient Asian cities. The puffs

of smoke, close ranks with bayonets at the rcadv, l)()dies of the killed and

wounded scattered on the earth - how many generations passed through

fire and blood for the glory of the empire banners? Some of the most

heroic deeds made grim subject matter for the military artists - but they

did not flinch. They painted as duty demanded. Other paintings showed

the brutal superiority of British arms against the lances and the arrows of

the tribe of gaikas in the South African wars (1846-1847) and against the

people of Zulu (1877-1879). And who could fall to succeed when armed,

as were Lord Kitcliener's troops in Sudati, with niae hinc-guns against an

opposition supplied with nothing more powerful than smooth-bore arms

and swords? (An assault by the Khalifa on Anglo-Kg)'ptian forces in

September 1898 resulted in the death of a mere 48 Anglo-Egyptians;

during the same five-hour period, 11,000 Mahdists died.)
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In his thoughts on his country's history, Sayyid Qaboos had already

come to understand that it is only the strong who matter in a world

where many are eagei to take advantage of a backward neighbour. He was

already determined to tiansfcHin the Omani aimy into a modem and

disciplined foice, capable of responding to any challenge.

The barracks of the 1^^ battalion of the Cameronian regiment were

on the outskirts of Mlnden, a small town in north-west Germany.

Its ancient, nanrow streets were almost always empty. The officers of the

British Ariin t)t the Rhine, when they had any tree time, loved to stroll

along the banks of the river Weser. A huge bridge, carrying a canal,

spanned the river and t)aboos bin Said, now a lieutenant ot the 1*'

battalion, was transfixed by the technical power and beauty of this

impressive spectacle. The area around Minden was most attractive.

Close to the town one could admire the Porta Westfallca - the point at

which the Weser breaks through the last mountain barrier and meanders

as a broad ribbon through pine-covered lowland.

The last rapids of the Weser could be seen especially well from the

height on which the grandiose monument to Kaiser VVilhelm 1 stood.

The emperor, immortalised in bronze and stone, had previously gazed at

another majestic monument - Bismarck's tower. Now only 129 steps and

a plinth, topped by a TV mast, were left. The victorious Allies had forced

the Germans to pull down their memorial to the Iron Chancellor.

Nevertheless, post-war efforts to demilitarise the German landscape were

difficult; montmients to battle abounded. Not far from Minden, in

Teutoburg forest, andent Germands led by Arminius had beaten the

Romans and on Saturdays it was the habit of families to picnic at tiie feet

of the giant bronze leader.

The Army of Occupation brought the officers and the soldiers to the

town museum, with its dioiama depicting the Battle of Minden (1759),

at which the united German and British armies routed the French.

This victory of the Seven Years War was particularly resonant for Qaboos,

as the British and the Germans together had opposed a new common
enemy in the East

Sayyid Qaboos was accustomed to learning things thoroughly, so he

was not satisfied with a super} it lal accjuaintance with Ciermany and its

culture. Me admired the compositions of Bach aiui liralinis, hut although

music can communicate the emotions of the soul across cultures and
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languages, the Savyid recognised the necessity of learning ciernian if he

was to gain a political understanding of the country. He therefore bej^an

to teach himself the languagie. Unfoitunately, his stay in Gennany turned

out to be too biief for him to progress beyond the elementary stages.

The atmosphere in wliich the army was living was very different from

that wliich had prevailed in Britain. Frequent practice alarms and

manoeuvres kept them on the alert and, from the intensity with which

the Soviet bloc was discussed, it seemed to Qaboos and the other officers

that a confrontation must be imminent. The enemy's possible theatres of

operations, techniques and tactics were the subject of constant analysis,

and samples of communist propaganda were passed around the officers

to illustrate the way in which party dictatorship in communist countries

was functioning.

At the time, tills hypothetical adversary seemed to Lieutenant Qaboos

Un Said to have little to do with Oman; nevertheless, he studied their

doctrines attentively. Some years later, this knowledge would turn out to

be crucially apposite. For the enemy that had previously threatened the

murky plains of Westphalia was in fact just a gunshot away from the

Sultan's palace in Salalah.

The seven months in the Rhine Army were as benefidai to Sayyid

Qaboos as tils years in school. Not only did he command a motorised

rifle unit, he also took part in manoeuvres involving many types of

troops. Only after this short Imt intensive period of training was he able

to tell himself and his father that he knew what comprised an effective

modem army.

When liis ser\ icc in Cierman\' was ox er, lie ictiiincd to lii itiiiii. Said bin

Taimur thought that the time had come to show Sayyid Qaboos the

world in all its variety. The Sultan believed a three-month round-the-

world trip, known as the Grand Tour, would make his son aware that the

Western model of development was not the only possible option. As a

young man, he liimself had been to the mafor capitals of the world and

considered the experience important to liim as a ruler.

In European countries, the scions of wealthy aristocratic families

did the Grand Tour to become acquainted with Europe's art and culture.

It was the last stage of a young man's education. Hv the twentieth

century, speedier means of transport made trips around the world

feasible. Sayyid Qaboos's journey around the world was one of the stages
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of his j^rowiiij; scll-awarciiess. With every new countrv he felt himself

becoming more and more versatile. If his fixe \ ears in Europe had made

it comprehensible and familiar to liim, the iiast still remained a mystery.

Paris, Rome, Athens and other points of the round-the-world voyage

surely made a great impression on the heir, but his wide reading and his

deep understanding of the spirit of the Western world had already

prepared him for wider experiences.

And even the great world capitals paled in the heir's memory as, one

after another, the historic cities of Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, India, lajian

and other Asian countries a{)peared before him. He was overwhelmed

with enthusiasm and reverence tor the power and originality ot the

ancient cultures, the basis of human civilisation. He photographed the

ancient montmients and the ruins, trying to imagine scenes of modem
life against this background. He continued to be attracted by a

combination of art and nature.

In Iran, he photographed a stork standing on one leg in a nest built

around a minaret; in India, he photographed the Taj Mahal framed by

trees and water. In the course of his journey, Qaboos considerably

broadened his luiowledge of tiie traditional music of various peoples and

learned to appreciate many musical styles he had not known before.

A meeting between the prince and his grandfother, which toolc place in

Bombay, was one of the seminal events of this trip. After his abdication

in 1932 in favour of his son, l^dmur bin Faisal lived in India. He was wdl

into his seventies at the time of the meeting, but had retained his royal

bearing and a youthful brilliance in his eyes. When Qaboos came to see

him, the old man was deeply moved. They embraced each other and for

a long time neither was able to speak.

During lunch, the ex-Sultan watched his grandson almost constantly,

nodding appreciatively while the prince told tiim of his years of study

and service. One could detect pride in the grandfather's eyes at hte

grandson's thoughtful observations on policies and culture which

proved that his descendant was a worthy inheritor of the crown. And the

grandson looked at his grandfather with equal approval - this admirable

and fascinatin*; man, about whom he had thought so frequently,

emerging as if from the mists of obscurity. It seemed miraculous to be

able to sit down with this elderly man and to put to him questions about

his own youth.
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The conversation flowed freely, from the events of the past the near

and far future, laimur bin Faisal believed passionately in the possibility

of a bright future for Oman - now that separatists had been defeated,

nothing could prevent the revival of the Sultanate's former glory. Like his

son Said, IMmur linked his hopes for the improvement of the country's

financial situation to oil exploration.

Some photographs were taken of that meeting; years later, the sight of

them still had the power to make Qaboos bin Said tremble, for that one

rendezvous with his grandfather liad put him in living contact with the

history of his dynasty.

His Asian impressions pushed the European ones into the background.

When the prince left Japan, he could scarcely remember the begirming

of his trip - it was as if years had passed. He found himself in Hawaii, and

then went on to San Francisco. The New World won him over with the

magnificence of its nature and its space.

Passing over the Rocky Mountains, crossing the Great Plains of Canada

and the United States, visiting the Cireat l akes, Qaboos found once again

that his previous impressions had grown dim. New experiences were

rapidly replacing earlier sights, and only months later would the Grand

Tour fall into perspective as a balanced and harmonious picture.

New York turned out to be a fitting site for the end of the tour.

Everything seen previously became a prelude to his encounter with

this dty, a symbol of the might of modem civilisation. It was wholly

appropriate to proceed through all the stages of the development of

human culture, beginning with the ancient ruins of Mesopotamia and

the Indus valley and concluding with this kingdom of concrete

monoliths on the shores of the Atlantic. Looking from the tmpire

State Building at the concrete jungle of Manhattan, every foreign guest

involuntarily compares their own nation's level of development with

that of America. There, in the final days of 1963, the heir to the

Omani throne was probably realising how much the Sultanate would

have to be transformed.

Some days later, a huge ocean liner, the Queen Mary, sailed from New
York for Great Britain. Standing on the first-class deck, Sayyid Qaboos

stared at the Statue ol l iberty and retlectcd on all the cities he had seen

in his three-montli journey. None of them resembled the citadel of

capitalism, its skyscrapers guarding the gates of the New World.
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It was an imposing; and faintly disturbing image of the future.

People brought up in ancient cultures, in countries with long histories,

are troubled when they think of America: is it possible to keep up with

this dynamic giant? But this question also stimulates a fervent will to

work, and suttuses the soul with dieerfulness and cqytinUsm. This was the

mood in which Sayyid Q^Ixxm returned to England.

Now he had to learn in detail the organisation of state and municipal

services and the functioning of economic mechanisms. The Sayyid spent

a whole year in Hampshire, south-west of London, where he studied local

government administration. He dedicated a great deal of time to studying

government institutions, taking a course in management and visiting

factories, banks and company boards of directors. He was already forming

an idea of what was required to transform Oman into a modem state.

Pride in his native land's history did not blind Sayyid Qaboos to the

misery into which it had follen after a century of decay. He was well

aware of the dismal statistics which showed the Sultanate lying near the

bottom of the world lahlc in education and public health. But the desire

for change did not translate into a desire to reconstruct everything

according to a l-^uropean model. He appreciated the wisdom of the

proverb recollected from liis cliildhood: 'Better a raw thing made with

your own hands than a ripe one made with the hands of another'.

By the end of 1964 he had completed his programme of preparation for

state management The time had ccmie to return to Oman and put into

practice the knowledge he had acquired over the previous six years.
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The Autumn
of the Monarch

OLLOwiNG HIS RETURN TO Salalah, Qaboos quickly realised that

his father was in no hurry to introduce him to state affairs.

Even trips around the Sultanate were refused him on one

rctexl or other.

Said bin Taimur reacted coolly to his son's observations on the

principles of social organisation which he had learned in Europe; he then

announced that Sayyid Qaboos must complement his education with a

thorough study of the Holy Qur'an, of Islamic law and of the history of

Oman under the guidance of authoritative theologians and qadi.

Said bin Taimur's style was naturally authoritarian and with the

passage of time he had grown increasingly petty and domineering.

Virtually no decisions were taken without his approval. He even dealt

with entry visas himself, which naturally provoked discontent among

the Sayyids in charge of the major departments.

Tariq bin Taimur had always been offended by his elder brother's

refusal to grant him much responsibility for affairs of state. His position

as mayor of Muscat did not give him any real influence. In a sign of

protest he left Oman in 1960 with his family and went to live in

Germany, where he had once lived with his mother.

Ahmed bin Ibrahim, nephew of Imam Azzan bin Qais, served Said bin

Taimur faithfully as the head of the Ministry of Internal Affairs for

several decades, but was also restricted in his authority, since he had the

unstable status of one 'who oversees matters pertaining to the Interior'.

The Sultan's uncle, Shehab bin Faisal, was responsible for the armed

forces of Batinah, for police and for prisons. He dealt with the issuing of
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passports, and also represented the Sultan in Muscat when the latter was

abroad, but without the requisite authority.

The waits of the different regions of Oman, though fonnaDy under the

nile of Sayyid Ahmed, regularly received orders firom the Sultan and were

summoned to him for reports. Since Said bhi TUmui rarely left Salalah,

high-ranking officials had to make long journeys south to submit every

essentia! decision to the monarch for his approval.

Alter his e.\[K'riences in Kn^land and in other progressive countries it

was ditficult for Sayyid Qalioos to adjust to the confined atniospliere of

a huge family ruled by a form of extreme paternalism. The whole of Oman
was the family, and the Sultan was that stem paterfamilias. He considered

no one autonomous and vetted all types of decisions. All subjects,

regardless of their age and position, were regarded as children under his

personal supervision. 'Mes of his obsessive rules and regulations have

passed into folk-lore. It is said that on the Sultan's orders a telescope was

installed at the window of his rooms in the palace, so that he could keep

his subjects under surveillance. Since al-Husn palace rose high above tiie

buildings of Salalah, the streets, the courtyards of other dignitaries, the

market and the ocean coast itself were visible to the Sultan. The sight of

a smoker or a person with a prohibited umbrella, or, God forbid, with a

transistor radio, was sure to trigger an order from the Sultan for that

person's immediate detention and punishment Throughout the dty

only one person had permission to ride a motorcycle - an banian healer,

Ahmad Shofig, a favourite of the Sultan.

Not satisfied with surxeillance of ordinarv Omanis, Sult.m Said bin

Taimur tried to regiment all the behaviour of his officials, thereby

Jc jiriving them of initiative and giving them a fear of responsibility.

Such forms of rule were characteristic of countries where tribal life or

large, patriarchal families were still influential.

After a wave of anti-monarchical revolutions in the 19S0s, many
educated people in the Third World began to regard monarchy as an

outdated relic, and in some strata of society it was felt that political

systems from remote ages should give way to new, more efficient

systems. Kven Western democracy seemed obsolete to many.

In the countries that had just been liberated from colonial domination,

different nationalist and socialist ideologies, from Maoism to Negritude,

were gaining adherents. But for Omanis, who for many years had been
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isolated from the rest of the world, even the abolition of royal power in

Egypt in 1952 and in Iraq in 1958 did not seem prophetic.

Many of the Sultan's subjects had scarcely even heard the names ot the

levolutionaiy theories that were arousing so much hiterest in other Arab

countries, and their first direct experience of the results of revolution

came in 1964, when refugees from Zanzibar arrived in Oman.

Notwithstanding the Sultan's prohibitions, many of them settled in

regions inhabited by tribes to which their ancestors liad belonged.

After 70 years of rule on behalf of the Sultans of the al-Busaidi dvnastv,

Britain agreed to grant Zanzibar its independence. The territories on the

African continent had been lost, and on Zanzibar itself the position of

the Arab dynasty had become very imstable. Nationalist parties that had

grown up in the sliade of the colonial administration and whose far-

ranging powers had assured the hegemony of the black majority were

preparing to seize power once the British left.

If the sovereign rulers of the Omani empire and the Zanzibar Sultanate

had tried to impose cultural and religicnis uniformity on their subjects,

Britain had always skilfully exploited tensions among nationalist and

ethnic groups and preferred to act as an omnipotent arbiter. This widened

the breach l>etween nationalistic groups and favoured the emergence of

organisations such as the Afro-Sherazi Party (ASP), whose purpose was to

drive the Arabs off Zanzibar.

On 9 December 1963, the independence of Zanzibar was proclaimed,

and as early as 12 January the following year an armed rebellion ot black

nationalists ousted the last Sultan, the 18-year-old Jamshid. An atrocious

massacre ensued, which resulted in the death of around 20,000 Arabs.

Those who managed to escape from the ASP gangs fled Zanzibar.

Many refugees appeared in the coastal towns and the interior of Oman
seeking shelter among their fellow tribesmen. As Oman! tribes had been

emigrating to the overseas dependencies for centuries, almost every tribe

had numerous members on Zanzibar and on the East African coast.

Listening to the stories about what was happening on the faraway

equatorial island, Omanis came into contact for the first time with the

harsh realities of xenophobia and racism.

Sayyid Qaboos's return to Oman coincided with the Zanzibar tragedy, so

he constantly thought about the destiny of monarchy in the modem
world: is it capable of resisting extremist forces armed, not only with guns
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and mines, but also with trenchant populist slogans that bewitch the

masses with Utopian dreams of equality and prosperity? A lesson not then

fully grasped was that revolutionary leaders who come to power turn into

tyrants much more often than do hereditary rulers. He who ascends to the

throne according to the law of succession is much less preoccupied with

competitors and can dedicate all his energy to ttie country and its people.

He has, after all, been schooled for his position. From earliest childhood,

a legitimate heir to the Sultanate is provided with the requisite education

and special preparation necessary to equip him for rule, fhe representative

of a dynasty feels a weighty responsibility bequeathed him by his

ancestors; he tries to deliver the state to his successors safe and sound, like

a solicitous father who leaves a well-cared for house to posterity. It is

because of this that few hereditary rulers are inclined to risky ventures,

whereas so many of those who seize power by revolutionary means end

by throwing the country they profess to love into chaos, destroying its

cultural heritage, its people and all that makes it unique.

As we ha\e seen. Said bin laiiiiur expressed a wish that Qaboos study

more thoroughly the history of Oman and Islamic theology. If initially

this may have seemed reasonable as a means of familiarising tlie lieir to

tile throne with his native traditions and culture after his long years in

the West, as the years passed and Said bin Taimur yielded no authority to

his son, the wish seemed to impose a gratuitous penance.

Mulling over various events in the history of Oman, Qaboos came to

the conclusion that its most successful Imams and Sultans did not follow

the beaten path, but made decisions that vastly accelerated the country's

development. He was especially impressed by the example of Said bin

Sultan, who iiad courageously restructured both domestic and foreign

policy priorities. Instead of continuing the struggle for domination in the

Gulf that had been draining the lifeblood of Oman for years, he chaimelled

the energy of the tribes hito the development of East Africa and fearlessly

pursued dose contacts with Great Britain, whose expansionist potential

he dearly understood. He did not attempt to legitimise his command in

the eyes of conservatives, but managed to reduce their power base by

improving the welfare of the common people,

Qaboos was not able to find any parallels between the reign of Said the

Great and the rule of the second Said, his father. Botii struggled with

insurgents and resisted the expansion of aeiglibouring countries, but if
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the first succeeded in transforming the country into one of the most

influential states ot its time, the second had yet to convince the woild of

his nation's worth.

By 1964, considerable oil leserves had been discovered in three fields,

Natlh, Yibal and Fahud. VhUh oil hi commetdal quantities, Oman had

the potential for rapid development. These oU fields could become for

Said bin Taimur what Zanzibar had been for Said bin Sultan. But Said bin

Taimur apparently did not liavc the will for change that was necessary at

that crucial moment of history.

Laying out on a car{X't giant photographs of Qur'anic texts that had

been made to his order in the Cambridge University library, tlie Sayyid

studied, for hours at a time, the works of andent calUgraphers and

assiduously read explanations by Islamic theologians. Sometimes he was

distracted from his studies and remembered his visit horn Sandhurst to

the library of that ancient university. Touching the old folios with his

hands, he could not have imagined then that these books would be his

main interlocutors for many years.

He was overwhelmed with ideas and it seemed that time was passing

away fruitlessly like water miming through the fingers. Several hundred

miles away, new life was in ferment - new towns were being created, roads

were being built, huge aeroplanes were taking off from brand-new airports.

But Oman seemed unable to shake off a century's drowsiness. The heir

venerated the works of Muslim scholars of previous ages, tnit he was not

born to labour over folios. He loved his country and he knew he had the

cajxicit) to chanjTc the life of his jx'ople for the Ix'tter. He could not untk-rstand

why his father did not entrust him with at least a mint)r role in state

affairs. Though Qaboos was now 25 years old, he had never seen Muscat;

he did not really know the country that he would probably iiave to lead.

Instead, the days succeeded one another, each one fust like the last

Long hours spent over books on history and theology were inteispersed

with walks beside the ocean. Sometimes the tide was in, sometimes it was

out and the sandy beach swarmed with small crabs and snails, ready to

gorge themselves on fish left stranded by the \va\ es, while flocks of birds

- seagulls, ducks and flamingos - flew over the water, calling raucously,

even as the sun began to dip behind the Jebel al-Kamar. Occasionally

Qatx)os used a palm leaf as a mask through which to follow the sun's

swift disappearance - watching as, in scarcely a minute, the disc was
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reduced to no more than a tiny fiery stroke and then was gone, marking

tile end of anotlier day, though, even then, light lingered on, as the sky

continued to flame with ever decreasing intensity until finally the night

took full command. But the daily walks, the biids demonstrating the

perfect freedom of flight, the endlessly repeated sunsets, each one so

beautiful, were drained of some of their quality when they seemed only

to emphasise the endless repetition of Qaboos's own curtailed existence.

Music relieved the heir's monotonv a little. Of all the instruments, the

prince was most attracted to the lute. Once, before the headlong

development of keyboard instruments at the end of the seventeenth

century, it had been a favourite instrument of European musicians.

Its amazing versatility enables a player to perform both difficult classical

works and folk tunes.

The West learned about the lute from the Arabs in the time of the

Crusaders. The W, with four or five pairs of strings stretched above a

broad, thick fingerboard, engendered manyWnds of plucked instruments.

If in 1 uro[K' tlie lute gradually became a iarit\, in Arab countries its

cousin, the '//(/, was - and still is - one of the most popular instruments.

Sayyid Qaboos not onh plas ed famous melodies, he often improvised,

trying to express his mood and the thoughts that possessed him in the

language of music. Those thoughts were not at all serene - the growing

discontent in the soul of the Sayyid sought an outlet in action. And that

was what the Sultan feared.

In effect under house arrest, (^boos bin Said was vigilantly watdied by

palace personnel and by the guards. The only hobbies that he could openly

praclisc were horse riding and photography. 1 he father forbade the prince

to be given newspapers. Had it not been for his mother, who regularly

smuggled Ilw limes, concealed in her clothes, into her son's rooms, the

future ruler would have remained ignorant of events in the world.

Sometimes a man has to take a bitter medicine or even resort to surgery

in order to restore his health, and his relatives resort to these harsh

measures not because they do not love him, but, on the contrary, because

they do. And for the sake of one's country, one sometimes has to disregard

one's natural affection for one's relatives.'" In pondering the destiny of his

'<* Tte 71»m leported C^boosMn Said as saying, 1 had to fbigetm
the question was bigger than father or son. It is a nation at Stake and I had to forget all my
personal affection.' The Times (l August 1970).
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homeland, Sayy id Qaboos gradually came io understand that his father

was already too tired to stop its decay, a process which was becoming

more and more apparent. Within a year or two, the same fate as had

befallen Yemen might befoll Oman. In 1967 the heceditaiy ruleis of

many small sultanates found themselves forced to flee from new, strong

revolutionafy authorities - abniptly rejected in their own countries.

During his first audience with BrigadierJohn Graliam, appointed at the

beginning of 1970 as the commander of the Sultan's Armed Forces (SAF),

Said bin Fainuir spoke appreheiisiwK ot wickctl and dangerous'

Dhotaris who had to be 'eliminated '. Having learned ot the state of the

armed forces, the tnglishman concluded that they were too weak to

subdue the guerrillas to whom the Sultan referred. In any case, Graham

considered Said bin Taimur's proposed tactics both uncongenial and

counterproductive. He liad no desire to conduct a war of extermination,

seeing quite dearly that an enemy armed with a fanatical devotion to an

aggressive ideology could only be defeated by political means. A new

approach was needed - success in the battlefield could not be achieved

without winning hearts and minds.
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A New Age Dawns

MAN RAPini.Y FOUND OUT about the changes that had taken

place on 23 July 1970: the young Sultan's declaration

spread through the country with the speed of lightning.

All the news agencies of the world published the text of the Sultan's

address to the people. It was permeated with such sincerity and with

such trust in his fellow countrymen that it straightaway won the

hearts of the people. Omanis everywhere read and reread these words

from the appeal:

/ promise you to proceed at once with the task of creating a modern

government. My first act will be the immediate abolition of all the

unnecessary restrictions on your daily lives. My people, I will proceed

without delay to transform life into a prosperous one with a bright

future. Every one ofyou must play his part towards this goal. Our country

in the past was famous and strong. If we work in unity and cooperation,

we will regenerate that glorious past and we will take our rightful place

in the world.

The people were especially impressed by the new Sultan's frank

description of the former regime's inability to use the new-found wealth

of the country for the needs of its people. Such resolute language was

uncommon not only in Oman, but elsewhere. Usually when the

leadership changed hands, comment was limited to platitudes, and the

new ruler carried on affairs as did his predecessor. This time everything

looked different: in every word of the new ruler's appeal an unfeigned

hunger for change was manifest.
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All over the country these words from the appeal were repeated:

Mypeople, my brothers, yesterdaywas dark, but with God's hdp, tomorrow

will be a new dawn on Muscat and Oman and all its people,

in the final lines of his appeal the Sultan promised to come to Muscat

soon and meet his people.

The ministers of Said bin 'Hiimur were dismissed. Ail of a sudden those

who had been dignitaries (to say that they had been in power would

belie their status under the former Sultan) were no longer of any

significance. Although officials were perplexed as to how the new Sultan

should be received, they need not have worried; the citizens of Muscat

themselves spontaneously set about preparing for his ariivai. Flags which

had been made IS yeais earlier to celebrate the victory over the Imamate

were taken out of mothballs. Stocks of red material were snatched up

within a few hours. Every house, every tree, every vantage-point was

decked with flags and circled with ribbons. Men fired rifles into the air.

Women drew designs on the palms of their hands with heima and

donned their most festive attire.

The next day an aeroplane from Salalah landed on the runway close to

the Beit al-lalaj fortress. Ihe door opened and the figure of the new

Sultan appeared, wearing a dark, semi-transparent bisht over a simple

white dishdasha, and an amama assaidiya - a red, blue and gold turban.

The unusually hot and himiid air immediately made His Mafesty, who
had never before seen the caj^tal of his country, gasp for breath - though

it was possibly not the heat and the humidity but his own emotions

that were to blame for the constriction in the Sultan's throat as he

surveyed the scene on the airport runway. It seemed that all Oman had

assembled to i^rcet him. Thousands of rifles fired continuously, and their

sound echoed through the barren mountains surrounding the airport.

Drums thundered, hundreds of trumpets and pipes resounded.

A multitude of people in wiiite dishdashas and multicoloured kummas

(headdress), dancing and brandishing swords, ran towards the plane.

A silver khar^ shone at each waist

Making his way through the crowd in an ancient limousine, the slim,

black-bearded Sultan waved unceasingly to the people. The io)rous cheers

of women, arrayed in unbrolcen black lines behind the walls of houses and

on roofs, mingled with the rumble of gunfire and musical instruments.
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The streets along which the Sultan's entourage passed were strewn with

carpets. People waved palm branches and flags - red flags were everywhere,

decorating the houses, the forts and even the trees. The sea of red against

the ascetic white of the buiidings lent a rich sense of occasion to the dty.

The Sultan stated at the majestic forts rising above tiie deep-blue waters

of the bay, at the austere rocks calling to mind tlie many ships that had

sailed past the dty during the last century. Muscat charmed him.

Small clouds of white smoke rose above the forts. The sounds of artillery

volleys, echoed and multiplied by the mountains, dominated the festive

cacophony. ( rowds accompanied the monarch right up to al-Alam [)alace.

Only when the voice never before heard by the people of Oman was

projected by loud speakers, reverberating throughout the palace

forecourt, did the music and the gunfire foil silent No one wanted to

miss a single word. The Sultan's speech was direct and dean

We hope that this day will mark the tK\^inniii\; of t\ tww age ami a s^reat

future for us all. We promise you that we shall do our duty towards the

people ofour dear country. We also hope that eadt one ofyou will do Ms

duty in helphig us to buUd the prosperous and happy future thatwe seeic for

this country, because, as you know, unless there is cooperation between tfie

:^o\'emment and thi people we will not be able to build our country with the

spi'Cil icijuiiCil to (tec her from the hackwanincss she has endured for so lonx-

The goverumeut and the people are one body. Ifone of its hmbs fails to do

its duty, the other parts of the body will suffer. We hope that you will think

well of us and at the same tune we hope that we shall think well ofyou.

The sense of brottierht)od and unity In those heady days was so unusual

that everyone wondered whether it could possibly be true - were they

dreaming that all at once hundreds of seemingly immutable

prohibitions had turned to dust? c:ity gates were no longer dosed at

dusk; no one asked you to walk with a lantern at night; shopkeepers no

longer asked to see your permit if you wanted to tmy a radio or

sunglasses. Smokers spilled out onto the streets, saluting with douds of

smoke the abolition of the law against smoking outdoors. The deposed

Sultan had ordered that a stiff dignity be maintained, even during

wetkiings, but now those who had musical instruments played them at

every spare moment and young men strolled along dusty streets within

the city wails until late at night. Gathering in groups, they devoured the
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news of which they had been deprived for so long. The glow of cigarettes

stretclied in an unbroi^en chain aloii^ tlie road to Matrah, a road which

just a few days ago had emptied at dusk. Music sounded horn portable

radios. The voices of speakers from capitals near and far raced along the

airwaves to bear news from an outside world that had so recently seemed

hostile to Oman, and which was now responding to the Sultan's words

with sympathy and hope.

The Sultan called for expatriate Omanis to return and devote

themselves to the renewal of the motherland. The prisoners in l ort Jalali,

who had been confined in iiorrible conditions for many \ears, were

liberated. An amnesty was proclaimed for tiiose who had taken up arms

against the old regime.

The old palace, which Said bin Taimur iiad not visited since 1958, was

dedared to be unsuitable for human occupation. A temporary but more

comfortable residence was found for the new Sultan - a small modem
mansion built for Major Chauncy, a British counsellor, who had served

under Said bin Taimur. Shortly thereafter the decision was taken to

demolish the old palace and erect a new official residence in its place.

After some days in Muscat attending the popular celebrations, Sultan

Qaboos bin Said set out for his first trip around the country. His objective

was to meet ordinary people and tribal leaders and to hear at first hand

of the problems that needed to be resolved.

For Sultan Qiboos this voyage was also the fulfilment of a longing to

see with his own eyes those places he had read and heard so much about

during the many years he had spent studying Omani history. His very

first impressions proved deeper and richer than he could have imagined.

It seemed to the Sultan that the past itself was coniini; alive before his

eyes as he visited the streets, palaces and forts where his predecessors had

lived, rejoiced and suffered.

In ancient Nizwa, the image of an eartliiy paradise to everyone who

set their eyes <m it, the young Sultan was received with the same

jubilation as in the villages of Batinah. After many decades of living

under the Imamate and then a bitter war with Muscat, local people

might have treated the new ruler with suspicion. But the cogency and

sincerity of Sultan Qaboos's speeches dispelled their mistrust.

Celebratory fire from every kind of weapon and the deafening euphony

of wooden flutes, brass cymbals and small drums showed how the
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people's taslc tor songs and dancing, their longing to express their

feelings openly, had survived even the long years of priggishness in tlie

Citadel of the Imam. Everyone tiad the same desire: for antagonism and

intolerance to be buried in the past.

Looking down from the height of the fortress's main tower, in the

aftermath of the celebrations, at the bright green sea of palms below,

Sultan Qaboos took advantage of the silence to appreciate the view and

the overwhelming sense of place he was experiencing as he moved

around this deeply known, but also astonishingly new, country.

In the short journey around the interior of Oman the \'oung Sultan

found a way of addressing his subjects that later acquired the importance

of a major rite. His annual tours around different provinces would enaUe

the Sultan to renew his acquaintance with practically all the authoritative

people in Oman. Over the years, Sultan (^boos became tiie best-jnfbrmed

person in Oman. F6r one who until the age of 30 had been cut off from

others and who knew his land only from photographs and descriptions,

this lifting of the informational embargo probably had a deeper impact

than the sudden liberation from tyranny had had on other Omanis.

Sultan Qaboos bin Said, like any of his compatriots, was enjoying tiis

freedom, but he was even more delighted that he finally liad the chance

to make good use of liis knowledge and kxmndless energy.

Later there were other meetings, other towns, and other discoveries.

It was as if a curtain had been pulled aside. Qaboos had spent many years

studying the spiritual heritage and history of Oman and he knew his

country deeply, but all his knowledge was filtered as though by a screen

through which no more than a glimpse of the present actuality could be

seen and through which he was completely invisible to his jX'ople; now

his country was lying open before him, and he, too, was no longer

hidden from view. I he world tour that Qaboos had taken before his

return to Oman might have broadened iiis mind, but this tour around

his own country tapped deep into his soul.

Palms planted spaciously by the sea cast their shadows on the white town

of Sohar. The breadth and openness of this town, caressed with fresh ocean

breezes, was once attributed to Sindbad the Sailor, a native of Sohar.

I he \oung heir lirst encouiitered this name, a symbol of the enterprising

and courageous sjiiril of Arab sailors, when he was learning to read a

syllable at a time.
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Inside the severe geometrical forms ol the fortress, the last Imam of the

Ya'ruba dynasty had ended his days and the star of the liberator of

Oman, Imam Ahmed bin Said al-Busaidi, had risen. Rut it was also here

that one of the darkest tragedies of Oman's history toolfi place -on a dark

February night, Sultan Thwaini bin Said lost his life. The pow^ful citadel

oi Riistaq nestled on top of the summit ofJebel al-Akhdac As early as the

primeval times of fheJaMiya there wece battles here between the proud

and warlike Azd and Persian warriors in armour. Strolling alonv; the

echoiiig halls whieh had once ser\cd as the ceremonial entrances of

Ya'ruba iinanis is tantamount to readinj; chronicles steeped in blood.

Many thousands of people died for this stronghold.

Upon his return to Muscat on 9 August, Sultan Q^boos made a radio

speech in wliich he dedared his will to diange the name of the oountiy,

jfAikh for halfa centuiy had personified a division into two inimical states.

'Muscat and Oman' were to disappear ftam tlie map, and the ancient

name of Oman, whlcii had glorified tlie land of seafarers, warrion, farmeis

and Bedouins, would return once again, this time for ever.

The Sultan announced the introduction of a new tiag. Instead of the

red banner of the Sultanate and the white one of the Imainate, a new

standard of white, red and green was adopted, symbolising the fusion ot

the valuable traditions of the Imamate and the Sultanate tlirough the

single religion of Islam.

The main concern of the Sultan after the events of 23 July was to

form a govenmient capable of instituting rapid and effective reforms.

Having dismissed the more rigid officials of the anden regime, it was

incumbent on Qalx)OS bin Said to re[)lace them immediately with a team

of people untainted by the methods of the past. Only a person well known

to his countrymen, with wide connections among the tribal elite and a

convincing air of international authority, could head the government.

Just one person was suitable for such a role at that time - the Sultan's

uncle, Tuiq bin Terimur. The Sultan had never met him; nonetheless he

decided to ask liim to accept the daunting post. The fact that the Sultan

made one of his most important decisions, not on the basis of personal

considerations but in the interests of the country, sent a signal to

everyone that the new leader would cultivate a pragmatic style.

FA'ery day QalK)()s l)in Said faced new problems in need of urgent

attention. His father had led tiie state to a deep crisis, and it was difficult
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at times to decide w hicli jirohlem was the most pressing. F.verything had

to be dealt with at once - tinances (a complicated and bureaucratic

taxation system), communication (there was none outside Muscat),

transport (there was no regular air communication with any state),

health (only a few hospitals existed), education (three schools catering

for the whole of Oman), the army (outdated weapons and insufficient

strength). On top of all the internal problems, the country had to break

into the international arena if it was to re-establish itself in the

diplomatic field. The previous ruler had shunned diplomatic relations

with every country e.xcept (Ireat Britain, India and Pakistan.

Not surprisingly, Britain, Oman's main ally, was the first to offer

support to the new administration; the government announced its

official recognition of Sultan Qaboos bin Said on 29 July 1970. The first

foreign leader to visit Muscatwas the ruler ofAbu Dhabi, Sheikh Zayed bin

Sultan Al Nahjran, who arrived in October of the same yeaL The meeting

of the two rulers was very cordial. They had seen each other fot the first

time in 1968, in SakiUih, w hen Sheikh Zayed had come ()n the invitation

of Said hin laimur. It was the first and last visit of a foreign leader to

Oman during the 38-year rule of the former Sultan.

Sultan Qaboos liked the dynamic and witty Zayed bin Sultan. The fact

that this courageous and successful reformer was the first to show

solidarity with the new Stdtan, who was just begitming to woric out plans

for modernising his own country, was highly symbolic. Their affection

for each other has never waned. Sultan Qaboos has more than once

expressed his gratitude to Sheikh Zayed for the moral support that he

gave to Oman at a difficult moment of its histcny. Moral support was

precisely what the new leader needed to overcome tiie international

isolation of his country.

One of the first actions of the new regime was to send missions of

goodwill to Arab countries - in early 1971 emissaries visited Saudi Arabia,

Kuwait, Jordan, Iraq, Yemen, Lebanon, Morocco, Algeria and Egypt.

Sultan Qaboos invited representatives of many other cotmtries to

visit Oman in order to see the country and to establish relations on an

equal footing. Tariq bin Taimur met the Soviet ambassador in Kuwait

and had long talks with him. But during that period, the countries of

the Soviet bloc resisted the strengthening of contacts with Oman,

preferring to coordinate their actions with the revolutionary Arab
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regimes, who long remained suspicious towartls the Sultanate because

of its close relations with Britain. !-or this reason it was not easv to

overcome the negative attitudes towards Oman that had developed

over the decades.

In March 1971 the fifty-fifth Session of the Arab League posQKmed to

September discussion of Oman's request for membership. By that time

the Sultanate had still established diplomatic relatioiis only with Kuwait,

and even that country loolced to Cairo and Baghdad for approval - thus

Kuwait, which had been the first to announce its recognition of Oman,

excused its acquiescence in the Arab l eague's decision l)\ saying that it

expected a report from the Sultan regarding his foreign policy.

Nonetheless, the efforts of the Sultan's diplomats began to bear fruit.

The Universal Postal Union became the first international organisation

to open its doors to Oman in January 1971.

On 24 May of the same year TMq bin l^imur aslced the UN Secretary

General to admit Oman to this organisation. Among the non-Arab

countries that had recognised the Sultanate by the beginning of June

1971 were India, Pakistan and Japan.

Sultan C^aboos did not go abroad in the first months of his reign,

though it was initially ex{K'cted that he himself would travel around

neighbouring countries with the objective of strengthening his

International position. But the more the young monarch learned

about the state of affairs inside the country, the more numerous and

complicated proved the problems that had to be urgently resolved.

The most acute and immediate issue was to form a competent government

The management structures which Sultan Qaboos inherited could not

respond at all to the task of rapid reform and, therefore, could not serve

as the foundation for a governmental apparatus.

The first attempt to ck \ ise an effective instrument for carrying out the

monarch's plans was the creation of a Provisional ('onsultative (Council.

F6r about tluee montlis, while negotiations were held on the ft^rmation

of a new government, tliis Coundl was occupied with developing and

executing priority measures in every sphere.

All oil revenue, which previously had been at the disposal of Said bin

'RUmur, was brought under strict control. Projects on ^e rational use of

credits and aid, promised by some of the Arab countries, were drafted,

Omanis and tlieir wives were given permission to leave the country.
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From the bcj^i lining of Septemlx^r, prices for all types of fuel were

lowered. In the same month the first school for girls and tlie first school

for nurses were opened.

Tariq bin Taimur was finally able to present candicUites for ministerial

posts at the end of autumn. Heads were appointed for the ministries of

Internal Affairs, Justice Awqaf (Religious Endowments), Heahh, Education,

Labour and Social Insurance, and Information. The Sultan reserved for

himself the portfolios of the defence, oil and finance ministries.

The Sultan and Prime Minister at first shared the role of Foreign Affairs

Minister, although their respective responsibilities in this sphere were

not clearly distinguished.

An acute shortage of qualified personnel was an obstacle to the creation

of new government bodies and to the realisation of large-scale projects in

health and education. SultanQdxMS could see for himselfthe catastrophic

situation in these two areas duiing his trips round the country. The high

rate of illness and disability was evident everywhere, and most {)e()ple

were illiterate. Oman's infant mortality rate was one of the highest in the

world. Many Omanis had received their education abroad, but almost

none returned, preferring to use their knowledge for the betiefit of the

countries that had given them hospitality. These people formed the

essential base of the young Sultan's ambitious plans to transform Oman
into a modem state. But how could he convince them to come back?

When Qaboos bin Said asked his compatriots to return to their native

land and take part in the process of renovation, the response was

extraordinarily enthusiastic. Almost immediately Omanl youth began to

flock to Muscat. Moved by patriotic enthusiasm, recent graduates of

European universities did not seem to be in the least daunted by the

difficulties that awaited them.

The Omani Information Minister was one of those who returned from

abroad after the events of July 1970. He reoiemt)eis that there were not

enough houses for the numerous returnees to live hi, so tents were

pitched for them right on the beach. Nobody grumbled at the

<Uscomfort; everyone was eager to work for the sake of their country.

Months and even years elapsed before these young intellectuals could

find respectable accommodatit)n. Hven now,' said llie Minister in an

interview in Muscat, 'when we get together, we remember that period as

tile liappiest time in our lives.'
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It is difficult to imaginf what their country must have looked like to

those who returned from the flourishing oil caj)itals of Kuwait and

Manama, from Cairo, London and even Moscow. Probably the first thing

they noticed was the absence of surfaced roads so that the handful of

cars kicked up clouds of dust on the country roads and Ui the towns.

Other dgns of backwardness would then become evident - a dearth of

electricity and water; the absence of televisions, telephones and public

transport; the severe shortage of doctors and teachers. All the basic

ingredients of civilised life were luxuries in Oman. Few people could

afford an automobile, the means of communication or any of the

everyday comforts that many in neighbouring Arab countries were

beginning to take for granted. In a country where summer temperatures

exceed 50* Celsius, an air-conditioner was something wondrous,

a^rdable only by the rich.

The difficulty of the transformation that had to be undertaken lay in

its urgency and the fact that everything had to be done simultaneously.

It was impossible to overcome backwardness by stages. To satisfy both

the demands of economic necessity and the suddenly unleashed

expectations of his people, the Sultan had to ensure that change was not

just revolutionary in its scope but that aU changes took place at the same

time. The most precious thing that the young Sultan had was the support

of the fellow countrymen and he could not afford to waste this support

through half-hearted implementation of the promised transformation.

The most spectacular projects, realised to a considerable extent in

the first year of Qaboos bin Said's rule, included the construction of the

Muscat-Sohar road, a modem airport in Seeb and a seaport in Matrah.

By the end of 1971, 15 new scliools, 6 hospitals and se\ eral dozen clinics

had been opened, while 7()()() sclioolchildren, including 1100 girls, were

attending school on a daily basis.

If one considers tliat under the previous Sultan there were only 900

pupils in tiie entire country, and no schools for girls at all, the pace of

transformation in this field can be called revolutionary. And the effect

of all these innovations was stronger than any propaganda could be.

fai Dholar this was more evident than anywhere else.
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Struggle for Hearts

IKE A GREEN WALL Jebcl Samhan rises into dense clouds.

I'rom this impenetrable veil, sunburnt qam dressed in checl«:ed

wizar would descend, carrying firewood on camels to the

inhabitants of the town of Mirbat. Soldiers often searched these men for

mines. Everyone knew that among these indigo-tinted mountaineers

were members of the armed units of the PFLOAG (People's Front for the

Liberation of the Occupied Arab Gulf), which the soldiers called adoo

('enemy' in Arabic).

They had supporters among the local people, who ferried provisions

and medicines to the rebels. Government forces were powerless to stop

them, since their support was limited. Even those who would have liked

to help the government preferred to keep silent, afraid of reprisals from

the insurrectionists, who had spies everywhere. From time to time

special groups appeared in the mountain villages, sent by the leaders of

the Front to wreak vengeance on 'traitors'. Rumours of this

'revolutionary justice' spread through the whole of Dhofar, paralysing

potential backers of the Sultan.

This machinery of fear was not a native invention; it had been

devised in the training camps of the Chinese secret services near Beijing.

The Chinese were great masters of revolutionary tactics - their support

for extremist movements had already t)orne sinister fruit from the

Philippines to Peru.

In the jungles of every continent numerous groups of different

persuasions were operating. In Europe the 'new Lefts', armed with Mao's

quotes and Kalashnikovs were attacking capitalism - Red Brigades and
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Red Armies organised massacres in the centres of well-to-do cajiital cities.

Even many professors wore l^adges with the lace of 'the Great Helmsman'

and taught his 'Great Doctrine'.

The disciples of Beijing's ideological masters successfully used their

iTrainwashing' technique in Dholar as well. Revolutionary nihilism

towards religion and tradition was drummed into the young In the

schools. Boys and girls, dressed in identical khaki uniforms, learned

by heart the sayings of Marx and Mao and repeated them in unison.

They parroted that there was no Allah, that Mohaiiinicd was not a

prophet at all, but simply a representative of the ruling classes who had

thought up a means of ideologically controlling the working class.

They parroted that only an armed struggle against the Sultan's

authorities and the reactionary tribal ^ite would lead to a new society.

But their minds were thoroughly confused.

Since they were unable to understand the concept of the proletariat,

the ideologists of the PFLOAG invented a new revolutionary dass - the

'Bedouftitariat', consisting of young kabili (tribe members) isolated from

their kin. They were supjiosedly the most progressive force of history at

that stage. Those who succeeded better than others in assimilating the

ideological concoction were sent to Yemen, where propagandists and

commissars for insurrectionist units were being trained in special centres.

When soldiers and officers loyal to the Sultan first obtained samples of

Bedouintariat propaganda, they were perplexed. They had always been

taught to answer fire with fire. But how can one oppose an aggressorwho
has invaded the soul? Under the old Sultan the SAF had made no

provision for psychological warfare - they had relied on force of arms

and on the discipline of their soldiers. But in this battle one had to

struggle both for territory and tor men. The soldiers of the small Mirbat

garrison discussed rumours tfiat in Salalah they had thought up

something extraordinary and unexpected for the adoo . . .

By the time the change of power occurred in the Sultanate, the

pro-communist insurgents had seized most of the southern province

and had even set up their own authoritative bodies in some parts.

The insurrectionists divided Dhofar into four zones. The part bordering

The People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY) was completely

controlled by the Insurrectionists and was called the Western Zone.

The neigiibouring region received the name 'Ho Chi Minh Zone'.
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I his was just when the war in Vietnam was at its height, and the leaders

of the PI LOACj wanted to demonstrate that they too were in the front

line of the struggle against world imperialism.

The zone where intensive fighting with the SAF was taking place was

called the Red Line. The Eastern Zone was the name given to the part of

Dhofar that boideied Miibat; here the government positions were

stronger, tnit confrontations with guerrillas were not unusual.

In August 1972 the PFLOAG adopted a decree concerning the creation

of peo[)le's councils on the territories they controlled. These councils

were to include representatives elected hy the |)opulation and appointed

by the People's Liberation Army, and they were designed to 'educate' the

population more effectively and involve it in the revolutionary process.

At the same time, membership of a coundl was prohibited to anyone

suspected of political heterodoxy. To qara, catde-hieeders who lived in

primitive huts and caves and knew only the rudiments of civilisation,

the rebel leaders could seem to be benefactors, because on their orders

schools were built and elementary medical and veterinary service was

introduced. Naturally, literacy training first and foremost had a

propagandist ic object i\e."

Said bin laimur iiad never understood the source of guerrilla power

and had for that reason consistently underestimated the threat it posed.

His successor, who had received his military education when the tactics

of communist insurrectionists and their psychological methods had

become a subfect of study in the West, had a better understanding of

what was hapi>ening in Dhofar and a knowledge of the tactics required

for combating it successfully.

He set his government the goal of defeating the rebels where they were

strongest, l iteracy, medical service and technical advances had to come

to the mountains of Dhofar not from the other side of the Yemeni

border, but from Muscat and Saialah. It was important to oppose the

brainwashing of the tribes with real improvements to their lives.

.Ak'xsei \'assilicv, a So\ ict journalist who visited Dhofar at the end ot the 19b(>s, lias Ictt us

a revealing account:

'A mountaini'cr, his torso bare, squatting unik r a lamp, was reading a book in a sing-song

voice, mailing his way laboriously througli laborious phrases. I listened, trying to

understand. It was not possiblel

"What is that you ha\ e?"

"Take it, comrade, lia\e a look."

I took the shabby book in my hands and red the title, written in Arabic script: Two Tactics

<^Social Democmq^ in a DanocMtk Rewlution. }\M Vladimir Lenin.'
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The Sultan's men did not shrink from ideological duels. Soon, the

owners of transistor radios in the mountain villages could listen to a

Salalah station and later on the literate could read leaflets dropped from

aeroplanes. Thanks to this Information offensive, the Dhofarls learned of

the amnesty armoimced by Qaboos bin Said for everycme who took part

in the conflict on the side of the PFLOAG. By August 1970, about 200

tribal representatives had allied themseh^ with the government forces.

The creation of firqalt, irregular combat units formed from the jclhili

(highlanders) who lived year-round on the plateau, was one of the young

monarch's most courageous decisions. Ihose who left the I'l LOAG,

disillusioned with Marxism, formed its core. Using their thorough

knowledge of both ttie insurrectionists and the local terrain - they were

funiliar with the locations of rebel arsenals, their movements, their

potential and their propaganda methods - the firqat performed

recormaissance and patrol tasks and were of invaluable assistance to the

regular army. Their information enabled the SAF to inflict serious

damage on tlie rebels aiul to sei/e the initiati\ e. As the inhabitants of the

mountain villages came to realise that the PFLOAG was not omnipotent,

their fear of reprisals gradually subsided. More and more people went

over to the Sultan's side.

The strategy betiind the struggle against the guerrillas also changed.

The SAF passed from defence to attack. Before, with the coming of khareef

(the summer monsoon), when air support became problematic and

supplying military units l)ecame more difficult because of the state of the

roads, the government forces abandoned their positions and retreated to

the Salalah valley, so that the rebels re-conqucred lost territory.

Now, government positions in the mountains were consolidated on a

permanent basis and the zones controlled by the SAF were gradually

enlarged. According to the classic rules of anti-guerrilla warfare, the first

firqah operation aimed at re-establishing government authority took

place in the town of Sadah, on the coast. There, the position of the

He then describes a surreal scene he witnessed in an indigent village:

'A demonstntkm im oomlng ttywaids its. Oilldren in front, foOowed by women and,
finally, men. A vdiinj^ boyiVith .i rifle was shoutinv; slot;ans: the others picked up his cries.

"The administrative conuidttee extends its friendship to the Soviet people, headed by the

CPSUr "Lenin is a great teacher, a fighter against Sultans and colonisen!"

"Mandsm-Lenism Is a true lodestoTu- for the working masses, for the struRglc led by Hw
wcHldng class against world imperial ism." ... We distributed badges picturing Lenin and
tiie Kicmlin. Tliesr aocqiced them joyfully and pinned them stialg^t tway on nielr diesis.'

Alexsei VassUlev, A DIfjpaUt Ans, Moscow Nauka (1977) p. 75.
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irisLirrcLtionists was less secure and everything came down to an

exchange of small-arms fire. Later on, the tactic of 'biting off peripheral

sections from a vast aiea contioUed by the PFLOAG was successfully used

and permitted government foices to exert more pressure on the rebel

wings, which in turn aUowed further attacks on the centre.

All the tiasic decisions regarding the ccmduct of operations against the

rebels were taken by the Sultan after careful study of their tactics and the

mood of the population in the regions they controlled.

Qaboos bin Said received the first group of jclnili (literally, 'people of

the mountain'), who had defected to the goveriunent, in the al-!lusn

palace in late November 1970. A participant in this historic meeting,

Ahmed Suheil, who lived in the village of Shihait, still remembers the

event vividly. When five ex-guerrillas arrived, the Sultan came out to

meet them wearing a simple dishdasha. They were pleased to see that the

ruler, who was their age, was indicating that he was just a Dhofori, as

they were. In true febaH style, he had a thick black bond, and he

addressed them in their native language, for his mother came from the

same Maashan tribe as Ahmed himself. The attentive and friendlv look

of the Sultan at once encouraged the visitors to speak frankly. They sat

on wattle mats, sipping Arab coffee.

The Sultan was convinced that one of the major tasks was to cut off

supplies to the insurrectionists. The Sultan's army could strike at the

insurrectionists, but it was unable by itself to find out who provided food

to them, or to trace out the supply routes. Only local inhabitants could

provide that information, so the monarch outlined the obfective of

creating an information network among the mountaineers. Because the

first fm\ah was being formed, the organisation of military jireparation,

and the provision of ammunition and food were discussed. He agreed to

a proposal not to store large caches of army food on the /V/h /, as they

could be looted by the guerrillas, and promised to order the delivery of

supplies in small batches. It was decided that a part of the foodstuflEi

would be used to help the population. As many of the guerrillas were

accustomed to light and efficient Soviet-made submachine-guns, the

English rapid-fire rifles used by the SAF seemed to them heavy and

uncomtortable. Thirt\ years have passed, hut Alimed's menu)ry still

retains the words 'Kalashnikov', 'Simonov', Tlegtiarev'. The conversation

was full of the names of reliable rifles, pistols and machine-guns.
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For the tribesmen, who had been carrying arms their entire lives, security

and ease of oj)eration were ttie most important merits. Iliiis, the

possibility of arminj; the f'miali with weapons taken from the rebels was

discussed at different levels. But though the advisers in the Sultan's anny

acknowledged the logic of the tribesmen's piefeience. It was considered

incorrect ftom the political point of view. Instead, it was decided tliat a

bonus would be paid for every captured firearm. Ahmed Suheil recollects

that at the l)egiiming the guerrillas were ubiquitous: there were stocks of

arms and ammunition in almost every village and wadi. So at first, hunting

for these trophies was one of the most imp(Utant tasks for the flnjiih.

Meetings between the Sultan and the pe(^{)le were a powerful impetus

for altering the psychological climate in Dhofar. Unlike his predecessor,

who liad confined liimseif to the palace for the last four years of tiis

reign, and had kept his contacts with people to an absolute minimum,

the young ruler was eager to hear of his subjects' troubles at first hancL

Q^dxxM bin Said had an intimate Imowledge of fiie organisation of his

army and assumed personal control of the SAF units, improving

conditions for the soldiers, visiting training centres and overseeing the

implementation of new technology and weap(inry.

His visit to the camps of Medinat al l laqq and Qairoon Hairitti received

an especially warm response. Ihe Sultan arrived in a helicopter with

some of his assistants and spent the whole day with the militiamen,

siiaring tiieir simple meal, listening to their wishes and telling them in

detaU about his plans for the transformation of the country. The Sultan's

audacious decision to confide in ex-rebels, amongwhom PFLOAG agents

could easily hide, greatly increased his authority. The 'desert telegraph'

immediately spread the news everywhere. The number of defectors from

rebel ranks increased sharply. If the first finjiih, which began operations

in 1971, consisted of only a dozen combatants, by there wi re 17

units, with a total strength of 1500, When forming the ^m/ti/j units, the

tribal divisions were respected ~ a strategy which amply demonstrated

the ability of the Sultan to grasp a situation quickly and to learn lessons

from the rebels' mistakes. The first ftrqah, named after Salahadin, the

bane of the crusaders, fell to pieces before it could even be deployed for

active service, because of disputes between members of different idfoH

dans. This was taken into account when further combat units were

created and the tribal groups proved more stable. On the other hand,
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the leaders of the Front, who hiindly followed their own doj^ma

prescribing the abolition of 'the remnants of tnbalism', impaired the

effectiveness of their own troops.

Of course initiatives on the battlefield alone could not guarantee

victory. The success of the armed struggle only became possible after the

political strategy of the state was changed and after supremacy over the

rebels in the ideological struggle was achieved. When planning their

campaign for the mass media, SAF analysts adopted from the outset the

principle that all information had to he ahsoluteK' truthful. Only news

about real achievements could win the conhdence of the mountaineers,

in contrast to the communist propaganda disseminated by Aden, the

broadcasts of the iow-powered govenmient radio station were an

accurate portrayal of life in Dhofar: Realising that they had the strongest

message, but that widespread tribal poverty meant few in the mountains

could listen to the radio, the government authorities decided to organise

the sale of low-cost radios on the local market, counting on the fact that

something bought even for a small sum would be appreciated and not

handetl over to the commissars of the PFLOAG.

Clearly the opportunity to listen to broadcasts from Salalah

undermined the rebels' monopoly on information. Even if there were

only several hundred people who reguiariy listened to the news on the

radio, that news gradually became conunon property. Among the tribes,

word of mouth had always been the main method of communication.

As the information services of the SAF and the government were well

aware of this fact, they used simple, intelligible methods to inform the

population of Dhofar of all the Sultan's major decisions, especially his

measures for improving the life of the common people. Iherefore, in

every strategic location in and around Salalah, huge notice boards were

installed, on which the authorities posted everything they wished the

jebalis to loiow. People could read these notices and then circulate the

information when they returned to their villages.

'* From the Soviet point of view ttiis was An Infantile Disorder (the title of a famous book by
l.eniii: l <,)t-\Vini; ( (Miiniunism: An infantile l')isordcr)'Some functionaries of the
PFLOlACij cnadt' icrious exaggerations typical of leftists at the end of the 1960s. Initially

they manifested an incomprehension of the historical causality of the existing tribal

formation and rei;;irdei.l it as "a counterrevolutionary" phenomenon. Trying; to finish off

tribal separatism and intertriiial conflicts in one go, these functionaries "in the name of
revolution" "abcrffshed" tribes In Dhoiu and announced ttiat all the trU>al tenitories,

eq»eciaUy the pastures and the sources of water, were for everytiody's use. Such a poorty
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The government's message also sought to warn the jcbalis against what

the comnuinists really stood for. One of the leaflets dropped from

aeroplanes in 1971 told the people from Dhofar:

The communists do not serve your interests, do not fit in with your Miefs.

The coinniiinists tire your worst enemies; do not let them deceive you.

Pay heed, my brother, to what the communists have said and done.

Pay lieed so that you may distinxuisli right from wrong. The communists

say: 'There is no God, no Creator." The ammamists do not recognise the

prophet Mohammed (blessed be his name) and other prophets of God.

There is no place fi>rrig^ among Uiecommmdsts, my broOier; they allow

illegal Udngs and the abolition of the rights of man. These things are

known to you. They kill footers and leave thek cMdren as orphans.

All these thin\i have been done by the communists before your own eyes.

You protect them indirectly. You are their fuel and their slaves and later

on you will be their tars^et. Watch out for yourselves before it is too late.

Join Uie party of God. The party of God wUl be the winners. The victory is

yours far eternity, my Muslim brothers. Death is for God's enemies, far

those who are also ymw enemies and against freedom, dignity and Holy

Islam. Muslim flutters from aU ofDho/ar have joined die party ofIslam,

wMch is under Qfdfoos' leadership, Be^ the thffkult but honest task of

finishing off the communists in order to satisfy God and to purify fto

country, which has been stained by the blood of criminals, liegin, my

brothers, to link up with your brothers and to tiike your natural place in the

ser\'ice of your government and country, which is your senice because you

have the most togfiin from this. Yourgovernment welcomes you, looks after

you, protects you, assures you ofyour rights and defends all your rights.

The appeal concluded with the words 'Islam is our way. Freedom is our

aim'. These words became a sort of slogan, uniting around the Sultan

everyone who cared for religion and the traditions of their ancestors.

The older generation had long been worried by the faa that the young

conceived campaign, which ignored the reality that liad formed over centuries, cost the

Front dear. The comtiat units of the Pl-LO, composed artiticially on a non-trit>al basis, were
losing tfidr combat spirit; some of the trtlies, Influenced hy thdr sheilchs, began to yield

to a compromise with the i tieniy, who was actively taking advantage of this mistalce of

the PFLO in order to compromise it.' N.N. Vorobiev, The Role of Tribes in the
Sodal-Economic Life of Oman (1950-1980)% In 5tete Authority md Sodal-Polhkal
Structures in the Arab Countries, ed. LM. Smilyanskqni, Moscow, AN SSSR Institute

Vostokovedenija (19S4).
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people who had attended the schools ot the IM IA)ACj were flaunting their

atheism and were critical of the tribal customs. I he secondary school

named after Lenin, situated in the PDRY close to the border witii Oman,

was one of the main breeding grounds of atheism. Classes were held in

tents and boys and girk studied togetheL The teachers, trained in tlie

countries of the commtmist bloc, purposefully inculcated distrust of

Islam and mocked aU those who observed the prayers and fasts.

The PDRY province of Mahra, where the major bases of the PFLOAG

were located, became a real hotiied for clewloping methods of

communist infiltration in Arab countries. These nietlKxIs included direct

propagandist brainwashing and military tiaining tor the young jebali,

as %veU as sweeteners for the older generation such as medical and

veterinary care and food aid. The Cuban hospital, set up in the region of

Hauf, not only treated wounded insurrectionists, but also provided free

medical treatment for the civilians of Dhofar: For people who knew only

one therapeutic method - cauterisation with a red-hot iron - the

seemingly miraculous healinys in Hauf were weighty arguments in

favour of the Front.

In fact, nothing supernatural was happenini;: every tablet taken by a

mountaineer had much more of an effect tlian it would have had on

someone used to talung medicines. Wlien the SAF doctors later liegan to

treat the civilian Uihabltants, they were struck by the powerful healing

effects that simple antibiotics had on patients.

The bodies of the elderly, covered with scars from cauterisation, are

living evidence of the times when an organism could rely only on itself

to fight disease. As soon as the Sultan's government had set up a reliable

health service, the people stopped thinking of medical aid from the

PFLOAG as a blessing.

'

' Onv cxtronu'lv iinpnrt.iiU fact about the anti-miorrilla war was th.it \]\v Sultjn's obji-t five was
not the phyMc.ll .mtiihilation t)f tlie ciR'Hiy. He CDiistaiUly undcrlitud tiiat the people liatl to

be penuaded, not cowed into submission. This specific feature of the Dhofar Wtf Is Stiessed

in the memoirs ot Nfajor-Cieneral lonv leajH's, S.-\S"; Sctrcl Witr. 'iiecause it was a war alxjut

people, a counter-revolutionary campaign could not attord to j;*' ''i 't>'' lxK>by-traps designed

to kill or maim the enemy. Very little private enterprise was sIkumi and no official support at

all given for the sort of thing which goes on in nK^st wars, leaving behimi Inillets which
explotle in the breech for the enemy to tiiid and use, poisoning his water supply, booby-
trapping deail lx>dies, etcetera. These are, in any case, measures troops tend to take when tiiejr

are losing, when they cannot get to grips with the enemy in any other way. Booby-trap[iing

is a retogni/ed form ot warfare but it should have no place in a counter-revolutionary

campaign like the 1 )hofar War. Hist, tlieie was always the danger that a dvUian may suffer

instead; blowing up Grandma is not a veiy good way of gaining tlie siqipoft
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The establishiiKMit ol schools, the building of roads and the

organisation of basic trade on the tribes' own land gradually neutralised

the PFLOAG's propaganda. As the support of the population ebbed away,

the leaders of the Front became jittery and cracked down further on

'traitors' and dissidents, wliich lost them even more support.^^ Indeed, at

the lower levels of the PFLOAG leadership, the number of renegades

sharply Increased. These were sheikhs and respectable tribesmen who
desired a real improvement in the lives of their fellow countrymen and

who believed in the sincerity of Qaboos bin Said's appeal to cooperate for

the sake of the future.

On 12 September 1971 in the Eastern Zone of Dhoiar, 40 Front

commanders were arrested and money, transport and arms were seized.

But the upper ranks of the PFLOAG managed to organise a counterattack,

freeing their commanders and recovering what had been seized by the

Sultan's supporters. Nevertheless, it had been shown that the

insurrectionists were not all-powerful, and 'the attack of September 12'

had a significant impact on morale.

Despite the PFLOAG's campaign of repression,'^ tlie j)e()j)le could not

be prevented from defecting to the Sultan. Ihe tangible inij)rovements

taking place under the new regime were highly effective weapons of

persuasion - capable of implanting in people the resolve to resist the

PFLOAG's bult3ing methods and inflammatory rhetoric. Qvil Action

T^eams (CAT), established by the Qvil Aid Department at the same time

as the firqah, undertook the most urgent i»o|ects: digging wells,

organising medical services and food supplies, etc. As the zones

controlled by the government troops grew larger, so did the scale of

development. Roads were built, electricity was installed, schools and

mosques were constructed.

_
Second, tiie aim was to persuade the adoo to come aaoss to the Government. Blowing one

' man to pieces, or worse, blowing pieces off one man, may remove an adoo soldier from the
enemy's order ot battle but it would harden tlie resoi\t' of several more. BtH>t)\ -trapping, in

diort, was counter-productive. A gpvemment cannot use all the means open to the enemy.'
Mafor-General Tony Jeapes, SAS: Secnt War, London HarperCollins (2000) pp. 329-330.

According to the data of Arab author Muhammad ash-Shuaibi, the terror was aimed not so

much at the 'exploitative classes', as at stax^ ^jaM/i. He reveals such figures as the
fbtlowtoig: among the 76 persons executed by PFLOAG, there were 11 workers, 18
herdsmen, 6 camel drivers, 5 tradesmen. 2 clergy, 2 sheikhs, 1 fisherman, 2 porters and 1

farmer. Among those shot was even a madman who publicly cursed the 'bulls of the Front'

(a play on the words suwar, revtdutlonaTles, and asW, bulls). Ihe mnezdn of the mosqne
in Hauf. Said Yahtub Isa, who dared to criticise the actions of the PFLOAG in a sermon at

Friday prayers, was killed immediately thereafter.
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The Marxist leadership of the PFLOACi tried to halt the exodus by

making some changes in its ideology. The pro-Beijing orient<iti()n was

played down and contacts with Soviet communists strengthened.

This was a consequence of a change in priorities for the PDRY leadeistiip.

For all their sympathy for the ideology of such national communist icons

as Mao I^Hmg and Ho Chi Minh, they saw that it was Moscow who
had the real military and financial resources. Massive Soviet aid to North

Vietnam, after all, was the principal reason why the half-milllon-strong

American army had been defeated. As much as the revolutionaries

believed in the strategy of 'surrounding the world's capitalist towns with

the world's country', they understood that without the help of 'Soviet

revisionists, walldng the bourgeois path' (a favourite jibe in the Cliinese

propaganda of that time) tiiey would be muAile to create amodem aimy.

In addition, it was noted that Aden's drift towards 'scientific socialism'

was greeted favourably in the Soviet Union.

A flow of modem armaments phis a huge number of military advisers

soon helped the South Yemeni leadership build up an army so powerful

that it was considered the best on the Arabian Peninsula. Some of the

Soviet generosity filtered down to the Dhofar guerrillas - large-calibre

Shpagin machine-guns, light 60mm mortars, portable missile

installations, anti-aircraft guns and a large number of modem rifles

greatly increased their capability to wage war against the Sultan's army.

Dhofor in fact became a front line of the struggle not between a

mythical Bedouintarlat and world imperialism, but between the world

communist bloc and an Arab state making its first steps on the way to

overcoming its age-old backwardness.

For all their disagreement, Moscow and Beijing joined forces in the

Dhofar War. Training camj^s on the territories of both communist

superpowers and in the lands of their satellites - East Germany, Cuba,

Bulgaria - prepared command staff for conducting guerrilla war by

teaching military tactics and the use of modem arms. In addition, the

PDRY directly interfered in the internal affairs of Oman by sending its

military units into Omani territory.

But the balance of forces in the Arab world began to change little by little.

I he change of power in Salalah in July 1970 turnetl out to be t)nly the

first link in the chain of events that year which eroded the positions of

the leftists and tiie extremist forces, in September, King Hussein of
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Jordan managed to defeat armed Paiestinian groups who had been

hatching a plot to seize power.

In November, leftist Ba'athists lost power in Syria. Anwar Sadat, who

became President of Egypt, took a moderate position and purged iiis

govenuient of pn>6oviet elements. In sudi circumstances, close

contacts were established between Oman and many Arab countries.

The most precious help against communist aggression apart from that

given by the British came from King Hussein, who sent experienced

officers and instructors to train rciiilurccments tor the SAF, and also

pilots tor the new aircraft of the Sultan's Air Force.

A Jordanian battalion, stationed in Thamrait, protected the road

connecting the plateau to Salalah and played a direct role in repulsing

guerrilla attacks. Later, Egyptian military advisers also arrived in Dhofat.

To be sure, this could not abruptly change the l)a]ance of power, but it

was of great psychological importance - the Omani soldiers felt that their

Arab brotiien were in solidarity with their struggle.

At that time the future was quite unpredictable, given the many

ominous incidents taking place throughout the world. Wars were raging

everywhere; alliances were notoriously unstable. N'ictory in one battle

was no guarantee of success in the next one, let alone ot cn erall victory.

Even when the Sultan's forces gained the upper hand in the Dhofar War,

they had to strive their utmost to win it.

In a speech on 18 November 1974, on the occasion of the National Day

of Oman, Sultan Qaboos said:

On tiie souUwm banters of this land there is a mobilised community of

subversive gmmps, linked to secret orgarmatums scattered throughout the

countries ofthis region, working in league witfi international communism,

TMs fact is self-evidentand undeniable. In spite ofthis, we stand firm and

have succeaied in breaking the back oftheir offensive, as a result ofwhich

our brethren in the mountains now enjoy protection and security from their

terrorism. The terrorists, on the other hand, have begim to lose faith in their

masters, who ^locnieil them into venting tlieir terrorism on innocent people.

'They iire like fire »7;/t// hums itself w hen there is nothin^i to Inirn.'

These days, new slogans are coined and new names mentioned. Some look

on such tactics with indifference. I have warned that the safety ofthe region

is all or nothing. Security is the responsibility ofail states and people in the
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area. Communism has no faith. It ncogrdses no other doctrine. Should it

retreat on one front for one reason or another, it does so soldy in its own

interest. It is one oftheir principles to take one step hacic so as to advance

hv(t steps fonvani. I fi^inklv dcchm' thai iiiiy ncxlixcncc in ik'faulin^ the

(uith of (/Oil will lead to disaster. I'here are no t^^^o ways about it —

communism is dedicated to tiw extermination ofall religions.

In fact, Oman did become the front line a>;ainst Marxist expansion

for the entire Arabian !*eninsula and even all ol the Middle l ast.

I'he escalation of foreij^ii aid to the insurrectionists made the

intern ationalisation of the conflict inevitable. Though the SAF had

already become strong enough to oppose the forces hacked by the

power of the communist bloc alone, the struggle could still gotm for years.

The Sultanate could not a^rd to dissipate its energies in the war, spilling

more and more blood to prevent the Sovietisation of ttie Gulf.

By 1971, ifnot earlier, everyfemllyin Oman had lost someone in the war.

One could not talk about modernising the country while its lifeblood

was draining awa\. ()cil)oos bin Said therefore searched for an immediate

settlement of the conflict.

The Sultan's objective of cutting off food supplies to the Front was

being achieved, fir^ih and SAF garrisons stationed in mountain

villages gradually pushed the bulk of the rebel forces out of the Eastern

and Central Zones.

In November 1971, in the Central Zone of Dhofai on the road from

Salalah to Thamrait, a network of fortified posts was created and

minefields were laid along possible rebel routes. Thus did the 'Leopard

Line' come into being, a prototype for the system of barriers that was

ultimately constructed in Dhofar. These barriers eventually solved the

problem of how to isolate the rebels from their supply l>ases in the PDRY.

In April 1972, parts of the Dhofar brigade even managed to take

control of Sarfait, situated on the plateau a number of kilometres from

the Yemeni border: But the situation continued to be rather unstable,

since the lieopard Line' was atumdoned by the troops witii the arrival of

khareef in the summer of 1972 due to the Impossibility of organising

supplies in persistent fog.

Rebel troops operated over the whole plateau, and sometimes they

accumulated in large numbers and attacked the coastal valley. As long as
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the rebels controlled the main routes in the west, alon,^ which arms and

ammunition arnveU fiom Yemen, it was impossible tu stop tiiem

completely.

Undeistanding what it would mean for their forces to be cut off from

their main Isase in South Yemen, the leaders of the Front decided to

conduct a large-scale offensive on SAF-controUed territory. The main

strike had to be made against the garrison of Miibat.

Early in the morning of 19 July 1972, as a monsoon shrouded the

coastline like a thick blanket, from the northern hills at the tt)ot of jebel

Samhan and from the bed of the wudi in the east, a iiail of mortars and

Other projectiles came down on the old fort. The soldiers of the garrison,

awakened by the alarm, found themselves imder machine-gun crossfire.

The insurrectionists, who had secretly infiltrated the valley, were

advancing fiKun different directions, closing in on the defendeis in a

pincer movement. Counting on the fact that air support could not l>e

provided for the surrounded garrison, the PFLOAG command was

certain of success.

The SAF had not been subjected to such an onslauj^ht in the whole

of the Dhofar War. 1 he walls of the Mirbat fort flaked away as they were

peppered with large-calibre machine-gun bullets; dugout ceilings

collapsed from repeated shell impacts. The fumes of foetid powder and

burnt tolite (explosive) choked the defenders of the ancient bastion,

which had been built in times when war was fought with smoothbore

guns and swords. Dozens of dead and wounded lay about the half-

destroyed fort. Smoke mixed with clouds of dust reduced visibility to

almost nothing. l iery flashes moved cUoser and closer to the fort along

the slope of the \s\hii, which the submachine >;unners were climbing to

get to the rear of the besieged company. Knots of combatants with

ammunition belts raced up to the barbed-wire perimeter fence, threw

pieces of sackcloth over the top, and began to scale it. £ven the hail of

gunfire did not stop them. Many attackers were slain, but more

replaced them. It seemed that the rebels would soon burst Into the fort.

Then suddenly, from the doud ceiling just above the ground, the

Strikemasters of the Sultan of Oman's Air Force (SOAF) emerged.

1 iring at points where the rebels were concentrated - the bed of the wadi

and the slopes of the hills surrounding the fort - they halted the

onslaught. And then helicopters appeared and landed in the outskirts ot
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Mirb<it to offload the SAS troops. The reinforcements, armed with

machine-guns and grenades, forced the rebels to retreat.'^

The surviving defenders of Miibat sat in the midst of the chaired

fortificatioiis, smoking cigarettes and iooking at the green slopes of

Jebel Samhan. Veterans remembered how they had received the news

of the removal of the old Sultan at the same fort two years before.

Few had then believed that it was possible to win, for the

insuirectlonists had been growing more and more impudent by the

hour. Scarcely a day had passed when their leaflets, which predicted

imminent victory, could not be seen in the town. Many soldiers had

felt hopeless. But now the situation was quite different. The land

around the fort was covered with the bodies of adoo and the Omani

flag flew above it. The warriors were overwhelmed with pride. Tears of

sorrow for fallen comrades changed to tears of joy: they had won!

The initiative passed to the SAP. The leadership of the PFLOAG did

not hazard any more operations similar to Mirbat. So the next

objective of the Sultan's forces was to sever the terrorists' supply lines.

From the coast near Mughsail (35 kilometres from Salalah) SAF troops

started building a chain of fortifications and barbed-wire barriers and

laid mines over a wide area. Kvery square incli of land on which this

system of defence was built, ail the way up into the mountains, liad to

be taken by force. The Hornbeam Line' stretched for almost 50

kilometres inside Dhofar.

The character of the landscape dictated a number of innovations.

It was impossibte to dig trenches on the rocky peaks, so the SAP made

saii^ars from boulders - circular wails behind which soldiers hid and

firing positions were concealed. Today, a quarter of a century has j^assed

since the end of the Dhofar War, but tlie stone fortifications on the

mountain tops remain as a remindeL

' loii> Jca|)es writes: The baUle of Mirbat was a milestone in the Uliotar War. I lie I ront had
to do something spectacular to counter the Government's successes during and since

Operation jaguar the previous year. The .ittk k w is wrll planned and well exet ufed.

Hy using the cover of the monsoon, the Front lun.! i .ikuiau li that the SOAF would not be able

to fly. Similarly, having decoyed the firqah out on to patrol, they had anticipated that 250
hard-core fighters supported by all the Fastern Ana s ni oillt ss ,irti!lt r\ and mortars should

be more than enougli to take out the defeni.t.-s that reiiiauied. 1 rom the ciienty prisoners

we learned that the aim was to capture the town, to hold It for a few hours only, possibly

for a day, to denounce and execute the wtili and his advisers, to siibjin t the townsfolk to a

propaganda harangue, and to retire once more to the jebel. .And, liad tliey achieved it, the

effect on Government plans would have been disastrous. It had been hard enough to find

a waii in the first place. After such a catastrcq[>lie nobody would iiave taken the job.
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Some of the sau^ars represent real feats of engineering, stretching for

hundreds of metres. 1 fiey resemble medieval fortresses, and looking at them

it is veiy easy to imagine the din of arms, the skiouts and groans, the clouds

of smoke every now and then liiding the lacerated standard. But erecting

the Hdoibeam Une resolved only scmie ofthe problems. The tioopsMe^
iiiavewestward, to theYemeni border, where the odoo were most entrenched

and where their proximity to thdr bases in Yemen allowed the Ftont to

shift reinforcements and ammunition. Qaboos bin Said thought it necessary

to attack the terrorists' major strongholds. Yet it would be im[K)ssible to

take control of the Dhofar plateau without a massive drop of parachute

troops, which was precisely what the Omani army did nf)t ha\ e at that time.

The Sultan therefore approached the Shah of Iran for help. The first

Iranians, a Special F6ices battalion, arrived in early 1973. In December

1973, a further 1200 Iranian troops landed in Dhofar and right away

began fighting the rebeb west of the Hornbeam Line.

Different nationalities took part in the Dhofar War. A host of soldiers

and officers from several Arab countries served in the SAF with the

Omanis. Hut the crucial element was (Qaboos bin Said's talent as a

military leader. His military education enabled him to conduct a difficult

campaign in accordance with modem requirements and to foresee the

actions of the rebels, which were plaimed under the guidance of major

military esqierts from the communist bloc.

The Sultan directiy supervised operations and the planning of specific

campaigns. The commander-in-chief also constantiy looked after the

coordination of land units, of firqah units, of the airforce and the fleet,

and of armanieiUs and supplies. Military talent is tlie ability to

manoeusTe with forces in order to overwhelm the enemy at a decisive

moment, to disorient him and impose one's own terms. The recent

Sandhurst graduate demonstrated all these capabilities.

lownsptH)|)le thri)i.ij;liout Uie provmcc \sould have been territied into total non-
cooperation with the Govemment, and the I ront could have used the towns and villages

as tiiey pleased. Fighteen months of [),iiiisiaking effort to build up the confidence of the

Dtiotari people would have been denjoljshcU in one day . . . liatk on the jebel, the mioo

kxAed about for scapegoats. The filtti of ttie younger men in their leaders had been
shattered. I hese resorted to terror in an effort to re-assert their authorit\ and a number of

kangaroo courts were set up on the jebel to judge and execute those considered responsible

for the foilure of the plan. The death of so many of their friends (the total number of deaths

including those wlio tiled from wounds in the primiti\e jeln l h(»spitals was just under 1(X))

alio had its effect, it was no surprise wlien August and September proved to be particularly

good months for enemy surrendering to the Govemment'Ma|Qr<General Ibnyjcapes, SAS:
Start War, New York, HaipoCoUins (2000) pp. 219-220.
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But to wage war victoriously, military genius is not enough. Only a

skilful foreign and domestic policy can ensure that the victories on the

battlefields have not been in vain. The art of policy-making involves

taking into consideration a great number of factors and predicting

the acts of direct and indirect participants in a conflict well in advance.

In this respect the Sultan was for superior to the rebels.

The rebel leaders understood perfectly that in Qaboos bin Said they

were up against a modem, well-educated leader. Iheir propaganda

techniques, vvhicli had served them well during the Sultanate of Said l)in

Taimur, rapidly became outmoded and inefficient. In a desperate effort

to regain the support of the kabili, the leaders of the PFLOAG attempted

to turn the population of the plateau against the Iranians by presenting

themselves as patriots of Dhofor: in July 1974 they even resorted to

renaming their organisation the People's Ftont for the Liberation of

Oman (PRO). But they did not succeed. The highlanders saw how
rapidly their standard of living was rising - roads were being constructed,

the CAl were drilling hundreds of artesian wells; numerous schools and

medical centres were opened. Since there was a dearth f)f specialists, the

gt)vernment invited teachers, doctors and nurses from Lgypt, the

Lebanon and Jordan to work in Oman. Farm tractors made their

appearance. The scale of reforms carried out by the govenmient

convinced the population that real improvements in their lives would

not come from the other side of the Yemeni border: Besides, what was

happening in the PDRY was sufficient to give pause to even the most

enthusiastic Marxist.

l irst, private trade was prohibited. Then came food shortages, followed

by rationing, the collectivisaticMi of property and the compulsory

creation of Soviet-style kolkhoz cc^operatives. There were endless

displays to distract the population from the country's countless problems.

These trademarks of socialism scarcely inspired the confidence of the

febaii, who could easily distinguish the phrasemongers from the

people of action.

By November 1974, the rebels had lost control of the lands to the east of

the Hornbeam Line and had moved all their heavy arms away from the

region. Only isolated groups were operating over the territories that until

recently hatl been a bulwark of the IM lA). Patrols of government troops,

together with the firqah, methodically searched the wadi toi arms depots.
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As Dhofar is hoiKNconiht'd with caws, the task was not an easy one.

Nevertheless, they succeeded in finding sufficient to augment

substantially the display of trophies in Saialah. With time the

exhibition became mobile, transported in a specially equipped lorry

through all the piovinces of Oman.

At the beginning of 1975 the banians, supported by the Sultan's fleet,

took the rebel capital, the port villagje of Rakhyut. The naval supply route

to the insurrectionists was now cut off. After this key success,

construction began on a new system of fortifications, called the

Demavend Line. It ran to 40 kilometres west of the Hornbeam Line.

The desi)erate attempts of the I'LLO to prevent the construction ot the

Demavend Line were to no avail.

At the same time, in January 1975, several companies of the SAF

launched an offensive against the main rebel stronghold in the Western

Zone, the Shershitti wadL Thanks to land and air reconnaissance carried

out at the begUmlng of 1973, it was known that sizeable arsenals and

food stores were kept in the numerous caves of this deep mountain

gorge, so the wiuli was of considerable strategic importance.

The bloody two-week battle was indecisive, though the rebels suffered

huge losses. But the operation made evident the front's weak points

of defence, and therefore laid the foundation for future success.

The SAf offensives continued.

In February 1975, a major liattle took place in Ashuwk wadi, 20

kilometres west of the Hornbeam line and the rebels suffered heavy loss

of manpower and arms, including large-calibre mortars and missile

launchers. A month later, in the same zone, Guyper muH was cleared of

rebels. It was clear that they were being pushed closer to the border of

the Sultanate. In an interview with the Times ofOnum on 11 May, the

Minister of State for loreign .Affairs declared that in the ranks of the

revolutionary fighters operating in Dhofar there were about 200 soldiers

of the PDRY army. Tliis indicated that the human resources of the Front

were badly overstretched and the Marxist leadership of Aden was trying

to stave off defeat

Many PFLO actions at that stage were not dictated by tactical or

strategic considerations, and therefore amounted to little more than empty

propaganda. Thus, on 9 June 1975 there was a violent mortar and missile

attack on Sarfait to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the revolution .
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Nobody except the official Yemeni radio station acknowledged this

jubilee. Ihe nonsense of continuing tlie war for the sake of the Marxist

clique of the PDRY became dear to more and more combatants.

There was deseition on a massive scale: almost eveiy day someone

suirendeied and handed over his weapons to the legitimate authorities.

The summer khareefthat had previously served as ideal cover for rebel

actions was this time turned to good effect by the Sultan's forces.

They created another chain of fortifications that cut off the Shershitti

M'</(// - the Simba Line. It was not as solidly equipped as the Hornbeam

and Demavend l ines. But it passed very close to the POKY border.

Not surprisingly, the end of the monsoon in autunni 1975 was marked

by intense combat in the frontier zone. From the PDRY side there was a

ceaseless artillery and missile barrage on the SAF positions.

While in previous months the rebels had fired about 30 shells each day,

in October that figure leaped to thousands. There was a real possibility

that they would capture the Simba Line. In response, the Sultan took a

very risky decision. On the morning of 16 October low-flying Hawker-

Hunter aircraft attacked military targets in Hauf. .Artillerv [positions, the

headquarters of the IM'LO and the South \emen police station were all

destroyed. Omani soldiers, who had been afraid of venturing out of their

fortifications, poured out on the plateau, greeting their Air Force with

joyous salutations. Hauf disappeared in a maelstrom of smoke. At last the

rebel guns were silent.

The leaders of the PDRY might easily have taken the raid as an excuse

for invading the Dhofar region. Indeed, the next day their

represenlali\e made a speech to the Arab League denouncing the

'aggressive actions 'of the Sultanate. But that was the end of the matter.

It was clear that the seemingly impetuous acti(Mis of Qaboos bin Said

were not impetuous after all; the Sultan had calculated the

consequences welL He had been keeping an attentive eye on the PDRY

and knew that their regime was being torn apart by its own
contradictions. Even in Hauf, just before the air attack on 16 October;

there were heated arguments between the foUowers of Nasser and the

devotees of 'scientific socialism'. Furthermore, the constant tension on

their border with North Yemen, which more than once had eru{ited in

large-scale fighting, did not allow sizeable contingents of troops to be

posted to the remote province of Mahra.
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Once the support bases of the I'FLO had been destroyed, events moved

swiftly to their conclusion. The SAF units on the western peaks blocked

a rebel retreat to the plateau. The Sultan's fleet blockaded the coast.

Aad Iranian forces advanced beyond the Demavend line and closed oU

aU escape from Sheishltti wmii to the east. Hie main group of the adoo,

together with their arms» were now trapped in a huge ravine, since the

Simba Line prevented them from heading west for South Yemen.

The Omani army was prepared to annihilate the rebels. But at that

moment, the leader of the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen sent

an appeal to the Sultan of Oman, via the Soviet leadersliip. Since the

Sultanate had relations neither with Aden nor Moscow, the British

government accepted the delicate mission of mediation. This was the

first diplomatic contact Oman had ever had with the Soviet Union.

Hie PDRY asked that about 200 of their soldiers be allowed to leave the

ravine. The Sultan did not want to wreak revenge and told tttt British

that he would agree to an exit corridor. It was dear to him that by

showing mercy he would adiieve not only a military but also a moral

victory over the PFLO and its minders.

A ceasefire was declared on 1 December, When the encircled PI I.O

units and their South Yemeni allies left Shershitti wtuli, the Sultan's

troops moved in to search tills broad, overj^rown canyon. They found an

extensive network of caves on the slopes filled with arms, ammunition

and accoutrements, sufficient for equipping an entire army. With the

loss of these strategic reserves, the PFLO could no longer hope to be a

serious military force.

For the first time in years there was peace in the Dhofar region.

On 1 1 December Qaboos bin Said announced that the war was over.

On 14 December, about 1 ()(),()()() people gathered for a victory

celebration in Muscat, in a new stadium in the district of Alwatia. It was

the largest gathering that Oman had ever seen. When the Sultan

addressed the crowd, his joy and pride in the country and its people, who

had demonstrated patience and tenacity for ten long years, was evident

in his voice. At the end of the celebration the enormous throng, tears of

Joy in their eyes, sang the new luitlorud anthem, ^oftfying the Sultan:

O'Allah, protect for us His Mi^esty the Sultan,

And the people in our land
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WWi honour and peace.

May he live longer and supported,

Glorified be his leadership

For him \\v shiill /i/r ihnvn oiu liws:

O'Oimin - sinw the time of Prophet,

Wc are dedicated people anion^t Uie noble Arabs,

Be happy - Qaboos has come.

With Messirigs, ofHeaven

PraiseMm and commend him to the protection ofyour prayers.

The final operation in the Dhotar War was a brilliant example of the

Strategic acumen of Qaboos bin Said. Not only in the military field, but

also in political, financial and economic spheres the decisions that he

was taking often looked like impetuous and elegant improvisations.

But this impression was deceptive, belying the years Qaboos had spent

thoughtfully absorbing ail that he had experienced, both at home and

abroad; the time spent in formal and wide-ranging study of history,

theology, politics, economics and military strategy, the close

observation of people and situations and his practical military training

ail supplied his analytical mind with thoroughly considered material

from which to draw on coming to power in a troubled period of his

beloved country's history.

The nature of the last operation hi the Dhofar War - hastily conceived

and risky, but precisely what the situation demanded - demonstrated a

decisive, analytical skill that would be displayed again more than once

by Sultan Qaboos in other, peacetul arenas. And the humane outcome of

the battle of Shershitti revealed another of the Sultan's most important

qualities - compassion.

Victory was achieved by the tireless work of the Omani military and

political leadership, both commanded by the Sultan, who held the posts

of commander-in<hief and prime minister. What was happening in

the mid-1970s hi south-east Arabia seemed to defy global tendencies.

The overall world situation did not favour the West. The year 1975, after

all, was the year of a communist triumph - in the wake of the

communists' total offensive in Vietnam, the pro-American regime was

collajising. Half a million US troops fled the country, Iea\ in.i; their allies

to the mercy of fate, in the course of tiiat year, communist regimes arose
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in Ethiopia, Angola, Mozambique, C ambodia and Laos. In sucb a

situation the West had few opportunities to render aid to Oman.

The assistance of Oman's friends in the Middle East proved more

substantial, thanks laigeiy to the Sultan's talent for coordination.

The Sultan had to consider a host of factors when making the most

momentous decisions during the DhoferWat Since that war was unfolding

on the boundary of two social-political systems, its consequences were

inevitably for-reaching, affecting myriad distant capitab: Moscow and

Washington, Cairo and Ba^^hdad, 1 ondon and Tehran.

The Dhofar campaign proved the efficacy of a strategy which

recognised and tackled the underlying causes of pohtical unrest;

the Sultan's emphasis on eliminating the poverty and inequalities which

had allowed revolutionary ideas to gain a foothold was crucial to his

subsequent military successes. His attention to the physical and spiritual

well-l)eing of liis people allied to his comprehensive modernisation of

the state's infrastructure ensured a loyalty based on appreciation rather

than on the fear which ideological revolutions tend to provoke.

While the leaders of Aden tried to whip up a reKoliitionarv war according

to the precejHs of foreign theoreticians, the Sultan gained solid sujiport

from the people by appealing to native values, especially Islam, and

tribal traditions, though modernisation remained a government priority.

In the People's I>emocratic Republic of Yemen, modernisation was also

taking place - but modernisation based on Marxist prescriptions.

Everything that connected people with their past was being rooted out;

propagandistic cliche were being fed to the public under the guise of

education. People of all social dasses became equal victims of this

'Cultural Revolution'.

Their ideologv of class struggle led them to see traitors and enemies

everywhere. Regular clashes between cliques in the ruling Marxist party

in Aden toppled one leader after another. The same was true in the

proviiioes, where revolutionary terror ruled supreme. But in Dhofar, and

Indeed in all of Oman, it was demency and forgiveness which reigned

supreme- thousands of ex-guerrillas turned to a life of peace and serenity.

An of them became participants in the building of a new Oman; many of

them reached high positions in government and in business. Thus the

Sultan's strategic ob|ective - not to exterminate the rebels, but to win

over the hearts of the people - was accomplished.
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A portrait of His Majesty Sultan Qat>oos bin Said as a young child
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Sultan Qiihuos in military uniform at Sandhurst
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Proclaiming victory following the communist tlefeat in Dhofar
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Sultan Qabim reviewing doamients
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lihiu^iirutin^ the Royal Hospital, Muscat
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Sultan Qiiboos on 'Meet the People Tour,' one of many
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Sultan Qaboos with a military unit
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Sultan Qaboos on a military inspection
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His Majesty Sultan Qaboos in military unifonn
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With Sheikh Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the United Arab Emirates
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With King Fahad bin Abdulaziz ofSaudi Arabia
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VVitli Slwikli Jabir Al Subah, Amir of Kuwait
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With Former Ruler of Dubai, Siieiiih Rashiii Al Maktoum



With Sheikh Hamad Al Thaiii, Amir of Qatar



With Hamad bin Issa, King of Bahrain



With Former Kin^ Kluilid bin Abdulaziz of Saudi Aruiua
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Leaders of Gulf Cooperation Council in Muscat, 1985
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With Crown Prince Abdidhih Inn AbiluUuiz of SiuuU Arabia
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With Former King ofMorocco, Hassan V
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With Fonner King ofIonian, Hussein bin Talal
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With Former Egyptian Prcsidmt, Anwar Sadat



With All Saleli, President of Yemen
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With Hosni Mubarak, President of Egypt
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With Former President of Syria, Hafez At Assad
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With tmile Lalwiui, Presiilent ofU'lnmon
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With Bashar Al Assad, President ofSyria
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With Palestinian President Yasser Arafat
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Presenting a gift to Omar Hassan El Bashir, President ofSudan



WiUi Rafiq Alhariri, Prime Minister ofLebanon
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With Former President of Algeria, Chadli Benjedid
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With Former President of Algeria, Lamine Zeroual
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With Former President ofSomalia, Mohamed Siyad Barre
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WiOi Fonner President of the Comoros, Tajiddine Ben Said Massounde

'
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With Former President of Sudan, jaffar Numeiri



With Former President of Yemen, Ibrahim Al Hamdi



With Former President of Tanzania, Julius Nyerere,
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With Former President ofSouth Africa, Nelson Mandela
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With Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom
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With Prince Charles of the United Kingdom
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With Fonner British Prime Minister, Margaret Ttiatcher
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With Former British Prime Minister, John Major
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With Tony Blair, Prime Minister of the United Kingdomn



With Sultan Hassanal Bolkiah ofBrunei
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With Jacques Chirac, President of France, in Paris
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With Fornwr President of Frame, Fruin'ois MitteratuI
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With Former US President, Bill Clinton



With Fanner US President, George Bush
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With King Juan Carlos I ofSpain
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With Former King of Malaysia, Sultan Salaiiiuiilin Abdulaziz Shah
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With Fonner President of India, Shankar Dayal Shanna
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With Pervez Musharraf, President of Pakistan
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With Former liniiau Prime Minister, Narshimu Rao



With Former Indian Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi



With Mdumoon Abdul Gayoom, President ofMaldives
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With Former President of Indonesia, Abdurrahaman Wahid
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With Fomicr President of China, Jiang Zemin
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With Mary McAleese, President of Ireland
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With Former President of Germany, Johannes Rau
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With Former President of Turkey, Suleymen Demirel
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With Former President ofAustria, Kurt Waldeheim
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With Former President of Pakistan, Zia al-Haq



VVi7/i Former King of Nepal, Biremia Bir Bikram Shah Dev
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A portrait of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos
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Sultan Qaboos with Government Ministers at the beginning of the annual tour
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His Majesty Siilttin Qiihuus ilecanitiii^ an ufpccr
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People celebrating National Day in Salalah
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Sultan Qaboos on horseback at a national celebration



Sultan Qaboos addressing the crowd at a military parade
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Sultan Qubuos University, Miiscut
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A profile of Muscat, a capital with a Ions history
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Alshumukh Castle in the interior ofOman
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Sultan Qahoos Grand Mosque
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Family of Peoples

VER SINCE Sultan Qaboos brought about the end of Oman's

political isolation, international relations have been one of

his main concerns. As noted earlier, his father had put the

country in an exceedingly difficult situation. Diplomatic services were

practically non-existent; the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was minuscule

and its few employees had rarely participated in international forums.'*

Thus, the first goodwill missions sent abroad consisted simply of pillars

of the community - sheikhs, theologians, qadis and a few intellectuals.

Their efforts were very important in creating a new image of the country,

but the establishment of constant contacts with foreign countries and

international organisations was, of course, a task for professionals.

Due to the understaffing of the foreign service, the Sultan and the prime

minister had to take on an additional burden, and at first they actually

divided the responsibilities of a minister of foreign affairs between

themselves, but without specifying that division very clearly. Both went

abroad on non-official visits, during which much of the groundwork was

laid for the recognition of Oman by authoritative international

organisations and leading countries. For example, in June 1971 Qaboos

Neil Innes, Oman's Minister of Foreign Affairs under Said bin Taimur, has said: 'What did I

do? A great variety of things, very few of which had a direct bearing upon foreign affairs,

at least in the customary context of the phrase; fewer still which are generally associated

with the duties of a minister. During the five years of my service the several duties which I

did perform constantly evolved, which did not make their definition any easier. From time
to time they covered resp>onsibilities more naturally associated with the posts of military

secretary, staff officer, liaison officer, political officer, passport officer, director of medical

services, and secretary for development. They did not at any time include ministerial

responsibility for Foreign or "External' Affairs." This was the case right up to the abdication

of Said bin Taimur. Neil Mcleod Innes, Minister in Owan, Cambridge, Oleander (1987) p. 10.
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bin Said tra\ cllt'd to l.oiidon, where he attracted nuich attciuion with his

openness and frankness. Of course, Arab monarchs Irccjuently visited

Britain, but usually they shunned the media and Stayed away fiom

public places. Sultan Qaboos, on the other hand, gave extensive answers

to journalists' questions, and attended the theatre with the British

Foreign Secretary, Sir Alec Douglas-Home.

The first stage of the struggle for the recognition of Oman as a fully-

fledged member of the family of nations was completed in the autumn

of 1971. On 29 September, the country became a member of the Arab

League. On 7 Oc tober, the ( leiieral Assembly of the United Nations voted

to admit Oman into the organisation. There was only one dissenting

vote - that of the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen.

In the same month the Sultan made his first official visit abroad. At the

invitation of the Shah of Iran he arrived in Persepolis, where 2500 years

of the Iranian monarchy was being celebrated on a grand scale. Amid the

majestic ruins of the capital of one of the great empires of the ancient

world, high-ranldng guests from many countries gathered. There were

troop parades and processions of actors in costumes depicting different

events in Persian history, fireworks and luxurious receptions to display

the power and wealth of modern Iran and of the Pahlavi d\nasty, heirs

to the glory of the ancient Achmeanids. Moiiammed Reza Pahlavi, who

had recently celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of his accession to the

throne, was radiant with self-confidence and conviction. The official title

of the Shah - His Imperial Majesty - emphasised his intention to play the

leading role in the region.

ban and its leader were of particular interest to Sultan Qaboos for

many reasons. !n just ten years Oman's closest neighbour had changed

from an underde\ eloped country into a nation with modern industry, a

powerful army and rapidly expanding cultural potential. Ihe 'white

revolution' proclaimed by the Shah seemed an incarnation of the

doctrine put forward by President Kennedy's administration at the

beginning of the 1960s. It aMrmed that the ruling ^lite should co-opt

revolution, realising its most attractive ideals, to prevent pco-communist

forces horn seizing power in Third World countries.

The West considered Reza Pahlavi's modernisation programme to be

virtually complete. The level of education of the population had risen

sharply, medical care had improved, agricultural reform had been carried
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out and advanced centres of industry had been created. The rate of

economic growth exceeded that of Japan and other dynamic economies

in the Far East. In ten yeais the gross national product liad muitipUed

more than tenfold.

Urbanisation was progressing very swiftly, a network of beautiful

roads now covered the country, luxurious boutiques and supermarkets

challenged the bazaar, which for centuries had dictated the nation's

style and level of consumption. Sultan Qaboos thought the Iranian

experience should be taken into consideration when choosing a model

of development for Oman - the history and culture of both countries

had much in common, and both belonged to the world of Islam.

During the centuries they had often been rivals, but such a

relationship often makes neighbours more interested in each other's

experience. At this stage nothing overshadowed Oman-Iranian

relations and Oman's views on the 'white revolution' were quite

without any sense of rivalry.

In talks with the Shah many questions were touched upon, especially

Britain's forthcoming withdrawal from the Gulf and the independence of

its former colonies. At that time preparations for creating a federal state

consisting of nine sheikhdoms, from Bahrain to Ra's al-Khaimah, were

coming to an end. The Siiah iiad many times declared his intention to

fill the power vacuum that would be created when British troops

withdrew. In Tehran, Iran's dahn to sovereignty over Bahrain, ^ch in

1957 had been proclaimed the fourteenth ostan (province) of Iran, was

often reiterated. The P^ians had occupied the archipelago in pre-

Islamic times, and more than once thereafter re-established their

supremacy over it. In 1860 the Siieil<h of Bahrain acknowledged Iranian

sovereignty over the islands. But just a year later the British l.mpire made

them jiart of its [Protectorate, taking advantage of the weakness of its livai

after the British-Iranian war of 1857.

In March 1970, the British presented the question of the island's status

for the consideration of the United Nations. Hie oiganisation sent a

mission to Manama to conduct an inquiry, the results of which

convinced the Security Council to vote in favour of independence.

Iran accepted the results of the inquiry, but for a long time refrained from

making an ollicial declaration renouncing their claim to the archipelago.

Even after the visit of the Sheikh of Baiiraiii to Teluan in December 1970
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and the archipelago's tleclaration of independence the following August,

Arab leaders were still suspicious of their povvertul neighbour.

Qaboos bin Said was aware of all this, and tried to see matters from the

Iranian point of view. Thus, he gave particularly careful consideration to

the Shah's ideas regarding the conditions for forming a federation of

emirates and for guaranteeing the military presence of the Persians on

the Gulf Islands.

Sultan Qaboos believed that in the new, post-colonial era one should

not allow rivalry to escalate: the interests of ail the countries should be

considered and the positions of all countries should be coordinated.

So his conversations with the Shah had a sincere and confiding

character. The simplicity and dignity with which the Sultan conducted

himself charmed the Shah and he responded in a like manner.

Fbllowing these first meetings in Persepolis, a special relationship l>egan

to devdop between the two rulers and for almost ten years they kept

peace in a turbulent region.

A month and a halt after his visit to Iran, Qaboos bin Said went to Saudi

Arabia. In Riyadh he and King Faisal managed to a great extent to overcome

the distrust and suspicion which for many decades had soured relations

between the two countries. The King, wise with vast political experience,

a skilful diplomat and an astute leader, received his young guest as his

equal. The disarming sincerity and flexibility of the Sultan contrasted

sharply with normal procedure in the Middle East. Local diplomacy was

based on old-fashioned, commonsense principles: do not hurry, keep

your thoughts to yourself and manoeu\Te with subtlety. lor \ears the

fires of conflict large and small had burned, but the practitioners of

traditional diplomacy refused to change their ways.

Sultan Qaboos was the first to understand that if the Arab hereditary

rulers did not in|ect some dynamism into all the political and economic

processes on the peninsula, others, with less savoury methods, would

step in to resolve the problems that had been building up.

IWo months before the Sultan's visit to Saudi Arabia, it was not dear

how Riyadh saw future relations with Muscat. This was evident in the fact

that Saudi Arabia abstained Irom the vote to admit Oman to the United

Nations. Only after the two rulers became {>erst)nally acquainted did trust

l^etween the two countries begin to form. Though no communique was

issued as a result of this visit, the Arab world considered it a success.
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An agreenicnt on an exchange of embassies was readied; Riyadh

promised to offer economic and miUtary aid; and the Sultan accepted the

King's proposal to resume discussions regarding the border dispute that

had led to a break in relations between diem in the inid-1950s.

Thereafter, contact between Oman and Saudi Arabia strengthened

every year. Even a small amount of aid from the kingdom was of

enormous benefit to a country just on the threshold of implementing

major development programmes. Sending Saudi Arabian teachers to the

Sultanate and offering Omani students the opportunity to study in Saudi

universities made a considerable contribution to the resolution of top-

priority modernisation issues.

In the first years after Sultan Qaboos came to power, he visited most

Arab capitals, some of them more than once • besides Riyadh, his visits

included Manama, Cairo, Abu Dhabi, Doha, Algiers, Amman and Tripoli.

During the same period, the rulers and presidents of the United Arab

Emirates, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, I g\ pt and Jordan visited Oman.

These visits were the foundation of the Sultanate's transformation from

outsider st.itus to that in which it was recognised as being an integral

part of tile Arab world.

In 1973, the country became a member of the Non-Aligned Countries.

The Sultan, although in the front line of the battle against world communism,

had a vision of a multi-polar world which would be based not on rivalry

between military^-political groups, but on multilateral partnerships.

The period of initiation into the communiQr of nations proved

surprisingly short. The Sultanate aspired to an increasingly autonomous

role in the Gulf region and in the Arab world as a whole. Already in the

iiiicl-197()s, Arab leaders were experiencing the new ideas and the

unusual diplomatic st\ ie of the ruler of Oman. What may have seemed at

first an idiosyncratic style of negotiation turned out to express a sophisticated

political view. The years spent in Salalah poring over historical volumes

and spiritual treatises had sharpened his perception of history. He saw the

need for chatig^ siinilar to those that Sakl bin Sultan had brought abo^

theannmencementof hte rule; the res(^ not to be imprisoned by regional

conflicts, but to find their solution within the context of expanding

dialogue with partners far and near; the clarity to repudiate stereotypes

and the proliferation of empty ceremonies in order to accelerate the

processes of rapprochement, reconciliation and collaboration.
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In those vears Qaboos bin Said was one of the youngest Arab leaders,

and probably the best educated. His whirlwind tours and dynamic

political dedsions, such as the agreement with Iran on military

collaboiation, or the renunciation of territorial claims on the United

Arab Emirates and revengs against socialist Yemen, made an impression

aU over the world. It was, metaphorically speaking, a 'fresh air* strategy.

As a breath of ftesh air can relieve an oppressive atmosphere, so

imaginative political decisions can liberate international relations from

painful and fatiguing confrontations. Moreover, these decisions can

change the face of international politics, encf)uraging leaders, even those

notorious for e.\cessi\e circumspection, to act energetically to keeji pace

with the times. It is c as\ to believe that the Camp David agreements were

made possible after President Anwar Sadat realised that in the Middle

East quite a new model of behaviour had made its appearance.

In December 1972, Qaboos bin Said made his first visit to Cairo.

Later, in May 1976, he met Sadat in Alexandria, and the Egyptian

President visited Oman in August of the same year. More than once they

met each other during the all-Arab summits. Probably the only other

person with whom the Sultan developed such a close and lasting

relationship was King Hussein of Jordan. Thus Sadat was better informed

on the actions of the Sultan and on his political pliilosophy than most

other Arab leaders. Both politicians came to power almost at the same

time, having inherited a difficult situation; both had to struggle with an

external enemy; both had to undertake a radical reform of their nation's

economy. Of course, overcoming the problems of Nasser's socialist

experiment was not quite the same thing as dragging a country from the

Middle Ages into the age of technology, but both were equally difficult.

UndoubtedK; Sadat was influenced by the example of Sultan QalxH)s,

who shattered the (julf states' stereot\ pe of Iran as an eternal ent-my of the

Arab nations. In any case, the unexpected lightning visit by tlie Egyptian

President to Jerusalem and the Camp David agreements which followed,

are reminiscent of the rapid improvement in relations between Muscat

and "nehran to the level of strategic partnership. Both Sadat and the

Sultan understood the essential continuity of those revolutionary turns

In Middle Eastern policy, as was hidirectly shown by the continuation of

their friendship beyond the Camp David agreement. Oman and Sudan

were the only Arab countries not to join the boycott against Egypt.
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Qaboos bin Said retusetl to take part in the Baghdad suiiiniit of Arab

leaders in 1978, during which sanctions against Cairo were adopted;

and the Sultan never wavered in his support tor Anwar Sadat

subsequently, despite the many political difficulties which resulted.

Sadat was no less a nationalist than those who ruthlessly criticised him.

A life which included participation in an anti-British military plot yAktn

Rommel was eager to seize Alexandria, prison, escape, membership of

Nasser's secret officers' organisation and an active role in the coup of

1952 made him a worths re\Dlutionary. But in the eyes of traditionalists,

his refusal to see things in simplistic black and white rendered him unfit

for Arab leadership. He was more farsighted than any of tliem; he realised

tiiat only by persuading America to renounce its unilateral support of

Israel could the impasse be overcome.

It is hard to swim against the current. Only those with sound

principles are capable of tesisthig the lure of momentary political

advantage. In a speech delivered on National Day in November 1974,

Sultan Qaboos declared:

Our people participated in the battie of the Arab nation in its struggle

against the common Zionist enemy. They did this by the sheer beliefin the

oneness of the Arab nation - to which we also belong, sharing in its

destiny and conflicts and also in the solution of its problems and causes.

This wiis iiih'ijuivouilly ik'ifioiistmti'il in the wiii of6 Octoha 1 10"' Ranuhianj

when (HI! Anih fon cs hunihlcii the arroxiinci' of the Zionist awmy, and the

Arab forces broke through the barriers to victory. Such participation lias

since materialised into genuine common action - ^itomising Arab unity

in its real sense. This has caused immense (bsapprMment to sceptics.

Victory has been oibttdned. Ifyou support God, He will si^fport you and

strer^pien your position.

The support for Sadafs actions expressed by the Sultan during the war

coincided with the general position of the other Arab countries. But

when the Omani leader also approved of the further actions of the

Egyptian President (which were, after all, only corollaries of his military

actions), those same countries demurred. Even after Sadafs death. Sultan

Qaboos did not back down. Thus, in an interview with the Lebanese

magazine Monday Morninx. in December 1981. he declared that the

Camp David agreement opened the doors to peace in the region'.
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For many years the position of Sultan (^atxx)s on the question of

Middle Eastern security did not find much support in the Arab world, but

in the long run even his irreconcilable critics had to acknowledge his

farsightedness. According to the Omani Minister Responsible for Foreign

Affairs, Yousuf bin Alawi bin Abdullah:

We supported the peace process in the Middle East from the days of

Camp David, and have never changed our position in this regard.

Though hi the seventies some were againstCamp David, we firmly adhered

to our beliefin die importance ofpeace bt the Middle East Then a radical

changfi took place: a conference was held bt Madrid, and those states that

were against Camp David are now for it, and we have all ended up in the

same boat. MuHilateral and direct talks came about, once a\iain confirm'mg

our position. Two years ago the Israeli government changed, (he tiew

government refused to sticli to tite old obligations hi full, so our positions

also changed - our relations with this government have cooled. But the

general idea ofsupportifig the peace process has remained. Starting pom
this, we support the Palestinian national administration and the efforts

of the co^ponsors of the peace process. The modifications in our

tactical course totally correspond to the modifications in the framework

of the dialogue.

Ties with Arab countries have always remained a priority in the

foreign policy of Oman. This is reflected in diplomatic documents -

a traditional hierarchy has been enshrined in the following formula:

'the development of relations with Arab, Islamic and friendly states'.

Speaking at the festivities marking the fiftieth anniversary of the Arab

League in 1995, Qaboos bin Said said:

The Sultanate of Oman, since joining the Arab League on 29 September

1971, luis acted in accordance with its well-known, frank and plaiti

convictions in support of the efforts aimed at achieving joint Arab action.

It also confunis the importance of activating the role played by the various

Ijodies of the Arab League in all fields in order to come up with positive

results in the interests ofall Arabs, May God grant us success.

As we celebrate wiOi you today this great event at the Arab League

headquarters ht Carm, Egypt, we are also celebrating this event ht Oman
with due pride and respect.
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That last sentence is revealing: only national and religious holidays are

celebrated on the same scale in Oman. But this does not mean that the

Sultanate prefers Arab countries to all others. The spirit of Oman! politics

is not nationalistic; it is open to the best possible relations with all

countries. The example of Iran expresses this spirit particularly vividly.

Even after the overthrow of the Shah, who was a dose friend of the

Sultan, Qaboos bin Said did not build relations with his neighbours on

the basis of personalities, but tried to preserve all the advances that

had been made tluring the close bilateral contacts of the 1970s.

Relations with India are equally indicative of the Sultan's unfettered

policies. Religious and cultural differences have in no way impaired

them, and the cordial and ever-deepening relationship between the

two countries is closer than that which Oman enjoys with many
Arab countries.

As for the ma|or world powers, from the very begiiming Qaboos bin

Said adopted a policy of utmost openness. While continuing his

country's close collaboration with (Jreat Britain in all spheres, the Sultan

realised that his traditional ally was gradually losing its position in the

world. I he United States, the new leader of the West, was strengthening

its influence in the Arab countries, and a realistic politician had to take

this into consideration. The influence of the Soviet Union was also

growhig. For all its pragmatism, Soviet policy was more ideological, and

for a long time this prevented the establishment of normal diplomatic

relations between the USSR and Oman.

The Minister Responsible for Foreign Affairs commented:

We had always wanted to have good relations with the Soviet Union,

And we undertoolt. special efforts to send uneqidvocal messages to the

Soviet leadership, using a number of channels - through the Shah of

Iran, through some British politicians. But it was difficult to understand

the politics of the Soviet Union. I think that Soviet politicians did not

entirely hclicvc in the sincerity of those niessii'^es. We thou;^h( Unit the

oblisiitions of the USSR toward the government of South Yemen was one

of the major obstacles.

'And we thought that the propagandist misinformation campaign that was

being conducted by the government ofthe People's Democratic RepuMic of

Yemen was also one ofthe nudn obstacles preventing the Soviet leadership
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from understanding the sincerity ofthose messages. Also the interference of

South Yemen in the internal affairs of Oman, and especially hi those of

Dhofar, was somdurwprobably backed by the Soviet Union, butoursuccess

in Dhofar made the Soviet leadership c/n^//^i its point ofview.

It took almost IS years to establish noimal relations. This seemed

partlculaily anomaioiis amid the dynamic development of relations

between Oman and every other advanced country. Apart firom the

Sultan's meetings with outstanding politicians during his private trips to

l-urojX'. troni 1974 he niaintaincd constant contacts with world leaders

in the tourse ot of ficial visits. The first of these was a \ isit to Trance and

discussions with Valery Giscard d'l staing, followed almost immediately

by a meeting with President Gerald Ford in Washington. The Italian

I^ident Giovanni Leone, the Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi

and Britain's Margaret Thatcher were received by the Sultan in Muscat.

In February 1979, in the magnificent al-Alam palace, a ceremonial

reception in honour of Britain's Queen Elizabeth II was given.

The first decade of Sultan Qal)oos's foreign policy-making firmly

established him as a leading figure of geopolitics, whose opinions

deserved careful consideration and whose positions deserved the respect

of both friends and enemies. This reputation was further stren>;tliened in

the penultimate decade of the twentieth century, when the ciulf became

the epicentre of a protracted military and political upheaval.

Events in Iran were a prelude to a number of conflicts that threatened

to escalate into global crisis. Just as the Flrench and Bolshevik revolutions

sparked a chain of bloody wars, the Islamic revolution in February 1979

triggered instability throughout the Middle East.

The 'white revolution' conducted by the Shah without regard for

the interests of traditional social forces, tiisruptinu w.ivs of life that

had persisted largely unchanged tor centuries, pro\i)ked a powerlul

anti-Western backlash which swept away both the dynasty aiul the

pro-Western elite. What the rest of the world saw as a political

earthquake, threatening not only the whole region but also

international stalniity, Oman hom the begirmlng saw as Iran's own

affair, and therefore not a pretext for interference. The Sultanate kept

relations with revolutionary Iran as close as relations with a friendly

Muslim neighbour. The good-neighbour policy, which was a milestone in
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tlie histoFN of Oiniin, permitted it more than once to j^lay tlu* role of

peacemaker in moments ot tension that the West beheved to be the

fault of Tehran.

The revolution Ui Iran stirred up unrest elsewhere in the region.

In 1979, a large band of extremists seized the Great Mosque of Mecca.

The Saudi security forces managed to put down this revolt only at the

cost of many Hves. In 1981, a Shilte plot was uncovered in Bahrain

which Intended to establish an Islamic regime similar to that in l^hran.

in 198;^, a major conspiracy in tlie Saudi Arabian army was foiled and an

attempted coup in ()atar was thwarted. A number of terrorists acts

destabilised tlie situation in Kuwait.

The Soviet leadership, which was hoping to reinforce its position in the

Gulf and the rest of the Islamic world, was delighted at the coming to

power of the anti-American Khomebii regime. But in Moscow there was

an influential group with a pro-Western, pto-Isiaeli orientation, which

was secretly protected by the chief of the KGB, YuA Andropov. Using the

Soviet mass media, it attacked Khomeini and, taking advantage of

dissension in the pro-Soviet People's LX*mocratic Party of Afghanistan,

dragged the Soviet Union into a military venture tiiat caused friction

with Iran and other Muslim countries.

In the last days of 1979, 'Alfa', the attack unit of the KGB, seized the

palace of Afghan President Hafizu llah Amin. At the same time, there

was a large-scale incursion of Soviet troops, which set off a ten-year

war. These actions were interpreted by the West as evidence of the

Soviet Union's intention to gain access to the Indian Ocean and

thereby establish control of the main route for transporting oil from

the Gulf. '7

Simiiltanfously with the Soxirf iii\asi(ni of .\f>;h;iiiistiin, the so-callt'd ("iirtcr noctriiic was
torinulatt'd; its essence was evpouiuled in tlie I'resiUent's State ot the Union address at the

beginning of 1980. With respect to the Middle East, the Carter Doctrine was to be ap|Aed
as follows: 'A refusal to supply oil would have jeopardised our security and would have
provoked even more serious economic crises than the great Depression of fifty years ago,

and this would have also led to a radical change of our way of life. Last year we began to

enlarge our possihilitii s of transferring our armed forces in the region of the Persian (iulf

and now we arc studying a possibility of using more actively military objects in this region.

We ha\e increased OUT naval presence In the Indian Ocean. Our rapid deployment forces...

could be used to support friendly governments in the Persian Gulf region and Southwest
Asia, and also in other regions.'

A high level official responsible for Soviet policy in the Arab world, Karen Brutenz, notes

in her memoirs: 'It was out of the question to overlap an oil artery to the West. In the talks

"at the top* oil wasn't even mentioned. Ponomarev {head of the International Department
of the (A'Otral (^omniittee of the ( Oininunist Party and a member of the Politburo) simply
said that the Arat>s had such a powerful weapon in their liands, and he was surprised that
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Khomeini's reaction to Soviet interference in Afgluinistan was

extremely hostile. A propaganda war against 'Soviet imperialists' began.

Relations with the United States were also worsening; on 4 November

1979 students in Tehian took over the American Embassy; more than

fifty of its employees were taken hostage and remained in captivity witil

Janiiaiy 1981. Iran was internationally isolated, hi the dicumstances,

President Saddam Hussein of Iraq, who had recently come to power,

decided to make the most of the fact that the Iranian army was partly

trapped in the north and east and partly weakened by personnel purges

and invaded Iran on 20 September 1980.

But although the suddenness of the invasion at first enabled the Iraqi

armyto score some impvessive victories, ttieirmomentum soon petered out

The Iranians began methodically squeezing the occupation troops out of

their territory. The fut that Iraq was being badced by the Arab Gulf states^'

naturally soured relations between these countries and ban, resulting in the

soolled 'tanker war*. Intent on Inflicting maximum damage on its Arab

neighlxjurs, the Iranian Air i-orces began to attack <ill oil-loading tankers going

to and from their ports. Hostilities threatened to escalate sharply; there

was a moment when Saudi Arabia was poised to join the war against Iran.

After a three-year lull following the Dhofar War, Oman was once again

in a perilous situation, (^boos bhi Said felt that the previous methods of

keeping peace in the region were no longer effective. Tensions between

the north and south coasts of the Gulf were too strong to be handled

with bilateral agreements between nations. While maintaining his efforts

to keep relations with Iran amicable, Qaboos bin Said searchctl lor a new

formula for multilateral collaboration tiiat could deal witli present and

future difficulties.

it wasn't lieing used effectively; he advised tightening the screws on the USA and
convincing it to renounce its pio-Israeli position.' Kami Brutenz, JWtty Yean in the Old
Square, Moscow, International Relations (1988) p. 375.

18 YVe can presume that the Iraqi action was approved b\ some of its neighhours and in m >tne

Western states. The piluimage of Saddam Hussein to Mecca in August 1980, immediately
before his troops invamd Iran, sent a clear signal to the Gulf rulers: the revolutionar>'

phraseology of the Ha'atli l'art\ liad been left hehind, together with the people who
exploited it; Saddam Hussein was standing up for values common to all Arabs, to all

Muslims. The king and the sheikhs watched this demonstration with evident satisfaction,

and their generous hv\p permitted Iraq to conduct the war for eight years on a scale

unprecedented in that region, without causing much hardship to the aimy or to the
civilian population. The war cost Iraq almost US$200 billion - nearly half of which came
from the oil monarchies of the Gulf. Saudi Arabia alone provided l'SS2() billion in the tirst

two or three years of the war. Iraq, wliich in 19BU received US$26 billion from oil exports,

bad over $50 bllliOQ in fofdgn aid diat ytu. By the end of the war, aooordlng to SaoMam,
it had a debt of US$40 bUBon.
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In October 1979 he proposed a project for the defence of the Strait of

Hormuz, to include the forces of the Arab countries as well as those ot

the United States, Great Britain and the Federal Republic of Germany.

The plan envisaged a first tranche expenditure of US$100 million.

But only President Sadat endorsed the Sultan's scheme.

Desperate for the release of the diplomats held hostage in Teiiran,

President Carter approved an ill-foted commando raid to free them,

which failed to match that carried out by the Israelis at Entebbe, Uganda,

in July 1976.

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan created a disturbing undercurrent

in world politics. The Sultan decided to secure his country's situation l)y

strengthening its relations with the United States. On 4 June 1980 the

two countries signed a treaty on the allocation of American lieavy

armaments at Oman! military bases. A year later, v^en the war between

Iran and Iraq was particulariy bitter, a joint American-Omani military

exercise, 'Bright Star 81', was conducted in Oman.

As with the Camp David agreements, ()aboos bin Said demonstrated

his farsightedness. The Sultan had realised ten years in advance what

the Aral) countries of the Gulf would have to confront in 1990.

Those who had criticised his military collaboration with the West had

to appeal urgently to the international community. The collaboration of

Oman with the United States and Great Britain was by no means

tantamount to a missile aimed at the other coimtries. On the contrary,

the Sultanate's relations with Teluran during the Iran-Iraq war were most

constructive; wliile Oman's other neighbours gave generous aid to

Saddam for his struggle against Iran, Oman served as a mediator, a role

that was greatly appreciated on both sides of the Gulf. More than once

the Sultan's mediation enabled warring parties to bring tiieir positions

to each other's attention.

In 1987, Qaboos bin Said proposed that negotiations be held in Muscat

between Saddam Hussein and President lUhanjani of Iran. In the event,

such negotiations never tooli place, liut the Sultan's efforts played a very

important role in the conclusion of the armistice in 1988.

After the war In Kuwait, during which the Soviet Union took a constructive position, Oman
spolve out also for a Soviet military presence in the Gulf. Ttiis demonstrated better than
anything tlie Sultanate's objective politicai strategy. In June 1991, the Minister Responsible
for Foreign Affairs, in an hitervlewwHh a TASS conespondent, said: The problem of security

in the Gulf is not purely regional, liecause the stal)ility of the international situation depends
on the situation in tliis region. I'he Sultanate of Oman regards without prejudice the foreign
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The countries of the Gulf showed extraordinary myopia in

supporting Iraq throughout the longest war of the twentieth century.

Having exalted by their own hands (or, rather, money) the saviour' of

the Gulf, they suddenly found that without huge foreign armies they

would be unable to defend themselves from the new Nebuchadnezzar.

The position of Oman, always suggesting that limited military action by

Western states was necessary to preserve peace in the region, proved

much more moderate.*'

The ominous events at the end of the 197()s and the heginning of the

1980s made Aral) rulers abandon their sceptical attitude towards the idea

of creating a regional organisation for maintaining peace. As early as the

autumn of 1976, at a conference of the Gulf countries in Muscat, Oman
liad proposed a security plan for the region, but it had not been accepted.

Only the full-scale battle along the Iran-Iraq frontier convinced the

rulers on the south coast of the Gulf to reconsider the question of

collective defience. But for a long time the road to this objective was

strewn with obstacles: some leaders feared they would have to surrender

their autonomy to the strongest states; otliers were dissatisfied with the

vagueness of particular proposals.

During the Amman summit of Arab leaders in November 1980,

Kuwait circulated a memorandum calling for a union of the Gulf countries.

The document was approved and, on 4 February 1981, the ministers for

Foreign Affairs from six countries in the region met in Riyadh.

The dedsicm to create an Arab Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) was taken,

and sealed with the ministers' signatures in March of that year in Muscat.

At the same meeting a text of the new organisation's Charter, which

expressed the aspirations for development and the strengthening of

stability in the region, was approved.

On 26-27 May of the same year the rulers of the six countries - Saudi

Arabia, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar, the United Arab iimirates and Bahrain -

gathered in Aim Dliabi. The main purpose of the new organisation was

proclaimed - comprehensive integration in economic, political, social

and cultural spheres.

military presence In the Gulf tone. The very term 'foreign militarv' presence* hekmgs to
Ctifo^ories from the prcx imis world jikI the |>i.'ri(Kl hcfore the rt'constriKtinn. tor the time

being, the oil-exporting Arab countries cannot defend their riche!» from out&ide threats with
their oivn forces, whidi Is why they have to ask for help from otlier stales. In tiie oondttksns
of a new world order the Soviet Union can heeoinc such a state. The mllitaiy units <rf the
USSR can also be an element of a "foreign military presence".'
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Questions of military coojieration were initially posed only in the most

general torni, though Oman hoped that regional collaboration would be

lealised in the field of defence and internal security. The majority of GCC
member states declared their interest in economic collaboration and saw

the organisation as a khid of EEC.

Once again, the Sultan's point of view proved to be more realistic

Fdr obvious political reasons, collaboration on defience was not going to be

easy - the majority of GCC countries saw integration as a threat to their

own sovereignty. But, as Sultan Qaboos had predicted, cooperation on

defence was easier than economic cooperation. The economies of all the

GCC states had a similar structure: all exported raw materials and imported

machinery, equipment and ioodstuffs. The main export - oil - could not

be included in a mutual commodity agreement; other fields of industry

were only in their intocy and therefore could not generate enough

products for the Gulf market Only a few Saudi Arabian enterprises were

suffidentty developed and interested in exporting tiheir goods.

With time, the GCC embraced more and more areas: commerce,

transport, public health, education and information. The harmonisation

of customs policy, the establishment of a common travel area for all

member state citizens, the creation of investment funds for projects of

importance to all members - all this reinforced the climate of confidence.

Political reality obliged the Gulf countries to seek closer union.

An attack by Israeli warplanes on an Iraqi nudear reactor in June 1981

showed that none of the Aratiian countries could consider themselves

remote from the Arab-Israeli conflict.

As disturbing events continued to unfold, GCC member states

understood more and more clearly the need for close cooperation in

military matters. The ideas of Sultan C)aboos on this issue, which had

originally been rejected, l>egan to find favour. In 1984, at the meeting of

the heads of the GCC states in Kuwait, the Sultan once again empliasised

security concerns:

At the level of current ilevelopnients in the area, we emphasise the

importance of the great efforts that are being made by the countries of tile

Council and their participation in the efforts which aim at finding a

soUUUm which will put an end to tiie Inuhiraq war and achieve Utepeace

and stabUitywe all cherish forour area and all its countries and itspeoples.
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The world around us is now witnessing a situation which is dominated

by bitter events and amflicts which bring out new challenges every day.

While wc comnicnil the soUdarih' shown by our countries for the sake of

niiiintiiining tlwir stability, w e wish to enipliiisisc tlie special importance of

pursuing our joint endeavour towards developing the coordination whicli

exists between our efforts and capabilities, to enable us to spare our

countries and peoples the darigers that confront us, and to enable them to

overcome these challenges and difficulties, and to etuible them to direct

Uidr energies and resources towards continuing to achieve the aims of

construction and development At the same tbne we must ensure that our

countries continue their work and effective participation for the good ofour

area and our Arab Islamic nation and Uie entire internatiunal community.

In 1985 the sixth summit of the G(X took place in Muscat, hi the

luxurious al-Bustan Hotel, built for the occasion, the nileis of the Gulf

heard again the Sultan's insistent appeal to be on their guard against

dangers which were evident only to the most attentive observers of the

political scene in the Middle East:

The important deliberations we have held on military and security

coordination lu'tween our stiites, and on tlie prevention of terrorism, liave

helped take us forward another step, and this will have a positive effect on

the maintenance of security and stability in our region.

Our work during this meeting has resulted in furthergains which reflect our

strong desire to develop ourjoint venture in a manner compatible with each

stage ofits implementation. ItwiU then serve the vital interests ofour states

and peopks and rdnfbrce our solidarity in the face ofchallenges.

Throughout the war between Iran and Iraq, the Sultanate maintained

friendly relations with Baghdad, but this did not in the least spoU

Oman's relations with Tehran. When receiving Irac^ delegations of the

closest associates of Saddam, Izzat Ibrahim and IMq Aziz, the Sultan

sincerely wanted to understand their position. But of course he could not

forget the days when Iraqi-trained rebels spread death and destruction in

Dhotar. ( his 'revolutionary' activity could not have occurred without the

authcKity of Saddam Hussein, That same man also directed the frenzied

propaganda campaign against his own neighbours - in the Iraqi press, for

example. King Hussein bin Talal ofJordan was mockingly called 'Hussein
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bin Zen' (after his mother instead of his father). After gaining absolute

power in the summer of 1979, Saddam liquidated part of his retinue and

soon initiated friendly overtures towards the rulers of the Gulf, declaiing

his Isbunic credentials by making a pUgiimage to Mecca.

Butwhen the war with Iian broke out, the leaders of the Gulf countries

quickly foigot the twenty*year period when Iraq called itself the

vanguard of the Arab revolution. Whilst some AraUan rulers poured

money into the bottomless pit of that senseless massacre, Oman took a

more cjutious approach, refusing to give unconditional support to Iraq.

Saddam's attack on Kuwait in 1*^^90 came as a coniplctc surjirisc to most

of Baghdad's sponsors from the Gulf as well as to the rest of the world.

The Arab world had never witnessed such perfidy and the attack resulted

in a confusion of reactions by Arab leaders, ranging bom reserved

acquiescence to strong opposition. The most tangible ccmsequence ofthe

Iraqi invasion was the complete volfe face of the Arab ruleis towards the

West. There were powerful calls for moderation by both King Hussein

and the Sultan of Oman. The Sultan's political strategy was based on a

rational evaluation of political leaders and their acti(Mis in the historical

perspective. The solid pragmatism of the Oniani ruler prevented him

from succumbing to mood swings throughout that critical decade.

It has been argued that greater efforts by the GCC countries in the first

ten yeais of that dganisadon's existence towards the creation ofinstruments

of coUective security mi^t have prevented the invasion of Kuwait.^

Resentment towards Saddam was so great that the hope in many Arab

capitals was that the 'Desert Storm' military operation would topple him.

Once again passions prevailed. And once again the Sultan of Oman, in

keeping with his policy of not allowing his actions to be affected by his

emotions, urged moderation, calling lor the conflict to be settled by

peaceful means. Although he supported the UN resolutions and

sanctions, he understood the destabilising consequences that a downfall

of the Ba'ath regime in Baghdad could bring to the region. Even after the

invasion, Oman did not Ineak diplomatic rekitions widi Iraq, believing

that Iraq could be of great assistance to all the GCC member-states in the

post-mr period.

The Saudi Prince Khaled bin Sultan, commander of the armed forces of the anti-Iraq

coalition in 1991, writes about this campaign in his memoirs Desert Warrior. 'The crisis

showed that the Ciulf countries' system of defence, as it existed in 1990, proved absolutely

incapable of coping with Saddam's aggression. "The Shield of the Peninsula", the defence
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During the worst of the Kuwait crisis, when military activity was

escalating hour by hour on both sides, (;)aboos bin Said, with dehberate

calmness, maintained his normal routine. His point was to show both his

subfects and his allies that he thought the situation was under amtiol.

At the customaiy time he took his annual trip aiound the country and

National Day cetebiations passed off as usuaL Of course, the crisis centre

was extremely busy, continually providing the Sultan with information

essential to his dedsion-making. Delegations from both Iraq and Kuwait

came to Oman and the monarcli listened attentixely Id lluir points of

view; his suggestions helped to resoive the issue of the evacuation of

Kuwaiti subjects from iraq.

His political actions, intended to pour oil on waters troubled by the

agitation of his adversaries' rhetoric, did indeed serve the cause of

reconciliation and were aimed at ensuring minimal foreign presence in

the region. But the huge military build-up which formed part of ttie

international coalition rushed irresistibly forward, pre programmed

and unstoppable.

After Iratj's defeat and the introduction of sanctions by the UN, the

Sultanate was one of the first countries to call for the abolition of these

measures, which did more harm to the Iraqi people than to Saddam

Hussein. As the Sultan had foresworn revenge even during the Dhofar

War, his opposition to sanctions was convindng, and contributed to the

gradual relaxation of tensions in the Gulf region after Desert Storm.

In 1991, at the meethig of the heads of the GCC states in Qatar, Qaboos

bhi Said was elected chairman of the Supreme Committee on Security

Issues for the Gulf, which had been set up by the Council within the

framework of a plan to create a united armed force. The formation of this

connnittee was, in effect, an acknowledgement of the value of the

Sultan's perceived wisdom on these matters.

During the first years of his reign Qaboos bin Said was considered the

most constant ally of the West in the Gulf, although this reputation

reflected not so mudi the reality, as the cliches that his opponents were

feeding to the public In a polarised world, where the shibboledis of the

Cold War were dominant, the black-and-white typecasting of countries

system of the Arab Gulf Cooperation Council, did not iiave enough power to contain Iraq

or to mount much re^stance with Its own forces when the Invasion took place. TherefofC,

there was an urgent necessity to reconsider our approaciics in the field of collective

defence.' Khaled bin Sultan, Desert Warrior, Beirut, Dai Alsaqi (1995) p. 545.
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and ot political figures Ictt no room for the concept of a genuinely

independent foreign policy. Hence the establishment of diplomatic

relations between Oman and the Soviet Union in 1985 was seen as

illogical and abnormal. Indeed, at that time Kuwait was the only member

of the GCC to have diplomatic relations with the USSR. But the Sultan's

decision was natural enough, reflecting as it did his wish to conduct a

truly non-aligned policy regionally and globally.

The Sultan's longstanding desire to involve the world's leading states in

the affairs of the region reflected his understanding of modern geopolitics

as the cultivation of partnersliip and not of ri\alr\': to link as many

countries as possible by common interests meant reducing the possibility

of confrontation. This was amply demonstrated by the GCXI. Before its

foundation, every conflict between states in the r^on was primarily the

aflali only of its direct participants; after 1981, any tension between

individual states was an object of concern to all its members, activating a

unified effort by flie GCX^ to settle the conflict. One noteworthy example

of this is the resolution of an acrimonious dispute between Bahrain and

Qatar over sovereignty of the Hawar islands. Oman took the role of

mediator, but other stales also contributed to the peacemaking efforts.

The first serious contact on a high level between the Sultanate and the

Soviet Union took place in 1984. Eugeny Primakov, then leader of the

Institute of the World Economy and International Relations, arrived in

Mtiscat with a special message from the Soviet leader Andropov, which he

delivered to the Sultan in person. During a long talk, the desirability of

establishing normal relations was discussed and it was agreed that their

respective ministers of foreign affairs would draw up papers enabling

diplomatic relations between the two countries. Unfortunately, health

problems on the part of Andrei (iromvko, head o\ the Soviet Ministry for

Foreign Affairs, led to a postponement of the finalising of the Muscat

agreements. Only with the appointment of a new minister, Edward

Shevardnadze, did the signing of an agreement on the establishment of

diplomatic relations become possible. This took place at the end of 1985

in New York during a session oi the General AssemUy of the UN.

Qaboos bin Said has never let ideology cloud his understanding of

inter-state relations. Even the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen,

which long served as a base for hostile soldiers and had hosted Soviet

military bases, was not seen as an enemy by Muscat.
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Although dcmonisation of the other side was characteristic of the time

(recall Reagan's condemnation of the USSR as 'the evil empire' and

Khomeini's branding of the USA as 'the great Satan'), major politicians

found points of contact and often made considerable progress.

Under the mediation of the GCQ talks between neighbouring Gulf

states began, and on IS November 1982 an agreement was reached

between Oman and the Pole's Democratic Republic of Yemen on the

normalisation of relations and on mutual respect for sovereignty.

The agreement explicitly recognised an ohligalion on both jxirties not to

allocate territory for foreign military bases or for the preparation of

attack and provocation by foreign states; it also recognised the need to

refrain from hostile propaganda campaigns in the mass media and to

establish diplomatic relations.

Nonnalisation of relations with the PDRY happened with the seeming

r^dity and air of improvisation common to the Sultan's othor major

foreign policy decisions. But, as in the past, the decision was merely the

visible result of a long analytical process in which the situation and the

consequences flowing from any possible action liad been scrutinised

minutely. Had the Sultan's decisions been mere improvisations, they

would have remained local actions without pattern or meaningful

consequence. But each action of Qaboos bin Said on the international

scene turned out to be one in a series of steps, and with time even an

outside observer began to see a definite plan in that sequence. However,

it was only after decades that the logic driving the Sultan's foreign policy

became fully evident, and only then was he acknowledged as one of the

most sMlful diplomats of the Middle East.

One can already speak of the fulfilment of the principles of foreign

policy which the Sultan formulated at the beginning of his reign.

The Minister Responsible for foreign Affairs, responding to the question

as to whether there exists a document defining the Sultan's main foreign

policy objectives, commented:

Tlw first ikhinnent is u speech hy ///s Mcijcstv on 23 July 1970. 77/(H/x//

that document is mthcr short, it coiUiiiiis the husic principles of the internal

and forei^^n policy of the State. The hasis of our relations with other

countries became principles of mutual respect for sovereignty and non-

interfamx in internal affairs. These principles are reflected in the

fundamental documents ofUie UN-^^
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riuMi, cinpliasising the Sultan's jKTsonal participation in foreign policy

decision-making, the Minister said:

One problem in wMch Mis Majesty took a direct ffolitical decision was in

the regulation of honlcr ijiu'stions auii ilisptitcs with nci^^hhourifi^ states.

This ilecision was taken by the Suldin himself haseil on lengthy strategic

planning. Bonier questions were solved on tiie basis of principles of

mutual understanding, dialogue and positive collaboration with

neighbouring states. And mutually acceptable outcomes were found -

because one of the basic principles His Mt^esty affirms is that relations

with OUT nearest nei^ibours should be positive and fruitful, and that

these relations in no case should be hostile or confimttational. It is well

known that territorial and border problems are usually the most difficult

ami sensitive.

1 hough we have certain obligations to preserx'e our sowreignty in certain

points and in certain regions, in order to honour our principles of

cooperation with neighbouring countries we even gave up our claims on

certain territories, Oman is the only state in tiu Middle East tiutt has

settied all its territorial problems by peaceful means with all its

neighbours. This confirms the long-term and fursighted nature of the

Sultim*s strategy.^

When Sultan Qaboos took the throne, Oman, comprishig Muscat,

Oman and Dhofar, was depicted on world maps In a rather arbitrary

way. The outlines of the country looked as blurred as the outside world's

idea of what was going on in Oman. Only the coast was indisputable

and looked the same on all maps. The borders with Saudi Arabia and

Yemen were represented by broken lines, located according to the

cartographer's wtiim and varying between atlases by up to several

hundred kilometres.

The document i^diich initiated the long process of border definition

was an agreement with Iran signed in 1974, which marked the

continental shelf. In 1990 a border agreement on frontiers was signed

with Saudi Arabia and in 1992 one was signed with Yemen. Since then

the borders of Oman have been as sharply defined as the image on the

medal ttiat tias become the symbol of the nation and the era.

^' interview wltliauttiO£
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Stability in a broad regional context remains a fundamental concern

tor Sultan Qaboos. Soon after Desert Storm, lie proposed initiatives to

unite previously hostile nations in a comprehensive security system and

theiefofe limit the possibility of fresh conflict spiiailing out of control.

At the end of Match 1993, the Kuwaiti newspaper AsSiasa published

an interview with Yousuf bin Alawi bin Abdullah, where he echoed one

of the Sultan's most perceptive observations.

Understanding the difficulties of the consequences ofthe Gulf War for the

states ofthe region, esffedaUy Kuwait, and fiw Arab countries and for the

whole woiid, one camwt forget that a new world order is being formed and

quite Mfferent forces are urdting in large blocs and grouffs.

According to the Minister, Iran and Iraq should participate in the new

regional security pact. The Arabs could follow the example of Europe,

where after the Second World War the victors and the losers cooperated

within the framework of new organisations.

The policy of Qaboos bin Said regarding the Arab-Israeli settlement

has also remained consistent. Oman was one of the first nations to

establish economic relations with the Jewish state, and this was where

the pragmatism of the Sultan and liis freedom from ideological blinkers

was most evident. In this sense the ruler exemplifies the tolerance

peculiar to the Omani ruling dynasty, a dynasty foundedby the member

of a family of merchants (the great Said bin Sultan described himself as

'just a meidiantO.

At the end of 1994, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin visited Oman.

Commercial missions were opened in Muscat and Pel Aviv. But when the

Netanyahu government refused to lionour a number of the previous

agreements, Oman suspended the normalisation of relations with Israel

- in complete accordance with the decisions of the Arab League and in

accordance with the principles of its own foreign policy.

The overall policy of the Sultanate of Oman is thus a dynamic and

constantly developing process. As goals are readied, the Sultan sets

others which are more ambitious. And in relations with other countries,

he constantly aspiies to new levels of achievement. The history of

Oman's multilateral contacts with India, China and other countries of

south-east Asia illustrates the increasing success and sophistication of the

Sultan's foreign policy. 1 he same is true for relations with Russia. During
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a meeting with the author on 9 November 1999, Sultan Qahoos bin Said

said, legarding the prospects tor increased Omani-Russian coUaboration:

Our relations are excellent. At first they developed slowly, but subsequently

they acquired a dynamic of their own. They are moving in a positive

direction and i am sure they will continue to strengthen in the future.

In November 1994, Russian Prime Minister Victor Chernomyrdin

visited Muscat. High ranking governmental delei^ations, groups of

members of parliament and heads t)f large Russian companies ha\ e also

visited tlie sultanate and an agreement on commercial and economic

cooperation has been signed between the two countries. Consultations

take place annually at deputy level witiiin the ministry of foreign

affairs. As new strategic realities becomes clearer, interest in Oman is

growing. Although still at a formative stage, Russia's desire to develop

multilateral contacts with China, India, Iran and the Arab world will

inevitably give a new impulse both to bilateral and to multilateral

relations In the region.

The Sultan's approach to conllicl resolution has earned him the respect

of both Kast and West and his pragmatic attitude on many international

disputes is widely acknowledged and admired. An excellent example of

his approach can be seen in the role he played during Allied discussions

on whether to conduct large-scale bombing of Iraq in February 1998.

Oman, together with Russia and others, did its best to forestall military

action, Init also demonstrated an understanding of the limits l>eyond

which it could no longer negotiate peacefully. A skilful leader will

recognise that there are certain realities which carmot be dianged and

will learn to operate within those realities.

Omani diplomats think that Qahoos bin Said is the founder of a new

school of international relations, which is based on a single principle; the

world is moving towards multilateral collaboration and regional

limitations will soon be removed. The Sultan declared in an interview

with the monthly magazine The MUdle East that*''

The world is xr(n\ ///\' simdlcr. and I firmly believe that all countries should

follow these precepts and seek to understand each other, to cooperate with

each other, and to work together for the benefit ofall mankind. There have,

Tlie Middle East (November 1995).
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incidentally, been enatimtglHg signs in recent years tfuit conflict between

states is becoming recognised as utter foolishness, and that disputes

between countries must be settied by means of negotiations, and not war.

Diplomats say that the Sultan has always legaided dialogue as the only

loute to ensuring mutual interests. In the moie than three decades since

this diplomatic school was founded, we can see that its ideas are

becoming stronger, not only at the regional but at the international

level. Hie prime confirmation of this was tlie end of the Cold War, the

first step in the trend towards globalisation.

Ihe World Irade Organisation (WIX)), which succeeded the Cic'neral

Agreement on Trade and Tariffs, is more all-embracing and capable ol

solving more laige-scale problems. Oman, which is now a member of the

WTO, believes the main trends of the twenty-fiist century will be

towards a lessening of the sovereign powers of individual states through

increasliig economic interdependence. When conunerce frees itself from

the fetters of regulation - for example, customs regulation - then

frontiers between states will become more transparent. The more closely-

knit states become, the less important are issues of individual sovereignty

and the more likely will be a world of global citizenship. Tlie Sultan had

a sense of ttiis three decades ago.

Europe seems to be on the verge of comprehensive integration and the

world as a whole is moving toward greater unity. The hope is that

economic and not political theories will govern human conduct in the

future. The new school founded by the Sultan embraces these looming

changes. Moreover, the ruler's philosophy attracts mafor researchers and

diplomats. Oman sees regional conflicts and regional struggle as a

preparatory stage for this new style of organisation of international

relations. A huge flow of information technology now connects the West

with the East, the South with the North, but international relations are

still based on the formulae of 70 years ago.

Qaboos Un Said received the Interrutioiud Peace Award in 1998 from

several leading American institutions as an expression of the high regard

for ills contribution to modem politics and his peacemaking role in the

most volatile region of riie world. The award was voted by the twelve

largest American political and strategic research centres and two dozen

US universities, and the fact tliat it was the first occasion on whicii the
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I'eace Award had been conferred gave the ev^nt a special significance.

At the gala ceremony in Washington, former President Jimmy Carter

presented the Award to the personal representative of the Sultan and he

received the congratulations of many heads of state and prominent

poUtidans horn all over the world.

Oman has established diplomatic relations with 135 countries. Flags of

all colours flutter above the embassy district in the capital area. None has

yet been lowered as a sign of a rupture in relations: in this, the Sultanate

is also unique - in recent decades all of its neighbours have from time to

time resorted to this extreme measure. Beautiful white residential houses

facing the ocean, tranquil roads shaded by palms and acacias, the

respectability and serenity of this part of Muscat serve to convey a sense

of political stability and trustworthiness.
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Renaissance

HE WAR IN Dhofar was an enormous drain on the country's

finances, with military expenditure accounting for more than

40 per cent of the country's budget. The main task faced by

Sultan Qaboos during the first years of transformation was the social and

economic development of his country. Many of those who write about

Oman have claimed that the Sultanate started this task from scratch and

have cited plausible figures - for example that only 5 per cent of the

population was literate, or that the entire country contained only three

small schools with a total of 900 pupils, and one hospital.

In fact, matters are not that simple. If Oman had actually been a tabula

rasa, the Sultan's work would have been far easier. It is far more difficult

to transform a society with ancient traditions and an established

spiritual authority.

The p)eriod that began in Oman in 1970 would be better called 'nahda*

(renaissance). This term describes very accurately the essence of what

happened - the country returned to its former flourishing state. And this

meant that the political authorities had to overcome the overwhelming

stagnation into which the country had sunk not only because of external

circumstances, but also because of the century-long conflict between the

traditionalist tribes and the enlightened central powers. Were it not for

external challenges, the thirst for modernisation would not have

remained so keen, with part of the ruling elite understanding the reasons

for the country falling further and further behind.

A great merit of Qaboos bin Said is his respectful attitude toward the

customs and culture of his country. In the absence of a 'spiritual
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infrastructure' the reforms could not have had a solid social hase. Qaboos

has recalled the times when he was formulating his reform plans:

Each country goes ihrough periods ofprogress and decline, Oman was

in difficult circumstances. Its resources were insuffkient for development.

\\ c Ihhl to find a way of renewal, hat famls from the sale of oil alone

eoald not ensare that. Edacation is ii key to success. It is not an end in itself;

it is a means, first of all to self-knowledge. Ihe problem of edacation

occupied me from my very youth. Without education, people cannot

distinguish good from evil, carmot take care ofthemselves,

Ifdt strong that a country such as Oman, which has a hng, rich history,

did not deserve to find itselfin sudi a difficult situatim, thatit could and

should get btKk on its feet. I was deeply (Osturbed by the fact Umt my
country had lost the magnificence and popularity it had had in the past

In my youth, most foreigners didn t even know where my country was.^

The literacy picgramme and the establishment of schools turned out

to be not only the basic ingredients in Oman's development, but also

important steps towards reforming the country's political system.

Ihc tnonarch was convinced that without education, all attcni|ns at

liberalisation would degenerate into anarchy - only informed subjects

could consciously participate in the rebuilding of society. Another aim of

these measures was to liberate the populace from Marxist dogma in

the southern regions, which had for long been under the control of

the insurrectionists.

Even before the realisation of the first development pro)ects, schools

and centres for adult literacy were created throughout ihe country.

Often classes were held in the shade of a large tree, with no textbooks.

Many teachers were expatriates, and those from other Arab countries

were not always sufficiently versed in the local dialect. Yet the resulting

improvements in education were impressive. By 1975, literacy had

increased to 30 per cent of the population. State spending on education

comprised 1.8 per cent of the total budget The following year, the first

year of peace after the long Dhofar War, it rose to 2.2 per cent and the

rate of growth has remained constant ever since. By 1980 it was 4.1 per

cent, by 1990, 6.9 per cent, and today it exceeds 10 per cent Numbers of

educational establishments, pupils and teachers have also grown

^ Interview witli Uie author (9 December 1999).
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markedly. In 197S there were 214 schools, 56,000 pupils and 2000

teachers; by 1980 there were .^77.950 jiuplls and 4()()() teachers; in 2002,

there were 1187 schools with 629,000 pupils and 33,614 teachers.

The state provided generous support for Oman! youths to study

abioacL Thousands of students went to universities and colleges in Arab

countiles, Europe and America. This enabled the country to satisfy an

urgent need for qualified specialists and start the process of Omanisation,

as the Sultan called his programme for the gradual replacement of

foreigners in key government positions.

In 1982, by decree of the Sultan, construction began on Oman's first

university. A lUitish hrm won the contract to construct an ultramodern

educational complex 50 kilometres from the capital. About US$500

million was spent on the construction of lecture halls, libraries and living

quarters, and on extending commimications and planting trees.

In four years a piece of desert was replaced by a magnificent campus.

Speaking at the opening of the university on 9 Novemlier 1986, C^boos

bin Said dedared:

The university has the particular responsibility to preserve Omani values

and traditions and to preserve the valiant and exemplary Onumi heritage

as an incentive to our young people to serve their country by carrying

forward what has been achieved in thepast We look forward to sedng the

Hwjretkal and applied research of the university in the service ofOman
and ill developing solutions to our social and economic concerns.

Within another four years the first graduates were to receive their degrees

from Sultan Q^boos University. This event was noted by the Sultan as a

major landmark fn the history of modem Oman. Addressing the

university's first graduates, he said:

The knowledge and expertise you have acquired will qualify you to play a

vital part in building a modem Omani society preserving the gains ofthe

Blessed Renaissance, and acMeving greater progress for the present and

coming Omani generations, within the framework of the eternal values we

iill shiue. These Viilnes represent \iitiu and truth, tolenuue uiul

inte^^rution, selflessness anil sui rifuc, anil deeent eonduet in one's dealings

with others. These are values inlterited from our fatiiers atui forefaUwrs,

and absorbed by Omani society overgenerations.
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In the decade since then, the university lias expanded in every respect.

The niimher of students has more than doubled to almost 11,635, more

than half of whom are female. In addition, the Ministiy of Higher

Education funds almost 500 students to study abroad, and another

5000 Omanis study in foreign countries eltiier at their own expense or

on grants. As is dear from the Sultan's speech at the inauguration of

the university, education and progress are indelibly linked in his mind:

*We live in an age of science and education. Education and work are

only means of progress and devek)[)nient within the context of our

Islamic civilisation.' Given the country's j)ressing need for specialists in

ail areas and the high cost of educating students abroad, the

government has very positive views on the possibility of the opening of

private universities in the Sultanate.

Over the past few years another tendency has become noticeable in

the field of education - the number of independent schools is growing.

This increases parental choice, creates healthy competition with state

schools and broadens the range of teaching methods. I he network of

independent schools links technical and commercial schools, schools of

Islamic teaching, teachers' colleges and schools of medicine and commerce.

The Sultanate's vouth policy also includes a sports programme.

One only has to looic at the groups of runners and footballers who
tlirong the parks and beaches of Muscat every evening or the hordes of

flag-waving fans at the stadia to see the success of the years of

govenunent effort in this area - sport has l>ecome a necessity for young

Omanis, an indispensable part of life for the nev\ generation.

Every provincial centre - Nizwa, Sur, Ibri, and so on - has a modern

sports complex, or 'youth centre', which is kept in perfect condition.

These complexes provide training for all kinds of sport. Many villages

have their own footl>all team and businessmen consider it an honour to

sponsor them. Every year the football clubs of Oman compete for the

luitionai football trophy. The final is played in the capital's marvellous

stadium in the presence of dignitaries and statesmen, and the cup is

presented either by the Sultan himself or by a member of his fomily.

Even figure skating has become popular and a newly built arena with

artificial ice provides facilities where promising skaters can train from an

early age. Iraclitional sports are also being developed - camel races are

especially popular.
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Another top priority for Oman has been the creation of a modern

health service. Before 1970, few Omanis had any knowledge of

vaccination, pharmacies, or effective preventive medicine. In just a few

yean a revolution in medical caie has occuned. Omanis have literally and

metaphcnicaUy been gWen a new lease of life - the avenge lifespan in

Oman nowadays is 72 years, whereas 30 years ago it was a mere 50 years.

The piibUcaticm of statistics did not occur until some years after the

initiation of reforms, with health statistics being the last to appear.

Official figures on public health spending generally date from 1975, by

which time the situation had alreath' inipro\ecl considerably since 1970.

Even so, the measured achievements are impressi\ e.

In 1975, public health spending made up 2.9 per cent of the budget.

Today ttiis figure is atxiut 7.6 per cent. In 1975, there were 24 hospitals

with 1000 beds, now there are 49 hospitals with 4494 beds; there vme
fewer than 150 doctors, whereas now there are over 3536. Hgures for child

mortality show a spectacular improvement In 1970 a high proportion of

newborn babies died, now there are only 16.7 per cent deaths per 1000.

Considering that from the first day of the Sultan's reign all education

and medical care has i)een provided free of charge, the scale of change is

unprecedented in the country's history. The speed of technological

transformation is equally impressive. It took only a few years to progress

from mud-houses strewn with mats to today's snow-white multi-storey

buildings filled with modem furniture, equipment and home appliances.

Every mafor facility buUt in Oman in the first years of Qaboos bin

Said's rule caused a revolution in some sphere of life: an international

airport in Seeb built in 1973; a television station in Muscat with the first

programme broadcast on 17 November 1974; power stations and

desalination plants; modern roads connecting the capital with the cities

of the Batinah and Imier Oman. All this swiftly and dramatically

changed a lifestyle established over centuries.

Raising the standard of living was a basic requirement of the

govenunenfs drive towards economic development. Immediately after

the war in Dhofar, Sultan Qaboos declared that the further improvement

of his subjects' living standards would be his top priority.

Oil revenues soared firom the end of 1973. The increase in energy prices

afterthe Arab-fsraeli war In 1973 lasted until 1981 . ftenabled the state to fund

social progranunes and led to a rapid increase in income for every tauuly.
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But big money can, of course, create big problems, such as runaway

inflation, social stratification and corruption. Many Third World

countries experienced social instability connected with the sudden

influx of petro-doUais. Nigeiia, Iran and Indonesia, all of whom leceh^

colossal revenues from oU, have also faced monumental sodal crises.

These, and others, including some Arab countries, have been plagued by

leaders whose megalomaniac plans to build gargantuan armies led them

to squander the nation's wealth on military adventures. For such leaders,

the Oman! proverb, 'His name is renovviicd, but liis stomach is hungry'

is a fitting epitaph. Only stable political leadership and a clear

programme of action can make money work for the benefit of the nation

and prevent the unhappy slde^ects of sudden riches.

Oil has been the basis of economic development in Oman from tiie

very begirming of the Omani reiudssance. Having begun in 1967 with

average daily production of 300,000 barrels a day, by 2000 the average

dally production had risen to over 900,000 barrels. Until 1982, when the

first oil refinery was brought on stream in Mina al-Fahal, fuel and

petroleum products had to be imported. Now the country's domestic

needs are fullv salistiecl In its own industry.

Currently the Sultanate produces more than 306 million barrels

aimuaUy, a figure wtiich could be considerably increased. But the

Ministry of Oil has set an aimual limit of 6.S per cent of recoverable

reserves, at present about 734 million tonnes (5.7 billion barrels).

The present production of nearly 800,000 barrels per day falls within this

limit and fulfils the desire to preserve for as long as possiUe the country's

main natural resource."

The figures for exj^lored oil rcserses show that, in contrast to most of

its neigiibours, Oman could never count on massive protits from oil and

must therefore husband its resources carefully in order to fulfil its

development programme. The sellers' market in oil tiiat arose in the

1970s was not exploited to the full by many oil-exporting countries.

For some, the intoxication of the petro-dollars was followed by a painful

'*The overall oil reserves of C^man are much greater than thi' figure for explored reserves.

But extraction with present methods is still proi)k'm.iiK. Sultan Qalx)os explained the

problem In an interview with the Spanish newspaper Tribiina: 'At present, ttie known
reserves which may be drawn upon stand at .S billion barrels, which are economically
saleable at present world prices. Approximately a further 4S billion l)arrels ha\e also been
identified, but their eccmomlc extraction will depend upot) future world prices and
advances in the techniques required for their expioitatkm.' TrU>um (26 January 1996).
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hangover wiit'ii prices sLibsequcntly fell. Mexico's economic catastrophe

was characteristic ot sir h d develo|)ment, while in the Soviet Union the

fall in oil prices from a& high as US$38 pel banel in 1981 to US$9 in 1986

led to a deep crisis.

The Sultan of Oman has always considered the country's oil to be the

fuel for otiier sectors of the economy. He has been active in creating new

fields of Industry and in ensuring that Oman becomes self-sufRdent in

food, especially since the difficult year of 1986.

Oman's copper deposits in the Sohar region, already known to the

ancients, returned to the fore at the beginning of the 1980s hut were

depleted by 1994. The copper-smelting [ilant near Sohar, completed in

1984, where imported copper is refined and then re-exported, has

brought the country six million riyals (over US$15 million) from the

export of cathode copper.

Govenmient projects for the creation of an aluminium smelter at

Sohar, maldng use of Oman's natural gas, for platinum, gold and silver

mining, (small quantities of gold and silver are already produced from

copper oxide deposits) for a construction materials industry and for

fertiliser production reflect the country's ambition to develo|> a

diversified economy that is not at the mercy of fluctuations in the price

of oil. Some of these projects have already been realised; others are being

considered. The country produces and exports marble, limestone,

gypsum, salt, diromite and cement. The medium-sized industrial estates,

the first ofwhich was established at al-Rusayl in the foothiUs of the Hajar

al-Gharbi range, are pioneers of modem industry. More and more

consumer goods are labelled 'Made In the Sultanate of Oman'.

For the time being, the export of oil accounts for about 70 per cent of

total revenues. This is a considerable improvement in comparison with

the first decade of Oman's renaissance, when dejiendence on oil was

absolute. But the Sultan is not satisfied with the present situation; he has

concentrated his efforts on the task of accelerating the diversification of

the country's economy. Before the oil runs dry, alternative sources of

income have to be found.

In many of his speeches Sultan Qaboos reminds his fdlow countrymen

that 'the glory of oil is a perishable thing'. He encourages his people to

search for alternatives that can protect the economy when oil prices

fluctuate, as they did in 1986 and 1998.
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On both sides of the rough, dusty road along the mountainous coast of

the Gulf of Oman from Muscat to Sur, the landscape seems wild and

inhospitable. I he fishing villages do nothing to dispel this impression;

goats huddle in doonvays, seeking lefugje from the scotching heat of the

sun; nets diy on palm fiends; evers^thing is almost as it was centuries ago.

But for the telegraph poles and the odd car or motoifooat, it would be

easy to imagine oneself in the distant past.

This is equally true of the ruins of Qalhat, one of the ancient capitals

of Oman. An unearthK sikiue hangs over the remnants of the

fortiliciitions. But walking slowly to the sea, you glance above the lortress

wall and notice silvery cylinders towering above interlaced pipelines and

industrial plants towering alx>ve the ash-grey rocks. A long viaduct, like

a gap-toothed saw, plunges into the smooth, sun-drenched sea, and the

juxtaposition of the andent ruins and the industrial complex gives a

sense of tmreality. It is as if a gigantic spaceship, an envoy of an

unknown world, has descended to earth in the times of the caliphs.

Such contrasts are characteristic of Oman, with its reverence for the

past and its openness to the tutiirr. A hraiul-new gas liquctaction plant

near the ruins of Qalhat, a town which was destroyed in ancient times

by an earthquake, is a symbol of the country's economic progress.

Hopes are high for the development of the gas industry in the Sultanate.

Oman has become a world leader in the exploitation of this new resource.

The 283 billion cubic metres found by geologists to date can meet the

country's domestic and export needs for tiie next 60 years. Total proven

gas reserves at the beginning of 2000 stood at 29.3 trillion cubic feet, of

which 25 tcf was non-assodated ps.

The Oman NLCi plant, a modern industrial comj^iex recently

constructed near Sur in the vicinity of Qalhat, cost US$9 billion.

Raw materials are transported there by a pipeline across the desert.

After liquefaction, the gas is loaded from a sea terminal into special tankers.

The Erst tankers left the terminal (Port Qalhat) near Sur in AprU 2000.

A market for the product had been secured as early as October 1997,

when the government signed a deal with theJapanese agreeing an aimual

supply of 660 million tonnes of liquid natural gas (LNG) over 25 years.

By 2002 gas production accounted for 15 per cent of Oman's GDP.

Sultan C)ah()os considers development in this field a strategic direction

for the future economy;
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Iam pleased to say that very substantial reserves ofliquid naturalgas have

been found and are being exploited; these reserves promise to augment

Oman's income in the future to a level whkh could well be compardbk to

our present-day earnings from oil.^

The significance of the Sultanate's industrial development piofects is

not limited to the economic sphere. It is giving impetus to changes in

the social stnictuie and creating a new style of life. In a speech on

National Day on 18 November 1996, the Sultan specifically

niLMitioned the opportunities that would arise after the Sur complex

was opened:

OurLNG project ...is one ofthe major steps which aims to find diversified

sources for our income. The implemerttation of this project wilt result in

substantial eamomic returns, one of winch will be the attainment of

additiojhil fhiuncuil resources for our future development plans, anil an

additional injection of strength to our national working capital. It wilt also

provide broad support for the people of the city of Sur and neighbourin;^

areas, in the fields ofpublic services, property, tourism, banking, industry,

the acquisition ofnew sidlls and empkjymenL

Another project recently ctMiipletcd in Oman that can serve as an

example of long-term planning and careful development is the

construction of one of the biggest container ports in the world, in the

vidnity of Salalah. The US$250 million spent on this facility is just the

first phase of a significant flow of investment into the local and

national economy. Dozens of companies, ultimately providing

employment for thousands of young Omanis, will eventually locate in

tiie industrial zone of Raysut.

The building of the container port was inspired by research into the

sea-freiglit market in the region. Salalah is situated only 150 miles from

the main shipping lanes l)et\veen the l ar l-.ast and Kurope and America.

Through these lanes moves the highest volume of goods traffic in the

world. Most of the transportation of goods and industrial equipment is

effected by huge container vessels, wtiich can unload in more than one

port along their journey; once unloaded, the containers are delivered by

small ships to all the ports of the surrounding region.

» JHbuna (26Januaiy 1996).
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The countries of the CJult are the major recipients of car,i;() shipped via

this great Kast-West lane. In the past, ships had to make a detour of

several thousand miles to enter the Ciulf and also incurred extra

insurance costs (the Gulf is considered a high-iisk zone and insurance

premiums are growing markedly). By unloading their containers in

Salalah, shipping companies can make considerable savings. For Oman
this has created the potential to develop an important regional

commercial centre, similar to Dubai.

From the moment the hrst ship was unloaded at the Salalah container

terminal in NovemlxM 1*^98, Oman and her neighbours have reaped

substantial benefits. In the first year alone about 500 ships docked there,

unloading more than half a million containers. Clearly, the plaimed

capacity will not be reached immediately. Six of the biggest port cranes

in the world, supplied by Japanese firms, are a^ble of unloading and

storing an enormous amount of goods on four cargo i^eis, and then

loading them again onto small ships or lorries.

Lorries can cover the 1000 kilometres from Salalah to the United Arab

Emirates in one day - matching the speed of delivery to the end-user from

the other Ciulf ports. A hne road linking Dhofar with the eastern provinces

of Yemen has made it possible to deliver containers to tliis country as well.

The vast Yemeni market (there are almost 15 million people in this, the

most populous country of the Arabian Peninsula) naturally catches the

attention of Arab businessmen. In the frontier region of Dhofar a free

economic zone, which will attract traders interested in developing

this potential market, will soon emerge. The private sector will

become the main participant in all projects connected with the zone.

Tlie government sees support of the private sector as one of its main aims

- indeed, it has l)een a priority of Oman's economic policy for some years.

During the first phase of Oman's retiaissance only the state had the

necessary resources to invest in the infrastructure, mining industry and

energy fodlities. Private capital was scarce and was normally invested in

commerce, residential construction and the financial markets. But today

there are a significant number of businessmen whose fortunes enable

them to operate in the public sector.

Sultan Qaboos, in accordance with his vision of the country's future,

aspires to the creation of a true market economy, where the state plays

a regulatory role and public citizens become the main agents.
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The successful launch of a stock exchange in the Muscat Security Market

in 1989 shows that conditions in Oman are ripe for the development of

financial ser\'ices. New large-scale projects are being carried out with ttie

support of botii domestic and loi^gn capital. For example, 20 per cent

of the funds for the Salalah container port came from the government,

while 19 per cent was provided by private Oman! investors. The first

private power station, not only in Oman, but in the Gulf states, the

Manah Power Project, was constructed near Nlzwa.

I'rivate sector [)articipation m the oil and mining industry also continues

to grow, as tlie Sultan stressed in a speech on National Day in 1998;

The private sector now, more than at any thne in the past, is required to

redouble and accelerate its efforts, with confidence, and utilising all

opportunities m protmsiii;^ly pwdiu tivc aw niu s. I his will have, with kiod's

pennissiou, positive and tangible effects on our ccononiiL and social life in

the corning years. In addition to this, it w ill have to be fully aware of

contemporary international circumstances, which are Ifased on freedom of

trade and investment This necessitates that our economic enterprises

should be at the Mjfiiest levd ofefficknt administration, productivity and

marketing in order to have the strength to compete, especially since we are

entering the World Trade Organisation.

Creating favourable conditions for foreign investors is one of the tiigh-

priority tasks wliich the Sultan has set the government and legislative

bodies. At the same time the state itself participates in major investment

projects abroad. Thus, Oman became one of the participants in the

Caspian Pipeline Consortium, founded to construct and manage the oil

pi{)eline from the Kazakh oiltieki of lengi/ to Noxorossisk on the Black

Sea. There are also plans to construct a sizeahle oil refinery in Thailatid.

\vhi( h, together withJapan and China, is one of the largest customers tor

Omani oil.

Beginning with the first five-year plan (1976-1980), SuiUn Qaboos has

striven to achieve realistic goals. The President of the State Council of

Oman says:

Economic planniny^ was based on flexibility, because we know that we live

in a difficult world, where different interests arui influences are interwoven.

Planners should not thinic that they woric in a vacuum, that tiieyworii only
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with blatk and white and lhat nofthing will happen that can make them

change plans. Planners must have a dear idea ofthepossible regional

andglobal consequences. Planners in Oman always consider itnecessary to

be prepared for clums^e. Wc keep un eye on what is happmin^ in the wurlU

economy; we iire not afroul of chiinxes.

NotwithstanUin^ the difficulties we have overconie in thirty years, the

Omani economy processes step by step and does not retreat. We accelerate

forward when we can, when conditions are r^ht; we slow down when there

are difficulties,^

The economy of Oman lias avoided major crises, though tor a country

that almost completely depends on world oil price fluctuations it has not

been easy. In the last quarter of the twentieth century, the Sultanate had

the world's second highest rate of economic growth. According to World

Bank data published in the spring of 1999, the average rate of growth

from 1965 to 1997 was 9.7 per cent.

In the twenty-first century diversification and strengthening the role of

tlie private scctcn remain the main objectives of Oman's economic

policy. Sultan Qaboos sees the country's development as a guarantee of

its stability. In a speech in liis Royal camp in Dhofar the Sultan said:

Consider what happened to certain countries where the citizen depended

wliolly on tlh' Stiitc. I'hose countries collapsed and poverty luul instiilnlity

pHViiiled. No iouiitry in tlie work! can eliminate the role of the individual,

not can tlie individual depend wholly on the State.

This is also against the teachings of our religion, which recognises and

respects private ownership and urges the irutividual to work. When he

works, he gains wealth andgives aOiers a chance to work with him to earn

Mr livbig. Thus the bounty ofGod is well distributed among individuals

and societies and therdry increases in Mr midst He who is capable gives

a chance to another who is capable, and the latter gets the opportunity and

the means to feed his family so that all can benefit.

The nation's tasks for the nejct two decades are formulated in the

document Vision 2020 and in several five-year plans. Private owners will

have to create the maiority of jobs, which will help the young generation

of Omanis to imci their place in life.

2' Interview with the author (22 Deceint)er 1998;.
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The problem of employment is directly connected to the problem of

Omanisalion. During his annual tour of the country in 1998, Sultan

Qaboos gave a speech before the leaders of the Batinah, in which he

focused on the problem of employment foi young people:

All over the worlil forci'^n labour is useil. It is ii hdiiiuiI plu iionwnon.

Hut W'licu it is not a iwccssity, inul n s^reat ileal ofmonex^^oes alnoad ami

local people consider certain jobs shameful socially, this is not acceptable.

Omanis have always been hard workers and Omanis also go abroad to

work; it is a normal practice, it is a mutually beneftdal affair. And God

orders hunian beings to go anntrid for the sake ofearrang a liveiihood. Our

reliance on foreign labour, however, must have reasonable linUts,

The Sultan emphasised that it was necessary to educate young people not

to look down on some professions as lacldng prestige^ and to make them

understand that what is important is the quality of labour and a

responsible attitude to work.

The government is making efforts to create acceptable living standards

In the countryside to halt the depopulation of agricultural localltfes.

Modern villaj»;cs with comfortable houses, equipped with all ihc

benefits of civilisation, are being built with state funds. Fqualising the

standard of liv ing in urban and rural areas has reduced the flow of labour

from the countryside.

The traditional occupations of the people ofOman - agriculture, cattle-

breeding and fishing - remain an object of constant goverrunent

concern. In these spheres fundamental changes have also taken place.

The following siuipshot of life in Dhofar epitomises these changes.

On the side of a road a Japanese limousine comes to a stop beside a

herd of grazing camels. A jehali in a snow-white dishdasha leaves the air-

conditioned atmosphere of his car and, with a bucket in his hand, milks

one of the camels. He returns to the plush velvet interior of his car,

escaping the burning rays of the sun, and s[)eeds away to the next herd,

loud music blaring^m his car stereo. It is hard to recognise in this sleek

young man the son of a sun-blackened shepherd, wearing only a towel

who 25 years ago climbed the rocky slopes of the mountains in bare fieet,

searching for errant cows and camels.

Fishermen go to sea in high-speed l>oats, throw out nylon seines and

deliver their catches to refrigerators, to be sent to domestic or foreign
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markets. What a contrast with the days when mountains of unsold fish

would rot on the beach, or be dried for camel fodder.

Palm proves and crop plantations today receive water from wells

and distilling plants distributed by powerful electric pumps.

TVactors, cultivators and other agricultural machinery are commonplace.

Further development of irrigation systems will permit a considerable

increase in yields, as well as the exploitation of new arable lands.

Currently, of the 7.S per cent of the Sultanate's land that could be

utilised, only 1 per cent is j^iven over to agriculture.

Oman now has ever\' right to Ik' called a modern society. And it has avoided

the pitfalls of societies which have experienced rapid and far-reaching

change - especially depersonalisation and standardisation. This is what

makes the renaissance initiated by Sultan Qaboos unique. His personality,

his aesthetic inclinations and his loyalty to historic traditions and religious

values have been the most important factors of this velvet revolution.

In the process of renewal, care has been taken not to damage or harm

the natural environment. Hundreds of historic forts, mosques, palaces

and public buildings have been preserved. Yet it is not only the

conservatit)n of old buildings that enables the country to preserve its

distinctive architectural identity: the modern architecture of Oman also

pays the greatest respect to its own national traditions. Muscat, Salalah,

Sohar, Nizwa and other important centres of Oman have managed to

avoid even a hint of American style - a trend in the modernising Third

World countries - which has left its mark even on the architecture of the

ancient European capitals. When asked about his architectural

preferences in an interview with Figaro magazine the Sultan said:

'I parlicLilarK hate glass buildings . . . But of course we don't interfere

with the interior decoration'.-^** The authorities will not grant permission

for new constructions until the plans are agreed by the architectural

inspectorate, who take great care to preserve the traditional appearance

of towns. While the size of buildings erected and the construction

methods used have changed radically, aesthetic principles remain and in

modem Oman, houses continue to be decorated with carved doors and

windows are covered with patterned wooden gratings.

In all probability, there are few countries in the world whose

architecture is determined to such an extent by the taste of its ruler.

^ Figaro Mugtuine (30 April 19^4).
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The Sultan C^aboos prize tor architecture was first awarded in 1999, but

it could be claimed tliat everythini; constructed or restored in Oman
since 1970 is a monument to the Sultan.

Protective zones have been created around major historic monuments.

The niins of the lost dty of Ubar and other ancient cities ate being

excavated and conserved. The ruined city of Sumurliain, at the port

village of Khor Ruri near "niqa, and the site of the ancient settlement of

al-Balid in Salalah, probably the ancient town of Dhofar, have been dug

out from centuries of detritus. Also in the care of the state are the ancient

fortress of Bahia and the ruined prehistoric necropolises of Bat and al-Ain.

All are landmarks on UNESCO's World Heritage List.

Reverence for Oman's past is expressed not only in the maintenance

of its historic monuments, but also in the creation of new structures

that pay tribute to their memory. The ultra-modem naval base in

Wudam was named after Said bin Sultan. The newest combat ships are

named after vessels which distinguished themselves in the naval battles

of past centuries. The guards proudly wear traditional uniform, though

they are armed with submachine guns instead of swords and

smoothbore guns.

The process of transforming a nation threatens more than just

monuments and the historical face of the urban landscape. Nature itself

can suffer grievously from the Influence of modem technology.

While the Batinah was for centuries the country's granary thanks to its

substantial reserves of fresh water, today the future of the region's arable

lands is fraught v/ith anxiety. From time immemorial a system of wells

and aflaj (plural of fUUif) had been used for irrigation, but since 1970

almost every farmer has used electric pumps. The water table has been

disturbed and soil salinisation has begun. Considerable sums of money

are being spent to combat this problem.

The Sultan is deeply concerned to avoid the catastrophic consequences

of environmentally unsustainable development. At the time of the Rio

Envirormient Summit in 1992, he said: 'We must set a limit to hapiiazard

methods and protect what is left of our grazbig lands and water resources

against desertification and drought'

in Uie course of meetings with his people, the monarch constantly

exhorts them to treat the environment with respect During his trip to

Dhofar in January 1995 he said:
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It is important to preserve the enyiwnment and avfM ove/gmzing because

ifgrass does notproduce enough seed, it wiil perish. We have seen how well

Sniss ^?ww5 in fenced-offareas. Let us benefit from the mountains that (kni

Ihis hi'stowcil on the /(;>,';( '/i lhuI protect their pora. Vhc owners of ^ra/ins^

animals will have less need to use thent because there is a plan to shift

fodder crops from tiie plains ofSalalah to tiie other side of the mountains.

In 1973, after long years of ruthless exploitation of nature and the

resuitinj^; impoverishment of flora and iauna, some of which are unique

to the area, tlie Sultan introduced an absolute prohibition on hunting

and other trades which threatened the enviionment. Oman became the

first Arab country to create a Ministry for Protection of tlie Environment.

In the 1970s, although the country was a long way fsom achieving the

Sultan's development targets, substantial resources were devoted to the

preservation and restoration of native fauna. Birds wintering over in

Oman - pinic flamin>;os, geese and many species of duck - were given

protected status; protection was also extended to the green turtles living

on the coast. For the first time in many years the unique Omani
mountain goats that had become a rare sight had no need to fear the

rifle, and a ma)or project was implemented to reintroduce and establish

a population of Arabian oryx - once a sjmibol of Arabia.

The recovery of the Arabian oryx has been dramatic. Small herds used

to inhabit the vast peninsula and Bedouins on camels witii regular

smoothbore guns did little to reduce their numbers. But with the coming

of Land Rovers and the development of long-range rifles, the situation

abruptly worsened. In 1972, in the jiddat ai-Harasis desert, the last wild

ory.x was killed. Three years later Sultan Qaboos decided to restore the

oryx to Oman. I hrough the agency of other Arabian rulers, the World

Wiidiife Fund and the London Zoo, a few of the last remaining Arabian

oryx were caught and given refuge in Kenya; from there a herd of nine

were delivered to Phoenix Zoo in Arizona, US, where the climate is

similar to that of AraUa. There the Arabian oryx began to breed.

In 1982, a plane with five of these offspring landed at Seeb

International Airport and they were transported to the place where

wild oryx had last been seen - the territory controlled by the Harasis tribe.

I he Sultan agreed with the sheikhs that the tribe would take them under

its protection. The animals were kept in an enclosure and in due course
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became aecustDincd ti) their new home. Shortly thereafter they were

joined hy two more groups of young oryx from Phoenix. Ry sjX'ciai

decree of the Sultan the National Park of Jaaluni was established as a

centre for rearing oryx for the wild. Initially the park employees fed

them with alfalfa and hay and watered them. Only after completion of

the first stage of 'Operation Oryx' were the animals released into the wild.

Their numbers dlmbed to some 400. Today their population totals only

sometiiingover ICQ-the reduction of tiiese swift, gcadous inhabitants ofthe

desert being attributed to poaching by the tribal neighbours ol the Harasis.

However, numbers are growing once again.

Green turtles may not have come quite as close to extinction as the

oryx, but poachers still hunted them for their meat and egg

collectors raided their sand covered clutches of eg^s. in June 1977, the

Sultan announced an ambitious project for the protection of these

unique marine creatures. A natural park was created near the cape of Ras

al-Hadd, where ideal conditions exist for the nesting of the huge

marine reptiles.

Tb watch the turtles return to the same shores they left as hatchlings to

lay their eggs, one must take up position on the beach (as advised by the

enviroiinu iital jMotcction services) on a moonlit night, and wait motionless

and soundless until a wave deposits on the sand something that, from a

distance, looks like a military helmet. Gradually, the dim form of a turtle,

up to a metre in length, can be distinguished as it crawls slowly from the

sea leaving a wide furrow, like the tyre track of a tractor, in the sand.

At about 20 metres from the high water nuuk more and more turtles

heap up little piles of sand with their flippers and excavate deep pits in

which they lay some one hundred or so eggs. These enormous,

phlegmatic creatures live for up to 400 years; quite possibly there are

among them some that emerged in the same silent way in the days when

the Portuguese were masters of the land, and when tlie star ot tiie \a'ruha

dynasty rose and set. An inxoiuntary tremble overtakes you to see a

living creature that was possibly born in the days of Imam Ahmed, who

was alive at the beginning of a great dynasty - to touch its hard armour

is to touch living history. And as the giant reptile disappears l>ack into

tiie waves, leaving the eggs alone to incubate in the heat of the nest she

has prepared, you hope that the measures being taken to secure the

future of the green turtle will, with time, be wholly successful.
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Sultan Qaboos has more than once stressed in his speeches that

preserving the natural environment cannot be left to individual nations.

Only bioad international cooperation can restore the earth's

enviionment The creation of the Sultan Qaboos International Award for

Nature Protection in 1989 testifies to his sincerity on this point.

I>istingui^ed recipients of this prestigious award indude a Mexican

research centre (1991), a Czech scientist (1993), a conservationist

organisation in Malawi (1995), the University of Alexandria and a Sri

Lankan agency k)r the protection of forests (1997) and the Darwin

Natural Tark on the Galapagos islands (1999).
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Facing the Future

HE STATE APPARATUS that Sultan Qaboos inherited in July 1970

was an obstacle to reform. Even with the means for

development, progress cannot be achieved without the

appropriate administrative structures. The young Sultan knew how

government and municipal bodies functioned in Europe and he

recognised that while the chain of command in Oman had to be built on

traditional lines, he also had to consider the experience of the world's

leading nations. In 1970, however, there were just 1750 state employees

in the whole country. Even the creation of new ministries was a serious

problem, let alone the formation of management bodies. Some months

passed before a government could be formed.

Previously, the management of the country had been in the hands of the

Provisional Consultative Council, composed of the old Sultan's confidants

and given no freedom to act independently. The Council laclced the time

to implement any plans for economic development. Its functions passed

partly to the government, partly to special bodies whose task was to

coordinate development projects. But because the philosophy of reforms

was at a rudimentary phase, the development councils proved to be

short-lived. The Tenders Committee was the first body to come into

being, but shortly afterwards its functions were transferred to a newly

created Interim Planning Council, which existed for just six months.

In September of the same year a Supreme Council for Economic

Organisation was formed, but this body also proved ineffective, and in

April 1973 it was replaced by the General Development Organisation,

which was dissolved at the end of the year.
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The Ministry o\ DevelopnuTit which succeeded all the ahove-

mentioned groups was itself subjected to a reorganisation after less than

a year. At the same time (in late 1974), the Sultan created both a Finance

Council and a Development Council. All these reshuffles demonstrated

the difficulty of creating efficient working structures in a vacuum.

Notwithstanding the enormous problems - the dearth of management,

lack of infrastmcture and the diversion of resources to the war In Dhofar -

in the first years of its existence the new government apparatus managed

to find its feet.

The Sultan thought it necessary to in\olve the people in the country's

leconstruction. But from the beginning he realised that the traditional

system of government, with its reliance on the tribal structure, should

not be totally demolished. It was his opinion that everything valuable

from the past ought to be brought forward into the future.

Therefore, in that momentous radio appeal on 9 August 1970, Qaboos

bin Said reassured the tribal sheikhs that they were an essential part of

the country's future. .As tar as the monarchy as a [political institution was

concerned, the Sultan had no doubt that it was absolutely essential -

Oman could not survive without it. it was, however, clear to him that

flexibility and efficiency must be an integral part of the role he had taken

over from his father if Oman was to be protected fiom the unrest that

threatened to envelc^ it. The war in Dhofar was undertaken in order to

secure for Oman a future that was not based on the destruction by

outsiders of all that gave the country its unique character and meaning

- but in conducting the affairs of his country during those difficult years,

Sultan Qaboos benefited greatly from his ability to distil from his

knowledge of Western civilisation those aspects which would benefit the

development of Oman. As he once commented on tiiis mission of an

hereditary ruler:

The idIc of a niunurch in muJcni times is that of ii v/z/t/c who should act

lis it rvsounc and a reference in a chans^in^^i world. He should play the role

uf arbiter and outline policies to be carried out by the government in the

interests ofthe people.^

In every society that passes through a period of profound change,

opinions will differ on the content and pace of reform. If a radical point

»Ibid.
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of view prevails, economic reforms accomjiain political and social

transformation. If the advocates of a cautious apjiroach >;ain the up|K'r

hand, changes aie initially instituted in Uie sphere of economics, while

sodai changes are pennitted only after an economic base is created.

Liberalisation in politics which is not bolstered by serious economic

achievement usually provokes a rapid disintegration of the state and

triggers sodal revolution. So it was in France at the end of the ei^teenth

century and in Russia at the beginning of the twentieth. Having lost a

precious instrument in autocracy, the reformers lost the possibility of

influencing events and became hostages of rapidly changing

circumstances. But history also knows other varieties of societal coups.

Some rulers, bewitched by the idea of rapid progress, played the role of

revolutionaries themselves - Peter the Great in Russia and Mohammed
Reza Pahlavi in Iran, for example. Both set their nations the objective of

catching up with Western countries practically overnight; both knew

that the inertia and conservatism of their subjects were the main

impediments to achieving this. The interference of the state In all

spheres of life became appallingly burdensoFiie. I ven secular customs

and morals were often ridiculed for the sake of wliat seemed progressive

to the supreme leader. The leader of the 'white revolution', the Shah of

Iran, ordered the purchase of a multitude of foreign breweries and

distilleries and encouraged the spread of European fashions. He was

flattered when Iran was likened to the countries of southern Europe.

Sultan Qaboos was very conscious of the fact that the promise of

uncompromising progress without any accompanying action poses the

danger of stirring up violent political extremism even amongst those

engaged in the process of attempting to bring about such a development.

The people of Oman had to see, and be involved in, action

implementing change for such a potential catastrophe to be averted.

He well remembers how his plans for reform began to mature. After years

of studying the history of Oman and other countries, he came to the

conclusion that all societies pass through ups and downs, and he felt certain

Oman's lack of development was only a temporary phenomenon.

Government was the major Instrument for bringing about the most

urgent transformations. In the initial stages, when management

structures were being created, the energy and authority of Tfeirlq bin

iaimur played a significant role. After Sayyid Tuiq left office in

oopyiiytnoa inaiutial
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DccenilK'i 1971, the Sultan rcstM-ved for himself the post of Head of

Goveriiment and Minister of Foreign Affairs, Defence and Finance.

He thus assumed full responsibility for the success or failure of

restructure. This was a very courageous step, given the many difficulties

strewn upon the path to reform.

The Sultan defined the essence of that important period as follows:

The main difficulties I encountered - in addition to the grave military

situation that existed in the south ofour country- were the widespread and

vital needs that confronted me on all sides. But, in a sense, we were lucky

that Oman's development occurred later than that of some of the odter

countries ofthe world, and particularly ht the resion, so we were able

to learn from the niisUikcs of others anil Innv tliu opportunity to use our

fmunciul resources to the best possible ends.

I am pleased to think we have succeeded iti this. Of course, errors were

inevitably made in the crash programme that was required for many ofthe

areas ofour development, but these were soon corrected and became fewer

as we gained experience and as the oil revenues increasingly flowed.^

The government desolnfHcl along with the increasingly complicated

tasks the country had to face. If in the autumn of 1970 some ministries

with rather fuzzy competence were created, several years later their

respective responsibilities had become clear and firmly fixed, and their

operation more efficient. As the country attained the goals set by the

political leadership new tasks arose and new ministries appeared with

clearly defined areas of responsihility.

Thus, for example, the Miiiistries of Regional Municipalities dnd

Environment, 1 egal Affairs, and the Civil Service were established.

Their creation was motivated by the fact that Oman's social structure was

becoming more complicated and by a new understanding of

development problems. Today the Goverrunent of Oman consists of

three dozen experienced ministers, each with considerable authority.

Every minister reports directly to the monarch. They occupy their posts

for many years, working ably together - a sign that the Sultan has

chosen astutely. But it does not mean that he is undeniaiiding.

Not only administrative errors but violations of professional ethics incur

very serious consequences tor the highest-ranicing officials. The law is the

» Leaders (October-December 1995).
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law, Sultan t)ab()()s Ix'Iicws. ami no one can put themschcs above it.

He himselt strives to set an example in this regard. In Oman there cannot

be one law for the powerful and another for the populace. When the Sultan

drives a car, he waits as patiently as anyone else for the lights to change.

The country's rapid growth in all spheres prompted an increase in the

number of state employees. This stratum of Omani society increased

ten-fold in the first seven years of reform, and it has since grown several

time more. Now a large corps of functionaries manages the

administrative structures and also the public property of the Sultanate -

thousands of schools, medical institutions, cultural artefacts and

industrial hardware. The three-coloured national tiag is tiown atx)ve

every establishment that belongs to the state.

When Sultan Qaboos took the first steps to create modem
management structures, the administrative system, organised into

wilayats, was retained without significant changes. They were headed by

the watts, who in turn relied on tribal sheikhs. Later, while making

modifications to procedures for forming local authorities, Sultan Qaboos

was careful to preserve their basis. Although the administrative heads of

the wilayats used to be appointed directly by llie Sultan, this is now done

throu>;h the Ministry of the Interior.

According to the former Minister of the interior:

A watt heads the government Institution ofa mlayat. Very often he acts as

an iiilvtci, if he ciin resolve ii ilispiiti' fhiUcfull}. If he nuinot it is referred

to the courts, or to the police, or to the relewiiit muuicipality. A wuli often

received requests from tribal sheikhs representing tlw interests of citizens

regarding services and other problems.

As for local representation bureaux of those mhusthes involved in

devdopment, as a rule the watt is in charge ofthem. The role of the watt

consists in working with sheUths and explaining to them the particulars of

govemmental plans.

The tribal autonomy which for many centuries was a source of

instability, especially in Inner Oman, is gradually becoming a thing of

the past. A modem state with an administrative mechanism at Its

disposal that is able to guarantee law and ordei; the collection of taxes,

and the smooth functioning of socially important structures, has

narrowed the sphere of influence of many traditional institutions.
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But Sultan Qaboos nvwr made the mistake of attempting to force

modf^rnisation on ttie tribal structuie. On the contrary, the authority and

experience of tribal leaders were eagerly sought by the Omani state

throughout its period of radical transformation. The Minister furtlier

noted that 'At the beginning of the 1970s we didn't have Identity cards,

or Urth certificates, or any other proof of identity'.

Only the sheikh of a tribe could fiimlsh information on the date of

birth and origin of a person. In 1970 the Sultan insisted that every

dmani citizen should have a document confirming his nationality.

The siieikhs, working directly with the wiilis, played an indispensable

part in this scheme. The cooperation and Iota! expertise of sheikhs

remains particularly important for the less developed regions of Oman,

where there is as yet no organised structure for dealing with the everyday

problems of road Iniilding, health and education. In some cases the

sheikh of the tribe acts as a mediator in conflicts.

The political wisdom of Sultan Qaboos is evident in cases such as these.

In contrast to reformers of many other countries, he had always aimed

to draw out the creative potential of tlie traditional structures, whose

roots reach deep into the past.

Qaboos bin Said ended the centuries-old practice of awarding top

goverrmient posts to the tribal elite. All Omanis now have equal career

opportunities. But the sheikhs did not demur, since their power over

their fellow tribesmen quite painlessly mutated into other forms - now
their moral authority provides support for the Sultan's hinovations.

The tribes of Oman (there are about 200 of any significant size) long had

a social welfare system - about 10 per cent of their members were

unmarried women (including widows and divorcees) who, according to

Islamic tradition, could not earn their living and were therefore the

responsibility of the community. Aid was also granted to the infirm.

These enlightened moral traditions are carefully preserved and they

Inspire all of the Sultan's decisions on social questions.

When reform plans were being conceived at the dawn of the Omani

renaissance, one of the greatest obstacles to modernisation was the

complete absence of modern legislation. The first legislative acts in

Oman were introduced in conjunction with the fornuition of the first

government. They were established by the Sultan's decrees, or those of

the Council of Ministers. (Jvei the past quarter of a century, numerous
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laws and codes defining relations in the economic and social spheres

have been adopted. And although siuiri'a has remained the foundation

of Omani legislation, arbitrage in the field of business is conducted

by the Committee for the Regulation of Commercial Disputes.

The promulgation of the Basic Law completed the creation of the

legislative system.

In a National Day speech in 1996 in Sur, Qaboos bin Said declared:

'Crowning the efforts of a quarter of a century of fruitful work, we have

issued . . . the Basic I aw of the State, which is the distillation of the

experience gained over the past years.'

The Basic Law bestowed by the Sultan defines the fundamental

principles of state policy, and also the system of forming authoritative

histitutions. For the first time in the nation's history the Sultan's

prerogatives, as well as the mechanisms for the functioning of the

monarchy and for the transfer of power, are outlined. The activity of the

supreme ruler has therefore become subject to legislative regulation;

thus, obligations to the country have been codified.

The rights of citizens to privacy, to possess property and to express

their opinions by legal means are declared; everyone is guaranteed

religious freedom and the right to create organisations or associations

and participate in them. It would not be an exaggeration to say that

this document is the cornerstone on which Omani society and the

Oman state are built.

Sultan Qaboos chose an opportune moment to draft a constitution.

In contrast to the majority of analogous legislative acts, the Basic l aw of

Oman came to light not as the result of competition between social

forces, but at the momeiu when society was in accord on all of the basic

political questions. In Russia, by contrast, in the period of intended

reform prior to the revolution the battle over the constitution was highly

divisive and the fact that the Tsar agreed to adopt it in a moment of

political conflict aggravated the divisions. The situation in modem
Oman is quite the opposite - here the Basic Law plays a consolidating

role: it does not weaken the monarchy but reinforces it; it removes the

monarchy from the ambit of tradition and the minutiae of law, while

keeping it at the centre of the political structure.

Soon after the Basic Law was adopted, tlie Sultan j^iomulgated a decree

forming the Council of Defence. The Sultan himself heads the council,
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whose other members iire the I'alace Department Minister, the Police and

Customs inspector, the head of the SAI, the coinmandeis of the other

aimed services and the head of the Security Service.

The most brilliant reformer in the history of the dynasty. Said bin

Sultan (1806-1856), realised that the state could only be strengthened by

enlarging the base of political power: He therefore created the Sultan's

Coimdl (Sultani) which included representatives of different classes.

Sultan Turki bin Said, who ruled in ditheult times (1871-1888) when

Oman had to adapt to a now disposition ot jL;eopolitical power, also spent

much of his time meeting tribesmen and always tried to stay in touch

with the mood of the people. The grandfather of Qaboos bin Said,

Taimur bin Faisal (1913-1931) undertook long trips round the country,

during which he settled disputes and listened to the opinions of religious

authorities and sheikhs.

The experience ofTaimur bin Faisal proved similar to that of the young

Sultan - both searched for an effective method of consulting with the

people, laimiir bin 1 aisal knew the history of his country too well and

loved its traditions too much to follow the advice ot those who saw the

Western parliamentary system as an ideal model. After all, he instigated

his reforms not to elicit the applause of London or Paris, but to improve

the everyday life of his people, who for many centuries had lived under

tribal democracy. Qaboos bin Said found another way - the whole

country became his parliament.

After his first brief trip around the interior of Oman, the Sultan firmly

resolved to become acquainted with all the regions as thoroughly as

possible, to get to know the leaders personally and to listen to the needs

of the people.

When he ascended to the throne, Qaboos bin Said had hardly travelled

within his own country, but within a few years his knowledge of Oman
was encyclopaedic. Tours lasting several weeks became standard,

developing into a series of consultations with local people from all walks

of life. The Sultan, well aware that in an autocracy the real power belongs

to thosewho have access to the ruler, decided to make himself as accessible

as possible. As he himself has remarked, These meetings with my i>eople

are of paramount importance to me. The tradition of our country is tliat

each Omani should be able to meet his Sultan directly.'*'

^> figm Magfuine (30April 1994).
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The new Sultan's approach was in stark contrast to that of his lather,

who had not left the palace in Salalah tor many years and was

completely inaccessible to the people over which he wielded authority.

Methodically visiting one region after another, and listening to countless

requests and proposals during his meetings, the Sultan formulated

specific tasks for ministries and local authorities, ensuring that matters

were efficiently followed up and that the lines of communication

between himself and his people were kept open.

in the 30 vears of his rule, the SulLin has elaborated his own

ceremonious annual 'meet the pe()|)k' tours, inakiiii; the event a lioliday

for all concerned. Improvised triumphal arches decorated with banners

and portraits of the Sultan greet the enormous cortege as it passes through.

One of the Range Rovers is driven by the Sultan himself. Rows of white-

robed men line the roadsides, waving in greeting; schoolchildren mass to

welcome their ruler; now and then women leap from the crowd to

shower the Sultan's car with rose petals and the Sultan waves to the

crowds. When something catches his attention, the Sultan stops, gets out

of his car, and chats to his subjects. Me drives into villages and visits tlie

barasti of Bedouins and he examines new de\ elopments.

On the outskirts of desert settlements or in the villages of the foothills,

camps are organised, and a mobile military unit guards the Sultan's

temporary residence. At a distance, under the shade of acacia trees,

groups of people sit all day long in the hope of seeing the Sultan, or

submitting their requests.

On the day of the Sultan's arrival, hundreds of vehicles arrive at the

camp. The pillars of the local society, armed with machine guns and

carrying assas (slim canes) enter a large parade ground walled with

benches. The Sultan arrives and is warmly greeted. A presentation

ceremony follows, during which the monarch shakes countless hands

and accepts numerous requests in envelopes. He then addresses the

gathering, an unrehearsed speech in which he tells them of the

goverrmient's plans.

As night fells, IHrds flash black against the lingering trails of colour

emanating from the horizon, and slowly the stars begin to glimmer.

The people gather closer to have their say. The Sultan sits on a bench,

leaning on his assa, the dignitaries in their dishdashas, Khartfars In their belts,

keep a respectful distance. One by one the people approacli tiieir ruler.
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He listens caretully, occasioiuilly asking e]uestions of a minister or

assistant. Many ot his decisions and deciees have been formulated after

such meetings.

The meeting ends with a ledtal hy local poets or tales of the glories of

the homeland. Sometimes small festivities follow; tiie sound of flutes and

drums fills the air and the men sing songs of battle £K>m long ago. hi the

flldoering firelight blades glitter and dancers leap and brandish their swords.

During these trips the Sultan usually visits three of the eight provinces,

passing a week or two at each location. Ministers and dignitaries in his

entourage visit the neighbouring villages and nomadic encanijiments,

asiung people what they need, sometimes remedying complaints on the

spot, sometimes initiating more complex solutions through discussion

with local officials. Many protects involving both the ministries in

Muscat and local institutions have been the result of such discussions.

Though such direct contact with people is very fruitful, aimual touis

around the country have not become a substitute for permanent

institutions of popular representation. The Sultan had no intention of

reneging on the promise made early in his reign of developing a more

democratic basis of power. As soon as the war in Dhofar ended, he began

to plan a people's assembly similar to the Sultani. Later, in a magazine

interview, he affirmed the importance of representative institutions.

Of course pupuliu piirticifnition is n)niliiLivc to initional stability. To fail to

^ive one's people a voice in their destiny, to regard them as automatons fit

only to be directed and not consultal, is a sure way to disaster. This has nex'er

bemtiwOnumi\My,amllhaveemymtenikmofmmm^

partkipadon is fitrther developed to the benefit ofmy people and country.^

At first there were i)lans to create a representative body appointed by the

headol state, assembling at his request. In 1981 the Sultan promulgated

a decree establishing the State Consultative Council {hit^lis al-lstishari)

made up of 17 members representing the wllayats, 17 state officials and

11 representatives of the private sector,

Slhldh- Fii'^t Utsi^lit (Nowinher-December 1995).

According to ilie I'resRltiit of the Majlis, 'The Islamic principle ol shiini nuans the
participation of everyone in the administration of State aiMis. This principle does not liave

an exact definition in Islam and can Ih- interpreted ver\ liroadlv. As a rule the most
iiitluciitidi and autlioriiativt' members of society, wlio tan give tlieir opinions on the most
vita! questions of social life, take part in the process of shun. The principle of shum in
Oman is based on this concept, and in Iceeping with this concept we are flexible towards
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On ?) Novemlnr the* sdiiie year, the members of the new Council

gathered in the al-Alam palace for their first ceremonial meeting, in his

speech to them, the monarch stated the duties ot the Council:

While we entrust your Council with the duty ofgMng opinions and advice,

it should also he the friimcwork for a joint effort between ^overuiueut and

public sectors for sludyin^^ the aims and dimensions ofOiii dcvcloptuent

plans, tJte priorities fixed for their projects and the obstacles which stand in

the way of implementing these plans, and suitable solutions to them.

For thb reason, it is our tntentitm that both gpvennnent and the public

sectors be represented onMs Council- a representation in which Utepublic

sector will be the nu^ority so that the Council is equa! to Uienobk aim for

wfdch it has been established, namely to take the wishes and needs ofthe

citizens into consideration in forming our national policy in the economic

and social spheres. The i.ouncd shall also be a vital field for interaction

between and integration of the opinions of its members, and for full

cooperation between the government and its citizens, in carrying out the

duties and obligations ofthe current stage of the development.

The membership of the S(X; was cc)m[)letely replaced every two years.

Its members made many tours of the country, meetinj^ the walls and

other representatives of the people, a strategy which permitted an

objective analysis of the government's actions and an evaluation of the

efOiCtency of the development programme. The Council also became a

kind of school of politics for the subjects of Sultan Qaboos, as television

eventually began to broadcast sessions of the SCC, and everyone had a

chance to follow their discussions.

In 1991 the State Consultative Council was replaced by the

Consultative Council (Majlis at-Shuni). I he change of name meant

alterations to both its principles and spheres of o[X'ration. The Islamic

principle of shura was made the foundation of its activity.'* The most

authoritative people in the Sultanate were permitted to vote for

nominees to memt)ersiiip of the Council.^ Representatives of the

everything new and towards all changes that respect the principle ot shura. We are i>[)eii to

new experience.' Interview with the author (26 Deceml)er 1998).
^ The Minister of the Interior informed the author that according to the voting law of Miijilis

al'Shura each citizen has the cajiacity to vote in the elections that take place to choose a

iCfiRsentative from eacli wilaya. Wllyas with a population of 30,000 or more aie

represented h\ two membeis. Candidates with the tiighest number of votes become
menibeis ut the Majilis.
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government were no longer autoinatically granted seats on it.

The ultimate right to approve candidates was reserved for the Sultan -

from the four elected by the population of a wilayat, he appointed two.

The number of members was increased to 59.

The Coundl assisted the government in studying problems andwoddng

out recommendations in the field of economic and financial policy.

Council sessions were usually held four times a year and lasted a week.

The permanent bodies created by the members did the bulk of the work.

Several committees were formed for this purpose. Iheir task was to

examine draft laws submitted by the ministries before they were put into

effect in the form of a decree by the Sultan. Ministers had to answer

questions at committee sessions so tliat the memliers fully understood

the proposed legislation.'^

Discussion between deputies and their constituents takes place more

often in the deputy's house over a cup of coffee, rather than in an office,

a practice reminiscent of the gathering of fellow tribesmen in the tent of

their sheikh. A millennium of democratic tradition in Oman is a major

contribution to the idea of rule by the people, and is evident at every turn.

One has only to glance in the telephone directories, where the office,

home and mobile telephone numbers of all high-ranking officials and all

members ofthe ruling family apart only from the Sultan himself, are listed.

Three years later elections for the second Mi^lis oi-Shuni were held.

In a major break with tradition, two women entered the chamber of

people's representatives for the first time. The Council was enlarged to 80

members and for the first time women were admitted - in line with the

results of the first ever census in Oman, completed in December 1993.

Royal Decree 101, issued on 6 November 1996, put into ojK'ration the

Basic Law, an important milestone in the history of the nation. In an

interview, the Sultan recounted the creation of tills document

As I approiu hcil iny Silver juhilcc, I suid to myself: this is the time! I s^ot

Whether four of my most trusted people - all Omauis. I sat with them and

told tiiem exactly what I had in mind. 1 gave timn a year to formulate it

The prcsidtiu ot tliu Mnjlis iil-Sliiiui dctined the main directions for the activity of the
Council thus: The \f<//7/s has the authority to present initiatives to modify certain lews
currently in force, i lie \fiijli>> studies the social and economic situation of tlie country and
drafts initiatives regarding; tiiese questions. The Majlis also lias autliority to propose
recommendations on the most important questions leganUng the devdopment ot Oitiani

society. Ttie MajiJis taJces part in tlie pceparatlon of flve-ym devdofHnent plans lor tiie
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In a l0gal document Then we had a second review, andUm a final session.

I announced it on my annual "Meet the People' tour while encamped in the

desert in the heartofOman. Then I waitedpr the reaction, which was verj^'SfKht

Now the Basic Law is being implemented through laws ami regulationsJ^

Aitide 52 of the Basic Law defined and brought into existence a new
body of popular representation - the Council of Oman (Majlis Oman),

The Maflis al-Shura became the first chamber of this council, llie newly

created State Council {Miijlis iil-DuwIa) the second.

1 he third Majlis al-Shura, elected in 1997, included 82 deputies. At the

same time 41 members of the State Council were appointed by the

Sultan. He selected the former President of the State Consultative

Council and a number of ministries to head the second chamber.

The President of the M0is al-Dawla defines the purview of the second

chamber of the Council of Oman thus:

The creation ofthe Mollis al-Dawla is the lastphase ofbuildhig a system

of organisation. Each of them played its role at a certmn period of time.

And each state organtsatlon was created only when it was needed. In 1970

we had to cmte a government from scratch, and we created it.

There was a need for u body that winiLi cwdualc the results of the

government 's activity, that would help the Xf^vennnenl. Then came the

moment for a specialised independent body that would evaluate what had

been done over the previous thirty years, the positive and the negative

results from this period, in order to use the positive results for future

development and to avoid the negath^ ones in future. Everytfdng which,

acconUr^ to Uie Stdtan, needs to be evaluated, analysed and worked out so

that we can contirtue building on our achievements, becomes an obfect of

consideration. All such questions will be within the competence of tiie

Miijlis id-l)awla. The most pmmincnt, wcU-pnpurcd ionl well-educated

representatives of Omani societ}' make up the Coimcd. These f)eople have

worked in all spheres ofstatecraft: they have been ministers, vice-ministers,

ambassadors, they have served in the army arui in the security service and

country. When such a plan is worked oot by the government, it is passed on to the Majlis;

bom there It Is submitted to the economic commtttee where government mhristeis
participate in the discussion of the plan After the plan has been discussed and apjjroved,

it is passed to the Sultan for approvai. Five-year plans are prepared, takirig into
consideratioa the geographical dWUmis of ttie country/

» Foidgfi Affairs No. 3 (1997).
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have made a positive contribution to social and economic development

They are assembled here to ensure a smooth transfer of power from one

generation to another. The authority ofthe Majlis al-Dawla is increasing,^^

like the first chambe-crftheOman! CouiKi], theAlic^

members, induding a university professor and the editor of a women's

weekly magazine, both ofwhom liave considerable experience ofworking

in various commercial and state structures and take part with the men in

discussions of political and economic strategy'. In no Arab Gulf country

do women participate in the running of the country to the same extent.

By Royal Decree, two women have been appointed as undersecretaries,

two women hold ministerial rank, and there are many women in the

state and private sectors of the economy. Women are also represented in

the air force, army and police.

The ruler attaches special importance to the involvement ofwomen in

all spheres of activity, thereby adhering to the teachings of Islam and the

customs of his country. The Sultan notes that, 'The Prophet, praise and

peace be upon him, has instructed us as to the role of women. This role

was \erv significant in the earlv davs of Islam. '^^

There are no statements in the Qur'an that could justify discrimination

against women. And the liistory of Oman gives many examples of

women who liave played a prominent role in society. In the times of the

Ya'ruba dynasty, Queen Sliamsa, famous for herwisdom, ruled the nation.

Later, during Oman's struggle for independence, Asila bint Hamyer, who
fought alongside the men, gained renown. Two experts in religious law

Najia bint Amir al-Ha|i and Khadifa bint Said al-Kuidi are also enshrined

in the memory of grateful descendants.

From the day he ascended to the throne, Qaboos bin Said has always

stressed the necessity of granting women the same opportunities as men
for study and work. Schools opened during the initial phase of reforms

allowed equal educational opportunities for boys and girls. And at Sultan

Qaboos University, women now make up more than half the student

body. There are structures in ministries and local authorities devoted to

the affairs of women, fomily, childhood and maternity. There are no

gender restrictions in the nation's legislation.

Interview with the autiior (22 nccember 1998).
^ Telegraph Magazine (12 August 1995).
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The Sultan's plans reflect his solicitude for the future of his people.

Many of his decrees over the years are, in one way or another, the fruit

of this solicitude.

Qaboos bin Said acknowledges the truth of the old aphorism that

history is the tutor of kings. And history has taught Oman many bitter

lessons. Few of today's ruling heads of state pay such dose attention to

the past as Qaboos bin Said. Careful examination of the past can

illuminate the safest path into the future. In his speech on 3 November

1981, at tlie openmg of the first body for popular representation, the

Sultan said:

All our activities and experience should originate from withhi and be

cotisistcnt with the vahies and tiiulitions pnraihnx in our Islamic

coiumunity. This is hcciiiisc human experience has shown, and in still

showing, that the method of abstract imitation, overlooking reality, will

always lead to great dangsrs.

The creation of the State Council is not only a logical step in the

development of representative bodies, but also an original mechanism

for meeting conflict between generations. It is not by chance that it has

been created now, when the generation of statesmen who created the

new Oman have reached an age where they must think of handing on

power to the next generation.

Ihe President of the Ms^lis al-Dawla nicely expressed hi 1999 the basic

principles for passing on this responsibility:

Those who are 3S to 45 now begin to take leading positkms: all of the

directorgenenib, all undersecretaries, almostevery ndtdster, aU members of

the Council ofOman, the army command. After the year 2000 diose who

are over65 will nudsie room; they will be replaced by the generation ofttmse

wiio are now 40 to 60, without any conflicts related to relinquishing:, power

or trying to obtain power. Oiw can compare our attitude to the situation

with the point of view of a man who stands on the shore and watches the

waves roll one after another onto the beach. And there is no wave tiiat turns

back, there is none that doesn't reach the shore. Everything happens on the

basis of real estirmitions, piarming and researdi. If there is no sound

philosophy in sodety, no clear leadership finmded on sound prindples, Ihe

most unfortunate consequences ensue.
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Andif^tMgeneratkncmuwttmnsf^

generations that want more power and more responsibility, the new

generation will rebel Civilisations perish this way. If the old are not

Uiiilv to piiss on power to the young, there is ihseoril ami prc\ious

aehievenients begui to he doubted. Therefore, development will not reueh its

aim . . . In 1970 the Sultan said that he uitended to create a modertt

government that would be based on state bodies developing in a natural

way, and on continuity.

The Sultan spoke about this on the day of the opening of the Council

ofOman a year ago. He said: you will be responsible to the future.

He addressed us, the generation that had been occupied with state affairs

since 1 970. The most important thing is to get andgive away power correctly.

Consider the laws that have been adopted since 1995, takin^i as their point

of departure the necessity for the passage of responsibility from one

generation to another - for exany^le the law on pensions. This contains a

principle that doesn't exist in any law on pensions elsewliere in the world.

A person who has served the state for 15 years and who has reached the

age of 55 can get an early pension. This ensures the smooth passage of

responsibility from the elder generation to the younger.

This policy has yielded excellent results, so everybody wartts it to continue.

The person who takes part in fMssing responsibilities frersonally makes this

clioice; after that he won t criticise or declare something unfounded.

Although by 1999, the foimatioii of a system of state oigans could well

have been considefed complete, events in the veiy next year showed

how open Oman is to continuing modification and change; the elections

of 2000 to Majlis al-Shura were conducted by a board of electors, but on

the basis of direct voting by the peopled" Democracy in Oman is leased

on long-term strategy, the scope of which is to malve the structure of

power stable and involve the people in administration. This deeply

organic process, rooted in the ancient, spiritual Arab-Muslim culture,

does not frighten the Sultan. He says:

Tiie ohserwuice of our religious and cultural traditions is deeply embedded

in the life of our country and people, and U provides them with a

» By law an citizens male and female. Who reach the age of 21 years can vote to elect

members of M.i)iis al Shuia. The first popular election took place In October 2003. There
are 83 elected members.
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comprehensive refisrence and giddelbm within wMch to lead thebr lives -

both with respect to religious observance and in their secular day-to-day

existence. Many years aso I told my people they should be ready to accept

what is f'oni the modern worlil, hut reject those influences from it

wliich are bud; tins 1 feel we iiave l)een success/ul in duin^.^"

It has been Oman's gieat fortune to have been niled by a heieditaiy

monarch as progressive yet, at the same time, as mindful of the beneficial

aspects of tradition as Qaboos bin Said; his skilful leadership lias ensured

the country an orderly passage into the new era. The gradual changes to

the political system have demanded patience and tenacity not only troni

society, but from the leader himself. Rather than plunging the country

into immediate and fai-reaching political changes without consultation,

he has waited for the agreement of the people ofOman - and his strategy

has borne fruit In the words of an Omani proverb: 'Who has the

patience to wait, receives a reward'.

Three decades of the Oman renaissance have enriched all the elements

of society; state structures, the economy, culture, science and education.

F.very year tiie health system becomes more com|)rehensive, every year

the country and its citizens become more closely integrated with the rest

of the world, and all without social unrest. The policy of reconciliation

conducted by Qaboos bin Said from the very begirmhig of his reign cut

the ground from under the feet of those who dreamt about a violent

transformation of the society. Oman is united now as never before.

The Sultan's peaceful revolution has deprived his opponents of all

support, and his shrewd and humanitarian act of anmesty for political

opponents has achieved what no persecution could have done. In this lie

has followed the precedent of Imam Nasir bin Murshid, who won the

hearts of his contemporaries by pardoning the vanquished enemies and

thus uniting a country exhausted by civil war and laying the foundation

of its future glory. It is difficult to avoid the ccmclusion that this man, so

devoted to the history of his country, has reached back to grasp what is

best fiom the most admired figures of his past in order to create his own

personal vision of vrhat a good ruler should be.

The Minister of the Palace Office declared to representatives of the

Omani press in November 1999:

^ TriiHaia (26 January 1996).
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FoighfeimsisaduiracleristicofthegnatandUsh^

a weakness; thus when His Majesty issued the amnesty, it reflected the

firmness of the state and its solidarity. There are no political prisoners in

till' Siiltiinati' and the state is on alert against those who attempt to spoil

Uie achievement of this country.

In leply to a question of how he sees the future of his country, His

Majesty responds with one word: 'bright'. He adds, 'Oman enters the

twenty-first century witli solid touiuiations. But we cannot stand still; we

have tt) work constantly. While taking one step, we have to think at the

same time about the next one/
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The Conductor
and his Orchestra

UK TKMPKRATURK NFAR NizwA was 34° C OH 9 November 1999 -

no more than a pleasant summer's day to the Omanis in their

loose clothing, but uncomfortably hot for me in my wool suit

and for the Iranian ambassador in his formal attire. We were seated in a

large green tent awaiting an audience with the Sultan, and everyone was

in high spirits.

It was not the first time the Sultan's camp had been pitched here, in

the Saih al-Barakat area (in the Omani dialect seeh is the narrow flat strip

between the desert and the mountain, and barakat means blessed).

Opposite is Nizwa, and it is within easy reach of Muscat by a good road

through the mountains.

The placename barakat probably attests to the fact that this is a place

where in past centuries people gathered to pray and talk with the

spiritual and secular leaders of Oman. It remains such a place. In the

numerous tents, equipped with the most up-to-date communications

systems, ministers and generals are at work. A steady stream of

information flows in and out. Elsewhere, the oil flows constantly

through a network of pip)elines, the lifeblood of the nation. Hundreds of

thousands of kilowatts course through copper cables, providing energy

for the nation, and the armed forces are on the alert, all united as if

under the control of a single will.

The might of this modern nation is commanded by a man sitting out

of sight in his crimson tent. In this austere setting where long ago Imams

judged tribal disputes and discussed the finer points of fikb

(jurisprudence/religious law) with lawmakers, investment projects worth
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hundreds of millions of dollars are today being considered. They include

j^lans for a large-scale domestic Internet network, the development of

modern metallurgical and chemical production, and the laying of a gas

pipeline on tlie bottom of the Indian Ocean.

As the sun sets, the desert grows cool. I look out from my tent as the

sky to the west gradually acquires its flamboyant evening colours that so

startle the senses after the calm expanse of drained afternoon light.

The colours of the Omani landscape are mainly pastel - bare hills, sandy

dunes, ancient NilKi^^es all blending almost imperceptibly one into

another, and sand-coloured camels appearing as no more than faint

suggestions of themselves against this subtle backdrop. Ihe amazing

similarity of colours is not even broken by foliage, for the paleness of

those leaves that look dusted in ash merely add another layer to the

muted palette. But the evening sky has other colours, like the reflection

of a blaze upon a blade, the mysterious gold patches of light from a

woman's bracelet ... by the time a guardsman enters our tent in a cream

dishdasha, the day has burned out and stars litter the sky. I pick out a

familiar word in his rapid speech - Sultan. This means that one of us will

now see the monarch. I am given the signal that it is my turn.

Our jeep takes us o\ er a rutted dirt track, its headlights picking out the

rocky soil. Then suddenly the headlights are extinguished and the

darkness closes in. Our guide's torch shines and we get out and follow

him. Through the darkness I see a tent and in the light of its ovediead

lamp I see a small linen peak trinuned with braid. On the carpet outside

the tent stands a slim figure in a white dishdasha. His face is still

indistinct, but the short beard that frames it is instantly recognisable.

An energetic and heart-felt handshake. Ihe Sultan greets me with a

gentle smile and a warm but penetrating gaze. How little he resembles

the pictures I have carefully studied! He looks at least ten years younger

in the flesh and there is a nobility of bearing and a brightness in his eye

which caimot be captured by the camera. The bearing is of a man whose

ancestors have sat upon the throne for 200 years.

We sit in easy chairs, with a thin Persian rug on the floor and a small

round table between us. From time to time during the conversation the

Sultan waves his right hand. He has a narrow palm, long fingers and a

sihcr ring on his little finger. His movements are gracious, understated

yet full of resolve. His manner is dignified, yet he smiles easily and sits
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in a most relaxed way. It is impossible to define his hcariiij; other than as

regal simplicity and I teel I am in the presence ot an exceptional figure.

I had occasionally seen Sultan Qaboos on television and had always been

struck by the peifection of his posture - his is a frame to put one in mind

of those that can be observed on the walls of Egyptian tanples, where

the pharaohs of thousand year dynasties are depicted.

The conversation moves smoothly hom His Majesty's childhood to

his studies and military service, touches on his views on Oman's

historical past and its current problems, his musical preferences and

favourite books. Kverything I hear adds to my knowledge and makes me

re-examine the facts. But most importantly, my interview with Sultan

Qaboos animated everything i had gathered trom booi(s« newsp ijx rs,

interviews and other sources about the man; my research now had a

cohesicm tiiat could not have come from anything but this personal face-

to-face meeting with the remarkable hmnan being whose life I had been

stud3dng for so long. As I listened to the warm intonations of his voice

when he spoke with sincerity and passion of people and policies he holds

dear, it was as though I was experiencing that moment when a shake of

the kaleidoscope finally produces, from the maze of colours and shapes,

a perfect pattern.

Sultan (Qaboos has done much to preserve and enrich his country's

natural and manmade assets. The beautihcation of Oman is evident

everywhere, from mass restoration of the country's rich architectural

sites (castles, mosques, bazaars) and modem construction (strictly

controlled by architectural reference to the past) to the creation and

organisation of symphonic orchestras and female national costume

shows. In everything lies something of the Sultan's personal taste.

Muscat, with its ancient forts and wiiite palaces cradled at the base of

a formidable mountain range, represents, in contrast to most Arab

capitals, a classic city of the Muslim east, and reflects the Sultan's

respect and love for tradition.

The spiritual basis of modernisation is Islam. F6ur thousand mosques,

built and restored during the reign of Sultan Qaboos, are filled five times

a day with devoted Omanis, foUowing all the teachings of the Prophet as

their ancestors did. Their devotion to national traditions is so great that

there are probably few other countries in the Arab world where the

everyday customs inherited from the past are maintained to such an extent.
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The national costume is preferred by all without exception, from

students to ministers and every official is armed with a khanjar wtien

fulfilling official duties.

Qaboos bin Said's love for Omani traditions has made liim sensitive

to the importance of traditions in other countries. He is therefore

careful to study the protocol of each country that he visits - a practice

which must endear him to his hosts and which certainly ensures that

he is comfortable and at ease wherever he goes. He is a refined person,

in the best sense of the word, and his charm, dignity and wisdom

make it easy to understand why so many world leaders have visited

Oman during his reign. His guests have included King Fahd; King

Hussein; King Birendra; Queen Elizabeth II; Prince Charles and

Princess Diana; Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi; Sultan BoUdah; Sheikh

Zayed; Mubarak, Bashar Al Assad; George Bush (senior), then a Vice

President; Francois Mitterrand; Indira Gandhi; Atal Behari Vajpayee;

Tosiki Kaifu; Kurt Waldhelm; Margaret Thatcher; Victor

Chernomyrdin and President Clinton. In addition to the dignitaries

listed above, the heads of most major international organisations have

visited Muscat. Probably the words of Prince Khaled bin Sultan of

Saudi Arabia best sum up the general impression the Sultan gives to

his guests: 1 was favoured with a private conversation with the ruler

of Oman, Sultan Qaboos - a correct, highly educated and very

informed person, worthy of every respect.'

World leaders are naturally not simply drawn by the Sultan's charm.

Above all they value the opportunity to exchange opinions with one of

the most shrewd and experienced politicians, a worthy bearer of his

unofhcial title, Wise Man of the Ciulf. His great knowledge of the

domestic situation in Oman and his deep insight into the situation in

other countries have enabled him to create realistic domestic and foreign

policies, which together validate some of the most difficult actions he

has liad to take during his reign.

Just by seeing and listening to the Sultan in person you begin to

understand the nature of his policies more deeply. His is a personality

which brings artistry to everything he touches, bom the colourful

annual tours around the country to his military and political decisions

with their heady combination of swiftness and foresight, their apparent

effortlessness all reflecting a brilliant and analytical mind.
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It is said that soiiK'timcs ttie Sultan drives around the caj^ital and its

environs to visit objects of interest and to evaluate tiie work of the city

parks and street-cleaning seivices. These trips take place under cover of

darkness^ avoiding pomp and ceremony, following a tradition of ancient

Islainte leaders. It is a method of keepiiig in touch with his nation that was

practiced by Harun al-Rashid, the fatimid ruler of Egypt Hakim, and in

our times was also followed by King Hussein ofJordan, who often posed

as a taxi driver so that he could travel incognito amongst his own people.

But few other modem leaders have made dialogue with his people such

an essential foundation of government. In the M) years of his reign, Sultan

Qaboos has probably visited every village in his country and spoken to

all those with authority in their district, or at least shaken their hands.

In describing the Sultan's attitude to his life's work, IHjsiikin's words

about Peter the Great come to mind: 'as an academic, a hero, a navigator,

a carpenter, he was an all-embracing soul on the throne, an eternal

worker/ Qaboos Said is a man of such prodigious output - the list of

posts he has filled indicates the volume of business he has to attend to

each day. In an interview he complained:

Papers, papers, papers! They even brir^ me papers after dhmer, 1 delegate,

but they still want my comments. It gets worse all the time. In the

beginnmg there was only one ministry, that ofthe Interior'' but now

,

.

.

The Minister of the Diwan confirms that: 'A very large volume of

documents goes to the Sultan. Decrees, edicts, letters of reference,

decorations. Some issues are postponed for the second, diird time. It is

characteristic of His Majesty to make a balanced decision. But if matters

are urgent, the document is quickly signed.' The Minister knows better

than most the amount of business the Sultan has to deal with. It is the

Diwan who organises his daily affairs, rccci\ing ajijilications from

ministries and from t)ther countries, and preparing daily and long-term

programmes for the Sultan to approve.

Asked about the Sultan's working day, the Minister said that it is

usually pressured. The Sultan values human contact and tries to meet

people as often as possible. He also reads a great many letters. It is quite

usual for him to write notes on them - he even corrects granmiatical

errors and circles words he wishes to have explained. In most cases the

Sultan makes his own decisions, and his orders are executed promptly.
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Sultan (^aboos j^ocs out almost daily to talk to his subjects, and

sometimes twice a day if many [leople have >;atheied. He is never

accompanied by a bodyguard and during these informal sessions, as in

his annual tours around tiie country, he deals with questions that are as

wide-ranging as they are frank. Often decisions on complaints are taken

immediately. Sometimes requests are handed over to the court for further

examination. If a complaint is made about an official, the matter is

thoroughly investigated. The Sultan's style is one followed by civil

seiA ants, who like to have as much contact with the people as their busy

ottice li\es ])ermit, knowing that to keep the Sultan as fully informed as

possible they must be in touch with the general mood.

When 1 spoke with female members of the State Council, 1 learned

that widows and other women in need often turn to the Sultan for

help, and he will give the appropriate instructions for the Diwan to

disburse aid.

The Sultan deak with a wide variety of questions from his ministers.

But he does not limit himself to reading material selected for him.

The Minister Responsible for Foreign Affairs, told me that 'He reads a

lot and makes his own decisions. Hie Sultan personally keeps abreast

of the news with the help of modern means of communication,

including television.'

It is difficult to separate those moments when the monarch is busy

studying documents from those when he is simply watching broadcasts,

and just as difficult to distinguish the days or hours that he sets aside for

rest The Minister of the Diwan says: 'The Sultan's leisure time is very

limited. It is Impossible to switch off completely from work. In the

summer when the Sultan is in Salalah we follow the custom of

announcing that His Majesty is on holiday, but work also catches up

with him there.'

Even when the monarch goes on a private trip to Europe, which happens

every tiiree or four years, he is unable to escape the affairs of state.

In his rare moments of leisure, Qaboos bin Said reads books on history,

politics, science and the art of war.<* He b an experienced equestrian and

In an interview with MkkOe EastMky the Sultan sidd, 1 have had tfie advantage over the
years of rcadiriR the political and philosophical views of m.iny of the world's foremost

thinkers. In some cases, of course, 1 have tound myself in disagreement with tlie ideas tliey

have expressed, but this disagreement in Itsdf has proved vahuUe In the evolution ofmy
formed opinions and in mv recognition of the need to consider aU sides of a qucstioa.'

MUdie tost Policy (April 1995)
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delights in sjXTiding time at his stables near the palace at Seeb, riding

and training his horses. The Sultan also enjoys sailing and, when time

permits, takes to the sea in his yacht, which is equipped witii ail the

means of communication necessary to keep him in touch with Ills

ministers. He also enjoys shooting.

But the SuUan's greatest passion is music It is more than a hobby and

almost as important to him as politics. It is a subject on whidi be is most

knowledgeable. When asked which of the Russian composers he

especially likes, he immediately answered, Tchaikovsky, Rimsky-

Korsakov and Kachnianinov.' tie added:

/ like many European composers, for example the Finn Sibelius,

Also Brahms, Bach, Elgar, Olson. Mainly classical. But I also enjoy folk

music from different countries and continents - Polish, Romanian and

Arab melodies. UnfoitiiHiitcIv, •^Uiiithmis of pcrfornuukc of tnuiitiouiil

Arab music haw fallen considerably, ihe continuity has been bn)ken and

few performers can maintaui the purity of our classics. In Oman, wc trv to

preserve our musical heritage. I cannot give preference to just one direction

or to separate works. I like the music ofAmtalucia, TMish and Iranian

music, a htofIndian andAfrican music. Ofcourse. Hove musicfrom other

Arab countries, and in parUadar from Yemen. The musk of Oman
developed under the influence ofmany other cultures, for exampHe India

and Africa. Our music is extremely diverse and expressive. Fortunately,

Onum has maintained its tradition very well and I try to help its

development. But it does not end there; we also have ah the main types of

orchestra - symphonic, military, ja// and so on.

1 iiope that all these efforts to develop music will lead to the fulfilment of

my goal - to raise the cultural level of the people in general and musical

education in particular.

The Oman Symphony Orchestra, formed by the Sultan, has reached

maturity and its musicians have studied at a number of prestigious

European centres, in particular in London. Fine military orchestras have

also been created and enjoy international recognition.

The Ministry of Information has established a centre for the study of

folk music. It publishes serious works on this topic, including an

encyclopaedia of traditional music, and many radio and television

progranunes are dedicated to folk music.
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The former Minister of Iniorniation, said that he who knows good, is good.

1 his sage remark can serve as a key to the personality of the monarch.

The Sultan's love for the highest achievements of human culture, his vast

knowledge of religion and history, cannot but aeate an aura of goodness

around him.

When he has a moment to himself he improvises on his lute, and on

rare occasions plays the organ. In an interview Sultan Qaboos was

asked which music he would take to a desert island, and he chose

Beethoven's Sixth Symphony. The Sultan is clearly a man of halance

and self-knowledge, his p(^litical style in tune with his artistic tastes.

If we liken the leader of a nation to the conductor of an orchestra, then

his primary task is to coax the best out of each performer - utilising

individual strengths, minimising individual weaknesses, while

allowing each performer sufficient space to develop their own sense of

what the work demands. In the 33 years of Oman's renaissance. Sultan

Qaboos has conducted his nation in such a way, with harmony, beauty

and concord.

The Sultan usually starts his speeches hy saying, 'Esteemed

countrymen', or 'My dear people'. These are not empty phrases but the

expression of deep affection. More than anything the monarch values

the mutual trust of his nation, which can l>e likened to a large,

harmonious family. As he said to an English foumalist:

/ feci respoiisihlc for all my people. A mouarch should see Iwuself us father

of the entire uatioii. A monarch is a mirror. He reflects his people's history

and their culture. They can understand their collective identity much

better through him. He must always understand them, inform himselfiff

their needs. He should do things in fitdr irOerest before Ihey ask him to.

Youngpeopleget bored wi&i old khtgs. They tMnk they know better, so the

system cannot stand still; it must improve all the time andyou must never

allow cracks to develop. Never.

As befits a man of the calibre of Qaboos bin Said, lie has found within

himself the generosity to forgive his father for those six years of

unjustified confinement and has, perhaps, come to place the fiears which

drove his father to such a radical action in a historical and psychological

context which makes them compreiiensible and, to some extent,

depersonalises them.
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For his part. Said bin Taimur, who has lived in his ta\()urite London

hotel, the Dorchester, for several years, is said to l)e proud of his son and

is known to have written iiim a reconciliatory letter from there, full of

wannth and tenderness. According to the former foreign minister of

Oman, Neil Imfies, who saw Said bin Taimiu frequently, the ex-^ultan has

accepted the situation veiy philosophically, and was in some respects

very happy to have been relieved of his former responsibilities, and able,

at long last, to relax. 'At least his son succeeded him without the more

drastic revolution which he had feared, and which might have

overthrown the Sultanate altogether. 1 thinlc that in his heart he was

proud of his son.

'

The remarkable Said bin Taimur mosque in the Khuwair district of

Muscat, built on the order of Sultan Qaboos in the late 1990s, will always

serve as a symbol of tiiis historic reconciliation l)etween father and sorL

Q^dxx» bin Said always had a particularly warm relationsliip with his

mother. During his most difficult years Sayyida Miyzun helped him find

strength and foith in the future. When he became Sultan lie continued

to value her advice and practical mind and he suffered a huge loss when

she died on 12 August 1992. She was buried in her homeland T^qa, not

far from Salalah. There, in the old cemetery around the mosque, are

several identical marble tombstones, where the Sultan's uncle,

grandfather and mother lie. Upon the tombstone of Sayyida Miyzun is

an epigraph from the Qur'an (89, 27-30):

Oh soul tlhit art at rest!

Return to your Lord well-pleased (with Him),

well-pleasing (Him),

So enter among My dewtees.

And enterMy heaven

Those from the Maashan tribe that live in Taqa say that sometimes,

late at night, a jeep stops at the ancient cemetery aful the familiar figure

of the Sultan steps out. For a long time he stands by his mother's grave.

The Sultan comes at night when the dty sleeps because he does not want

a crowd to gather around him. Only the whisper of the ocean waves can

bceak his silent conversation with that person he holds so dear who has

left this world fbreveL Perhaps he recalls those years vrtien the beautiful

and wise Sayyida Miyzun would come to talk with him in his small
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liouse by the palace, her visits giving him the courage not just to survive,

but to grow during his years of confinement.

Just t)efore sunrise in Taqa tlie wakening birds shatter the silence.

Rays of the rising sun reach across the sea to outline the silhouettes of

numerous fishhig boats upon the surfoce of the watei: Here and there the

ocean's smooth surfoce suddenly flares widi thousands of tiny fish

leaping from the water to save themselves from some unseen predatOL

The tide slowly recedes, leaving behind it a line of rich debris on the sand.

Lootving at liie eternally repeating cycle of life which Qaboos bin Said

saw from the windows of the al-Misn palace or during trips to his

motiier's birtlipiace, one feels in the presence of one of the sources of his

personality. One can feel that his composed, harmonious and

independent character was formed not only under the influence of his

family and nation, but under the hifluence of the rhythmic, inexcnable

ocean movements, at once a symbol of freedom and of eternal existence.

Oman! Arabs have long been open to the world. Theh: caravans carried

the earth's precious gifts of myrrh and frankincense for thousands of

miles through mountains and deserts. Their ships anchored in distant

shores, populated by different races and cultures. In the rustle of the sand

and the crasliing of the waves they tried to hear the call of eternity and

to decipher God's behest. Those who best comprehended God's call

were those chosen in history - leaders, religious figures and wise men.

These fathers of the people became the pride of subsequent generations

and with time the symbols of ruitional honour, worthiness and heroism.

Years, decades and centuries will pass. Poets from other ages will

contemplate the eternally repetitive patterns of ocean life and try to

penetrate the sense of never-ending sagas and the emotions which

fuelled them, and, as I have done, some will search anew for the key to

the dedicated ruler of this land, who has brought it so triumphantly into

the new millennium.
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